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THE KEY TO BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER
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Chad Smith

and the Red Hot Chili Peppers

have sold over 40 million units world-wide.

His sound, distinctive. His drums, Reference Series.

In fact, Chad Smith was instrumental in the development

of these revolutionary drums.

Uncompromising drums designed for

uncompromising players.

We broke down the doors of

collection and made the world’s

first truly individually engineered

set of drums. With Reference Series

you get everything working in your

favor to create a fully optimized

spectrum of sound. Visit your local

Pearl Dealer for the complete

Reference experience. It could be the key

to breaking your own sound barrier.

Chad Smith with his original prototype. Reference kit at
the Houdini Mansion while recording their upcoming CD "Stadium Arcadium".

To learn more about Reference Series, check out our website, www.pearldrums.com or visit your local Pearl Dealer for the complete experience.

Winner of the prestigious 2005 MIPA Award for best Acoustic drums.
So, Whaddaya Know?

Deep down, most of us musicians know that we’re an insecure bunch. And who can blame us? Offering intimate artistic interpretations of life on earth, for others to judge, is a risky proposition. “What if they don’t like it?” “What if they don’t like me?” We’ve got so much more of ourselves wrapped up in our work than your average nine-to-fiver does, don’t we?

To help combat the stress involved with, literally, selling our artistic souls, we often find ourselves propagating certain musical myths. By defining a set of absolutes, and living by them, we invent a structure of thought, bigger than ourselves, that we can emotionally and intellectually lean on, “I know I’m on the right track, because I studied hard and know all the rules.”

Just like in religion and politics, this kind of fundamentalist thought can lead to problems. Times change, and the old rules might not apply anymore. And pursuits like communication and progress sure get tough when you close yourself off to new and different interpretations. Of course, a clever person always questions things. But many people—even musicians, who should know better—manage to miss that point.

I began thinking about this years ago, when I started compiling a personal list of “drumming myths”: statements made by older and supposedly wiser drummers that just didn’t sit well with me. You’ll find some of these presented in this month’s Slightly Offbeat column.

For a real-world example of this kind of thinking, you might want to study the career of this month’s cover star, Terry Bozio. Someone says, “The drums are a rhythmic instrument; let the other instruments deal with melody.” Terry not only questions that, he follows through, writing music—drum music—that’s as concerned with melody as it is with rhythm. Then he goes out and creates a new instrument to play these concepts on. What an investment in personal vision!

The flip side of all this talk of revolution is that there are certain rules all artists must acknowledge: Rules of nature, like balance, contrast, and repetition. But these rules are not man-made, and even they can be messed with—if you learn them first, and bend them with purpose and skill.

Beware the teacher who claims to know what he’s talking about. Knowing what other people are talking about is a much more impressive feat.
“LEGACY IS THE DARKER SIDE OF MY SOUND. THESE CYMBALS ARE VIBRANT, TRASHY AND BEAUTIFUL, ALL AT ONCE.”

— DAVE WECKL

"Tone Texture" is what makes Legacy special. These cymbals have a ton of dark, musical color that encompasses the full tonal spectrum but digs way down deep. The rides put out a cushion of sound. The crashes are punchy but complex. And for something completely different there's the O-Zone Ride. I play Legacy alone, or mix them with my brighter sounding HHX Evolution set-up. With all this tone texture, it’s easy to find yourself in Legacy."
RODNEY HOLMES
I was lucky enough to have played with Rodney Holmes in the jazz band at Woodlands High School in Hartsdale, New York. He left a lasting impression on me with his lightning-fast speed, impeccable timing, and drive to be the best. But specifically, Rodney is the reason that I became a lawyer.

One day I found myself in the unenviable position of being in a drum-off with Rodney in the school auditorium. As we exchanged fills and beats, I eventually ran out of ideas. Rodney proceeded to do things on the drums that were not humanly possible. All I could do was give him a standing ovation.

I didn’t stop playing the drums completely after that experience. But I did clearly see the future of drumming, and its name was Rodney Holmes.

Radley Baine, Esq.
attorney at drums

CHRIS PARKER & WILL LEE

In this day of home project studios, Pro Tools, sample libraries, and Internet file sharing, it’s important to remember that the best part of playing music is doing it live, with other musicians. And the best music is always a collaboration of talented players like Chris Parker and Will Lee. Thanks for their story in your December issue, and thanks for reminding us of what fun it can be to lock in a groove.

Sam Evers

TO LISSA, FROM HAL
Lissa Wales was a dear friend. She was also a true believer in drums and drummers. Drummers should never forget her photographic history—her photos speak for themselves. I’m glad that her suffering is over, but she will be missed.

Rest in peace, Lissa.

Hal Blaine

STEVE SMITH ON INDIAN RHYTHMS
I’ve been an MD reader for half my life, and I want to say that Steve Smith’s “Indian Rhythms” articles are the coolest exercises I’ve ever seen in your magazine. Attempting to bridge two disparate rhythmic cultures must be a daunting task, but Steve’s respect and love for the music really shows. These articles have opened up new ways of approaching music for me. Thanks, and keep up the great work.

Samuel Wiebe

ENJOY EVERY STEP
Upon receiving my December issue I quickly devoured Bill Miller’s “Enjoy Every Step” editorial. Bill’s inspirational dissertation on the importance of practice and remaining motivated was right on the money.

I encourage all of your readers (particularly those inclined to view practice as a burden, rather than a joy) to embrace the “drudgery” of the daily practice routine. By adhering to a methodical practice routine you can’t help but become a better and more disciplined player—and person.

Michael Gaylor

RICK LATHAM
Great interview with Rick Latham in your December issue! I’ve had Rick’s Advanced Funk Studies book for years, and I practice the examples regularly. But, embarrassingly, I never knew much about him as an artist or as a person. Thanks for educating me on such a role model.

Rob Jankowski

Matt Skibbe
“at this point in my life, i go for the most tone. so i use the tb medium clear for my solo performances, in the studio or for my own projects. but there are times when the music calls for a more powerful approach (like live with jeff beck) that’s when i switch to the 2-ply. i found it has a similar rich-full tone and sustain but is a much stronger, more durable head.” - Terry Bozio

“when it’s time to slam...
...i double up with attack 2-ply.”

Terry Bozio Signature Drumheads are made under patent #3483056

Readers’ Platform

RINGO AND RAY CHARLES’ DRUMMERS

In your November story about Ringo Starr, his producer, Mark Hudson, mentioned that Ringo’s favorite drummers were the ones who played with Ray Charles. Ringo was probably referring to the drummers on Ray’s hits from 1955 to 1962, the period when Ringo, the other Beatles, and the rest of the world were so captivated by Ray’s music. Here’s a list, in chronological order, of some of those records and the drummers who played on them.

1955: “I’ve Got A Woman”—Glenn Brooks
1956: “Hallelujah I Love Her So”—David “Panama” Francis
1958: “My Bonnie”—Richard Goldberg
1959: “What’d I Say”; and 1960: “Sticks And Stones” and “Georgia On My Mind”—Milton Turner
1960: “Hit The Road, Jack” and “Unchain My Heart”; and 1961: “Hide Nor Hair”—Bruno Carr

“My Bonnie” is significant because The Beatles recorded it in 1961, three years after Ray did. “What’d I Say” was probably the most influential because of the unique Latin-flavored beat that Milt Turner came up with. The Beatles (with Pete Best on drums) would close many shows with this number in 1961. But more importantly, Ringo used that exact Milt Turner beat on “I Feel Fine” in 1964.

John Bryant
Ray Charles’ drummer, 1974-75

Universal Percussion, Inc. 1431 Heck Road  Columbiana, Ohio 44408
1.330.482.5750 / attackdrumheads.com / sales@universalpercussion.com

HOW TO REACH US
MD’s Readers’ Platform,
12 Old Bridge Road,
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009 or
rvh@modern drummer.com.
Restoring Tama Imperialstars

I love Tama drums, and I’ve wanted a set of Imperialstars since 1982. I recently found a set that includes a 24” bass drum, as well as 10”, 12”, 13”, 14”, 15”, and 16” concert toms. (I’m looking for a matching 18” floor tom.) I’m in the process of restoring the kit and cleaning the drums up a little. I have two areas of concern:

1. What’s the best way to clean and protect the Zola-coat lining on the interior of the shells? Can I treat them like any other wood surface?

2. Is it possible to obtain the 1980s-style Imperialstar memory locks for the tom holders? If not, will any of Tama’s modern tom brackets mount in the old bracket holes? I don’t want to drill any more holes in these shells if I can avoid it.

Michael Engle

Tama’s Ace Okamoto responds, “Zola-Coat is a very strong, water-resistant coating—perhaps even more durable than a standard polyurethane finish. So a standard gentle wood cleaner should be fine.

This 1982 Imperialstar kit featured multiple concert toms and 24” bass drums.

“Tama’s MTB25E (Superstar) tom bracket is the most similar to the original Imperialstar design. The MTB30 (Stardrastic) and MTB10 (Swingstar) will also work. As far as memory locks go, the ML105 is the most similar one. But we now have the ML11, which is easier to use. In the case of the MTB30 tom bracket, the MTB30-2 key lock is included.”

Soundproofing Resources

I’ve been drumming since I turned eleven. I’m twenty-five now. I have my own house, and I plan to buy a new drumset shortly. However, my drumming room is only about 25’ from my neighbor’s house, and I don’t need a lot of complaints from him. Does carpet pad make for an effective sound dampener? If not, can you suggest other readily available materials?

Kyle Christensen

Carpet padding alone is not an effective means of reducing the sound of acoustic drums.

MD ran a series of articles about soundproofing a practice space in the December 2001 through April 2002 issues. Those articles were written by MD contributing writer Mark Parsons, whose comprehensive new book on the subject (Keep The Peace: The Musician’s Guide To Soundproofing) has just been released by Modern Drummer Publications. We suggest you check it out before undertaking any soundproofing projects.

The following additional books and Web sites offer information on available soundproofing materials and techniques:

Basic Home Studio Design (by Paul White),
The Drummer’s Studio Survival Guide
(by Mark Parsons),
Building A Recording Studio (by Jeff Cooper),
www.acousticsciencens.com,
www.acousticsfirst.com,
www.acousticsystems.com,
www.auralex.com,
www.asknetwell.com,
www.realtraps.com,
GIVING IMITATORS SOMETHING TO COPY SINCE 1623.

Zildjian

Imitation may be the sincerest form of flattery, but for almost four centuries, the Avedis Zildjian Company has gone where no cymbal manufacturer has gone before. In fact, many of the cymbals found on today's kits (splash, ride, crash, hihat and sizzle) were invented and named by Avedis Zildjian III. And today, the innovation goes on. Continue the journey at your local music retailer. Or at zildjian.com.
It’s Questionable

Getting More Pep From The Drums

I’m playing drumset for the nationally recognized University Of Dayton (Ohio) Flyer Pep Band. This year, the director’s goal is to make the band louder in the arena. What heads do you suggest that would add more sound to the drumset in a 13,000-seat arena?

Jonathan Radwan

Our first suggestion to achieve the band director’s goal would simply be to amplify the band, including the drums. That way nobody would have to blow or hit harder than is necessary in order to get a good sound.

Failing that, you have two options when it comes to drumheads. If you plan to hit harder in order to sound louder, you should consider heavy-duty heads that will be able to withstand the additional impact. Clear twin-ply models from any of the major manufacturers would be the best choice on toms, with perhaps Remo’s new Emperor-X head on the snare drum for extremely high-impact durability.

If you prefer not to just slam the drums harder, you may want to try heads that will project a bit more high end. This will help the drums to carry through the boomy, echoey space of the arena with more clarity, if not necessarily more volume. In this case, we suggest the use of single-ply coated heads, tuned fairly high. You won’t get a huge, deep drum sound. You’ll more likely get a classic “Stewart Copeland” sort of tonality, with the toms and the snare in the higher ranges. But that sound will have plenty of attack, which will help it carry through a large space with more definition.

Questions For MD’s Drum Experts?

Send them to It’s Questionable, Modern Drummer, 12 Old Bridge Road, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009, or rwh@moderndrummer.com. Please include your full name with your question.

What’s A Drum Clef?

A student of mine recently asked me what the drum clef is. We noticed that there is a rectangular symbol at the beginning of each line of music in Modern Drummer. Does this symbol have a name?

Sam

The symbol you refer to is generally referred to as a “neutral clef.” It’s used to indicate a part that is non-melodic, and thus is neither treble nor bass clef. Not all drum music uses it; you’ll often see drum charts that have no clef indication at all. But the Finale music-notation program does use it, and that’s the program that we use to create drum music in Modern Drummer.

Either of these symbols can be used as clef signs with drum music.
THE NEW KARL TIMBALES.
STAND UP AND STAND OUT.

It’s your time to shine behind LP’s new Timbales. The legendary Santana percussionist Karl Perazzo collaborated closely with LP to put his signature sound within easy reach. Outstanding features include the unique antique bronze finish and newly designed stand. Another innovative addition from LP, the ONLY percussion company dedicated exclusively to hand percussion.
Q You probably wouldn’t expect to hear Anka’s Rock Swings recording you’re catching everything from the ensemble. Were you using actual drum charts...or perhaps a lead trumpet part?

My question has to do with your recording technique, and is in two parts. First: Your snare sound always fits the bill, no matter what the genre of music is. Yet it has what I would call a “signature” sound. I know it’s you from one or two strokes! Do you typically use the same or similar snare setup and tuning technique when recording?

Second: I love your big-band drumming. It’s smooth, tasty, and well executed. You probably already know that trumpet players are kind of particular about that! On Paul

A First of all, thank you for all your kind words.

My snare sound is really the result of snare selection, tuning, and execution. The selection is based on me listening to the music, and then considering the timbre of the drum in relation to the character of that music, and how it will interact sonically with everything else. There are several other factors involved (too many to elaborate on here) such as the room, the engineer, and so forth.

On the Rock Swings record I must give a “hats off” to the incomparable Al Shmitt for his recording greatness. The charts were, as I recall, master rhythm charts, or charts geared to me with horn ensemble events that needed to be reinforced. During the rehearsal, I tried to make mental notes of anything that wasn’t written but that I needed to “catch.” Then I’d talk it over with the trumpet section, or with lead trumpeter Gary Grant, and make sure that I was in line with it all. Then I just played it how I interpreted it.

I hope that helps. Thank you again so much for your appreciation, and God bless.
For 50 years, the Ambassador™ has been the drumhead of the world's greatest drummers. Isn't it time you found out why?
Bass Drum Miking Tips From Flogging Molly’s George Schwindt

Q I recently saw you play at the Atlantic City House Of Blues with Flogging Molly. I really admire your intensity.

I have a question about the Yamaha SKRM-100 Subkick. Do you just use this as the only kick mic’, or do you have a second mic’ placed elsewhere? And do you use the Subkick because of the sound it captures, or to boost the bass drum over all the other instruments on stage?

Jerry Zappi

A Thanks for coming to the show, and thanks for the questions. I use two microphones on my bass drum. A Shure Beta 52 is my primary mic’, the Yamaha Subkick is my secondary mic’. Because the Subkick was designed to capture and enhance only the very low frequencies of the bass drum, it would not be a good stand-alone mic’. But it works amazingly well when the two are blended together.

I can’t tell if your second question is unwitting humor or a gentle indictment of our front-of-house engineer (very funny either way). I definitely use the Subkick for the sound it captures, and absolutely not for boosting the bass drum over all the other instruments on stage. The Subkick shows up in the FOH mix as you heard, and sometimes in my monitor mix. The blend between the Beta 52 and the Subkick is determined by the acoustics of the venue, the sound reinforcement equipment, and my ears. The Subkick is used to allow the bass drum to fit appropriately into the low-frequency aspect of Flogging Molly’s sound.

Best regards, and keep listening!
Matchbox Twenty’s
Paul Doucette On His Touring Setup

Q What do you use for your live drumkit setup? And do you use Premier drums to record?
Tim

A My live setup on the last Matchbox Twenty tour featured an acrylic kit that Premier was great enough to make special for me. It consisted of a 22” kick, a 20” kick off to the side (which I kept wide open for a boomier sound and played with a slave pedal), a 12” rack tom, and 14” and 16” floor toms.

I use two snares in my setup—one as a main snare, and a deeper one off to my left. I carry a bunch of snares on the road, so I switch out all the time. My favorites, though, have to be my 1970s Ludwig 400, my Premier Artist Maple, my Ludwig Black Beauty, and a few that I got from the good people at Brady Drums.

For cymbals, I went with Zildjian K’s because of their darker tone. I used two 16” crashes, one 18” crash, a 20” ride, and 14” hi-hats.

I use essentially the same setup in the studio, except that I usually use my Premier Artist Maple kit instead of the acrylic.
Looking to take your sound to the next level?
Fear Factory’s
Raymond Herrera
Silencing The Skeptics

If there’s one thing Fear Factory drummer Raymond Herrera loves, it’s a challenge. “On every record I end up writing songs with patterns and rudiments that I have to teach myself to play,” he explains. “That’s because I write them on a drum machine. What was easy to do with two fingers ends up being very difficult to do with two legs.”

For the band’s latest CD, Transgression, Raymond composed on an Akai MPC 2000 XL with sixteen pads all programmed with his drum sounds from previous Fear Factory albums. “I’ve got my kick drum sounds from Obsolete and my snare sounds from Dемanufacture, plus my cymbals and hi-hats,” he specifies. “I can program it to sound just like my drumkit.”

Raymond admits it’s easier for him to write an entire song on a drum machine, because many Fear Factory cuts are built around rhythms he creates either alone or with guitarist Christian Olde Wolbers. “It would probably be a little tougher for, say, Dave Lombardo to write Slayer songs on a drum machine,” Herrera says, “because a lot of their songs are built around a kind of fast progression centering on the guitar more than the drums.”

When it comes to playing live, however, Raymond, who is best known for his brutally intense and ultra-precise double bass playing, assures there are no machines involved. “With some of my most extreme drumming,” he offers, “it’s so tight and so heavy that it sounds very mechanical. But sonically, the drums on Transgression sound more real than any record I’ve done. You know there’s a human being playing because you can hear the room sound and the differences each time I hit a drum.”

To silence any skeptics, Raymond had his drum sessions for Transgression filmed from multiple angles for his first instructional DVD, which he plans to release shortly. “This DVD will have all the songs from Transgression, and it will not only prove that I play everything myself, but also show people how I do what I do.”

Raymond certainly won’t be slacking on future Fear Factory recordings either. “Two of the four songs I’ve written for the next album I can’t even play yet,” he laughs. “They’re all between 200 and 210 bpm, so that record is looking good for the really heavy fans!”

Gail Worley
Jim Bonfanti
The Return Of The Raspberries

“W”hat we were trying to do, really, was be the next Beatles,” admits Jim Bonfanti, drummer for ‘70s power-pop band The Raspberries. “That was very lofty of us,” he laughs. “But you have to have a goal!”

Best known for hits like “Go All The Way” and “I Wanna Be With You,” The Raspberries were heavily influenced by ‘60s British Invasion bands. In 1975, after recording four albums, the group broke up, but the members stayed in touch. In 2005, Jim and vocalist Eric Carmen organized a one-time reunion show with guitarist Wally Bryson and bassist Dave Smalley, bringing together all four original members for the first time in thirty years. Based on ecstatic audience reaction and rave critical reviews of the band’s sold-out performance at B.B. King’s in New York, The Raspberries decided to officially reunite. “We’ve been playing select major markets to raise awareness that we’re back together,” the drummer says. “We’re hoping to gather some good reviews and move on to the next level.”

With The Raspberries so frequently compared to The Beatles and The Who, it’s not surprising that Jim describes his playing style as a combination of Keith Moon and Ringo Starr. “I’ve watched many videos of Keith Moon,” he offers. “At a glance, you think he plays with reckless abandon. But if you watch him, he was quite methodical about what he played. With Ringo’s drumming, it’s more about cool drum parts. He wasn’t trying to be flash, but on some Beatles tunes, his parts totally make the song. For Raspberries music, I play what the song calls for, not for myself.”

When deciding whether to modify the classic Raspberries songs live, Bonfanti calls on lessons he’s learned during thirty years as a player. “I’m playing some songs very close to how they were recorded,” Jim says. “But we took others apart and rearranged them. That decision had a lot to do with the fact that we’ve all become better players. Dave and I now understand the concept of bass and kick drum in a way that kind of eluded us in 1972,” he laughs. “A subtle adjustment doesn’t really change the feel of the song, it just puts it more in the pocket. Most people don’t notice, but the song comes across better.”

Gail Worley

Count Basie’s
Butch Miles
Back In Action

Butch Miles is among an elite list of drummers who’ve performed with The Count Basie Orchestra. Having toured with the band in the ‘70s and having played with many jazz greats since, why did Butch decide to return to the band? “Simple,” he says. “Over the years I thought about how much I missed the music and the people. In 2004 we reached a new milestone; Count Basie was born in 1904, and had he lived he’d be one hundred years old. Also, Basie started the band in 1935, so ’05 marked the seventieth anniversary of The Count Basie Orchestra. It just feels right for me to be back in the band now.”

Seeing Butch perform recently with the Basie band at New York’s Birdland, it’s clear that this master big band drummer’s style has evolved. Yes, the explosive, hard-driving approach that Miles was known for in the ‘70s is still there. But he’s no longer a Buddy Rich copycat, which some people accused him of back in the day. These days Butch carefully picks his spots and kicks the band in just the right way. He still can muster the explosiveness needed to power the band, but he also plays with a grace not seen often enough these days.

Knowing the Basie Band’s exhaustive travel schedule, one would think Butch would prefer to kick back at home when the band takes a break. According to the drummer, “When the opportunity arises, I’ll do master classes, jazz festivals, and some recording. Recently, I recorded my own CD titled Straight On Till Morning. It’s available on the Nagel Heyer label. It’s been getting a lot of play around the country as well as in Japan and Europe.”

For more on Butch and band, go to www.butchmiles.com and www.countbasieorchestra.com.

Jon Reich
Allison Miller is a rising star on the jazz drumming scene, performing and recording with Kenny Baron, Norah Jones, Michael Feinstein, Mike Stern, and Kevin Mahogany. Allison has also been chosen by the US State Department to tour East Africa, Eurasia, and Central Southeast Asia as a jazz ambassador.

All that said, Miller can also be officially referred to as a leader. The drummer recently completed a successful East Coast tour with her band Boom Tic Boom. "I was very excited about it," she says of the outing, which covered Maryland, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and the Washington, DC area. Allison also made an appearance at the Women In Jazz series at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, where she conducted several clinics. The tour finale was a concert at the East Coast Jazz Festival with her band, which included Ray Drummond on bass, Steve Wilson on alto saxophone and flute, and James Weidman on piano.

Besides her busy touring schedule as both a leader and a side person, each year Allison makes time to conduct clinics for high school students in the Washington, DC area. "Passing on the tradition of music and being able to relate it to the children is very rewarding," she enthuses. "It’s also exciting, vibrant, and energetic!"

Besides Boom Tic Boom, Allison leads another very successful band, Agrazing Maze, which has a new CD out. This group features the work of trumpeter Ingrid Jensen, Enrique Haneine on piano, and Carlo DeRosa on bass. "Agrazing Maze is a band where trust is the key," Allison says. "We constantly push the envelope." This CD follows the successful release of her debut album as a bandleader, Sam Stroll, also on Foxhaven Records.

Outside of her own busy schedule, Miller finds time to work with several other acts, including Natalie Merchant, Mary Ehrlich’s New Trio, John McNeil’s Quintet, and The Kitty Margolis Trio. For more on Miller’s activities, go to www.allisonmiller.com.

Vince Giannota

“Puresound wires give me both—snap and sensitivity.”

—Jeff Hamilton

There’s a set of Puresound wires for every drum—and every drummer. Jeff’s choice is the P-1412 Custom.

Wired For Sound.

Leading drum techs talk about the selection, installation and maintenance of snare wires on Puresound’s new “Wired For Sound” DVD. Pick up a free copy at your local Puresound dealer or view it online at www.puresoundpercussion.com.
Frank Vincent
From Drum Rolls To Movie Roles

You may recognize him as Phil Leotardo on the hit TV series *The Sopranos*, or in several other film roles. But what you probably don’t know is that Frank Vincent started out as a drummer. As a teen, he played in a drum & bugle corps, traveling around the country and competing in championships. “The drum & bugle corps gave me focus and discipline,” he says today. “It’s also where I learned how to read music.” At eighteen, Vincent went to work for a band called Bobby Blue & The Aristocats. But it wasn’t long before the group became Frank Vincent & The Aristocats.

In the ’60s, Vincent met record producer Bill Ramal, who allowed him to record every Saturday in a studio in New Jersey. “That’s where I learned how to be a recording drummer,” says Vincent, who would eventually play his first record date with Paul Anka, Don Costa, and a sixty-piece band in Columbia Studios. From there he did albums with Trini Lopez, Dion & The Belmonts, and Del Shannon, lots more work with Don Costa, plus commercials and even demos with Steve Lawrence and Eydie Gorme.

“I did pretty well,” Frank says. “I raised two kids playing music.” In 1969, Frank hired a guitar player for his trio named Joe Pesci. The two began fooling around with acting on stage, and in 1975 they were offered an audition for a film called *The Death Collector*. Both landed their roles, and the next thing they knew, Martin Scorsese hired both Vincent and Pesci for *Raging Bull*, for which Pesci was nominated for an Academy Award.

It was then that Vincent’s career took a sharp turn away from music and towards acting. Today he’s appeared in over forty movies, including *Goodfellas*, *Do The Right Thing*, *Casino*, and *Cop Land*. “I love to play music,” he says, “but there isn’t anywhere to play anymore. Whichever friends play in the area, I sit in.” Besides his movie career, Frank has a new book out, *A Guy’s Guide To Being A Man’s Man*. It’s nice to know that this drummer turned out good.

For more information on Frank Vincent, go to www.frankvincent.com. Robyn Flans

www.trxcymbals.com

Young Turks.

Stronger, brighter and more responsive than conventional midrange cymbals, the TRX ALT series is designed and custom-crafted to offer drummers an all-around alternative for today’s more aggressive modern and mainstream styles—setting the new standard of sound for a new generation of drummers.

Now available in a full selection of models, types and sizes at your local TRX dealer.
Perry Cavari recorded the soundtrack to the feature film *The Producers*. Perry can also be seen in the movie as “the prison drummer.”

Dave Michel is on the new HipnOstic release, *Dissolve Me*, out now on MindBlown Records.

Ray Luzier has left the DLR Band to join Army Of Anyone with Robert and Dean DeLeo (Stone Temple Pilots) and Richard Patrick (Filter). The band, who’ve signed with Columbia Records, are currently in the studio. Ray also has an instructional DVD coming out through Hal Leonard. For more information check out www.armyofanyone.com or www.rayluzier.com.

Teddy Campbell is playing with Stevie Wonder.

James Wormworth, who occasionally subs for Max Weinberg on Late Night With Conan O’Brien, is on Tequila Time, the new release from Paul Tillotson’s Love Trio.

Richard Hughes is on tour with Kean.

Linda Pitmon is on the new album by Steve Wynn & Miracle 3, …tick…tick…tick: A tour is in the works.

Aaron Gillespie has been on the road with Underoath.

When Tris Imboden isn’t on tour with Chicago, he’s been recording with Amy Hanaiali’i Gilliom, Rob Mehl, and Larry Klymas.

Stuart Elliott and Peter Erskine are on Kate Bush’s Aerial.

Damon Delapaz is on Purple Reign In Blood by Fanix TX.

Frank Vilardi is on Marie Gabrielle’s Restless Angel.

Julie Figueroa is the musical director and drummer for Latin artist Gloria Trevi’s tour. Julie has also been in the studio with José Feliciano, B.B. King, Gretchin Cruz, Jon Montalban, Ruth Estar, Herencia, Angie Fuentes, Insomnia, and Gregg Smith.

Brian “Fancy Delancey” Delaney is on J.J. Appleton’s latest, Uphill To Purgatory. For more info visit www.jjappleton.com.

Former Animals lead singer Eric Burdon has a solo CD, Soul Of A Man, featuring drummer/producer Tony Braunagel.

On Aerosmith’s latest tour, Joey Kramer’s son Jesse sat in on drums with the band for a few nights after Joey injured his shoulder. Jesse’s band, Destroments, has a self-titled CD out. For more on the band visit www.destroments.com.

Steve Hass has been very busy lately touring with John Scofield, Janis Siegel, The Manhattan Transfer, and The East Village Opera Company. He’s also on the latest releases by Frederik Doci, The Manhattan Transfer, and Janis Siegel.

Our condolences to Rod Morgenstein and his family on the loss of Rod’s wife, Michele.

---

**DRUM DATES**

Mike Gibbons of Badfinger was born on 3/12/49, Karen Carpenter on 3/2/50.

On 3/2/58, Miles Davis begins recording Kind Of Blue, the best-selling jazz album of all time, featuring Jimmy Cobb on drums.

In 3/3/64, Chuck Berry releases his single “No Particular Place To Go” with Odie Payne on drums.

In 3/65, at the sixth annual Grammy Awards, Herb Albert & The Tijuana Brass’s “A Taste Of Honey” single (with Hal Blaine on drums) picks up the Record Of The Year award.

On 3/7/89, Tommy Lee buys a DW drumset. By year’s end he officially endorses the drums, bringing DW into mainstream rock.

---

**Happy Birthday!**

- Roy Haynes (jazz giant): 3/13/25
- Paul Motian (jazz great): 3/25/31
- Graeme Edge (Moody Blues): 3/30/42
- Ralph MacDonald (percussion great): 3/15/44
- John Hartman (Doobie Brothers): 3/18/50
- Carl Palmer (ELP, Asia): 3/26/50
- James "Diamond" Williams (Ohio Players): 3/27/50
- Kenny Aronoff (session great): 3/7/53
- Matt Frenette (Loverboy): 3/7/54
- Tony Brock (The Babys): 3/3/54

- Harold Brown (War): 3/17/46
- Stim Jim Phatom (Stray Cats): 3/20/61
- Rob Affuso (Skid Row): 3/1/63
- Dave Krusen (Pearl Jam): 3/10/66
- Brendan Hill (Blues Traveler): 3/27/70
- Caroline Corr (The Corrs): 3/17/73

---

To hear some of the artists mentioned in this month’s Update, go to MID Radio at www.moderndrummer.com.
Choose your weapon.

The Mapex Orion Series in the Ebony Burst Finish.

MAPEX
WWW.MAPEXDRUMS.COM
Sonor X-Ray Acrylic Kit
See-Through Sound

Say what you will about exotic woods and custom paint jobs, there’s just something cool about the look of a clear drumset. And forget about “retro.” That coolness knows no time period. When you (and your audience) can see through the drums, it adds a whole new dimension to the performance.

Sonor’s X-Ray acrylic drumkit—a new offering within the high-end Designer series—takes special advantage of this added visual dimension. The linear design of the Designer series lugs gives the kit an absolutely skeletal appearance. The shells seem to disappear entirely, leaving you sitting behind a metallic framework that seems magically suspended in the shape of a drumkit. Like I said...really cool.
Specifications

You may have seen photos of Thomas Lang doing clinics on a massive multi-piece X-Ray kit. Our review kit was a bit more modest. It featured an 18x22 bass drum, 9x10 and 10x12 rack toms, a 14x14 floor tom, and a 5x14 snare drum. All of the drumsheells featured bearing edges that were cut very precisely.

The toms had steel hoops, while the snare drum was fitted with a die-cast hoop. The hoops on the bass drum were made of the same acrylic material as the shells.

The toms were equipped with Sonor’s own Clear Medium single-ply heads top and bottom. The snare had the same head for its batter. The bass drum was fitted (front and back) with Sonor’s Clear Power heads, which are single-ply medium heads with edge rings for control.

The kit came with a 600 series high-end hardware package that included two combination cymbal/tom stands, a hi-hat, a snare stand, and a bass drum pedal.

Sound

As much as I gushed about the cool look of clear drums, all the coolness in the world doesn’t matter if those drums don’t sound good. With that in mind, let me first say that acrylic shells have gotten a bad rap over the years. Because they’re made of a hard, clear material, many drummers automatically assume that they will produce an ultra-bright and “brittle” sound. But this has proved not to be true with acrylic drums we’ve reviewed in the past, and it’s certainly not true with the X-Ray drums.

The density and reflective nature of the acrylic shells certainly do make the drums very resonant, and also gives them excellent projection. But far from sounding brittle, our review drums sounded warm and full—much closer to a wood-shell sound than one might imagine.

We were particularly impressed with the tom sound, which was bigger and more powerful than the sizes of the drums might indicate. The 14x14 floor tom particularly stood out in this regard.

The bass drum had an interesting idiosyncrasy. When played at a low volume, it had a very pleasing low-end boom that would sound great in an acoustic situation. But the sound seem to be “trapped” when we really laid into the drum—as though the sound waves were being reflected back within the shell and canceling each other out. As a result, the drum didn’t generate the sonic output that we thought it should. So we tried an experiment.

Cutting a hole in a bass drum’s front head usually reduces overall resonance somewhat (even while adding punch). But in this case, replacing the solid head on the X-Ray bass drum with a ported model let the resonance, depth, and power of the drum escape, to excellent effect.

The X-Ray snare drum bore more sonic resemblance to a high-quality metal-shelled drum than to a wood model. It had plenty of crack and loads of volume potential, but it also had a pretty substantial amount of overring. A large part of this might be attributable to the clear batter head, which, while it makes the look of the snare consistent with that of the other drums, really doesn’t serve well as a snare batter. Unless you want to pile on the muffling rings, a switch to a coated batter will likely be necessary.

The “bigness” of the toms was also reflected in the snare. Even when the head was cranked up, the drum sounded deeper than its 5” actual depth.

If the X-Ray kit has any acoustic limitation, it might be one of excess. One of my editorial colleagues said that it just had too much volume to be used in an acoustic jazz setting. But he couldn’t wait to try it on his next rock gig.

Drum Hardware

While the X-Ray kit’s acrylic shells are new for Sonor, the Designer series drum hardware isn’t. But for those who may not be familiar with it, let me say that it’s undoubtedly the most engineered drum hardware on the market. It’s simply unlike anybody else’s...which could be interpreted as good or bad.

To begin with, Designer series snare and tom tension rods feature the slotted-head design that has set Sonor apart (to the
The floor tom leg holders are designed to rotate so that the legs can travel with the drum. But their design also makes quick leg height adjustments tricky.

The X-Ray kit’s acrylic shells feature precision bearing edges.

Tripods on 600 series stands feature one leg that can rotate independently from the other two, making positioning easier.

Aggravation of some (for many years). The bass drum rods are fitted with small round knobs instead of key heads. All lug mounting screws are isolated from the shells by special insulators, in what Sonor calls the APS Advanced Projection System. All of the lugs are fitted with Tune-Safe tension-rod locking devices that squeeze the threads of the rods. That’s good for maintaining established tuning, but annoying when it comes time to adjust that tuning or change heads.

The APS system is also used on the floor-tom leg holders. These holders have large, easy-grip round knobs rather than traditional wing bolts. They’re also spring-loaded and rotatable, to hold the legs (even when the knob is loosened) and allow them to be folded up on the drum for transport. Very convenient. But this system requires the legs to be shorter than some drummers would like. And the gripping nature of the leg holders makes quick leg-height adjustments very difficult, since the legs won’t slide through the loosened holders.

The Designer bass drum spurs also feature the APS system and large round knobs. Plus they offer an angle adjustment gauge with a memory lock, push-button adjustment of spur length, and a slick-looking rubber sleeve over the extension portion of the spur. It all seems pretty sophisticated just to hold a bass drum in place, but it does work very well.

There was no tom mount on the bass drum of our review kit. Instead, the two rack toms were “flown” from combination cymbal/tom stands on either side. They were mounted on Sonor’s Designer tom holders, which feature ball-shaped four-piece Segment-Clamps for infinite angle adjustment. The L-shaped arms fit into TAR (Total Acoustic Resonance) suspension mounts on the toms. These feature a small knob below the tom fitting that applies tension to the mount, thereby reducing or increasing the overall resonance of the drum. This, not surprisingly, is called the AcoustiGate Resonance Fine Adjustment.

All of these innovations are intended to provide the maximum in sonic and functional performance. Whether or not they appeal to you would be a personal choice. However, one thing is certain: Sonor’s hardware tends toward the heavy side. And when it’s mounted on shells made of acrylic (which is denser and heavier than wood), it makes for some heavy drums. The bass drum, for example, weighs 37 lbs., as opposed to 23 lbs. for a birch bass drum of similar size that we compared it to.

Stand Package

The various 600 series stands that accompanied the kit are Sonor’s top models. They’re all heavy-duty, double-braced models that would stand up to anything. They also have one nifty feature that I really appreciate: one leg of the tripod can be rotated independently from the other two. This makes it possible to pull the stands in closer to the bass drum than standard tripods can go, and also allows for easier arrangement of multiple stands.

The P 693 bass drum pedal is a high-performance model based on Sonor’s Giant Step design. It comes with Sonor’s unique Docking Station, which is a mount that permanently attaches to the bass drum hoop. Instead of clamping to the hoop itself, the pedal is fitted with a Smart Connect System that attaches to the Docking Station. This makes attaching and detaching the pedal a very simple operation.

Conclusion

First and foremost, you’d need to dig the look of the X-Ray kit before even considering it. Not everybody will. But if you do, you need have no reservations about its quality or its acoustic potential. It meets Sonor’s reputation for outstanding construction and engineering detail, and it has a full and powerful sound. The weight of the drums might be daunting to some, and the purchase price will be daunting to many. But for those to whom these drums appeal, I say again: really cool.
Live or in the Studio

The Subkick is half microphone, half drum. The industry standard for low frequency capture devices. Patent Pending.

YAMAHA

All These Great Drummers Agree

Tommy Aldridge Zachary Alford Cliff Almond Michael Baker Eddie Bayers Marcus Baylor Carter Bedford Michael Bland Phil Black Rogie Bowes Jimmy Brady Mike Braun Garry Brown Matt Cameron Teddy Campbell Keith Carlock Jimmy Chamberlin Mogu Chuang Oliver Charles Vinnie Colaiuta Sonny Emory Peter Erskine Anton Fig Matt Flynn Justin Foley Siba Gaddi David Garibaldi Steve Gadd Chris Hesse Gary Hutchison James Kottak Bass Abell Shannon Larkin Paul Lem Ralph MacDonald Jerry Marotta Rick Marotta Dave Marks Dave McAfee Stack McCarley Marvin McQuillen Domingo Messier Ross Muller Aaron Montgomery Dan Hooten Chris Parker Khari Parker Raul Plasencia Prairie Prince Marcus Randolph John Robinson Calvin Rogers Antonio Sanchez George Schwindt Kendrick Scott Oscar Seaton Chad Szeliga Donald Tardy Adam Topol Mark Walker Matt Walker Vince Wilburn Buddy Williams Tootie

YAMAHA

100% Handcrafted

Win a FREE Subkick! Go to YamahaDrums.com for Details
Zildjian K Constantinople Hi-Bell Rides, Flat Rides, And 13" Hi-Hats
High Bells, No Bells, And A “Chick, Chick, Chick”

by Martin Patmos

Not long after their release, Zildjian’s K Constantinople cymbals established a reputation. Perhaps the highest of high-end Zildjians, these traditional-styled cymbals generated a good deal of enthusiasm among jazz drummers, including notable artists like Brian Blade. Recently, a certain turn of events and a little experimentation led Zildjian to expand the K Constantinople line of ride cymbals. And with a total of nine new rides joining the series, it seemed like a good time to add a set of 13" hi-hats too.

The Hi-Bell Concept
When I heard that the bell on the new Hi-Bell ride model was based on a 100-year-old cymbal, I inquired for details, which Zildjian R&D specialist Paul Francis was kind enough to share with me. According to Paul, Joe Adato of the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra was seeking a new pair of orchestral cymbals that were like his old pair. “The unique thing about his old Ks was that they had really high bells,” Paul said. “In order to recreate his old cymbals, I had to build a die with that bell shape. As I was making the orchestral cymbals, I decided to try that same shape in some K Constantinople drumset cymbals.”

Paul found that the new bell design—which was significantly higher than that on existing K Constantinople models—gave drumset rides a wider frequency range. He then employed different lathing techniques to see how the sound would be affected with the new cup. The resulting half-and-half lathing creates a wealth of sound possibilities and a striking appearance, and is said to keep the rides controllable while still maintaining crashability and wash.

Hi-Bell Design
The Hi-Bell rides come in 20” and 22” sizes, in thin-low, thin-high, and medium-thin-low designations. On each, the bell measures about 4 3/4” in diameter and 1” high from where it meets the body of the cymbal (resulting in a steeper angle to the overall bell than might normally be found). The bow of the cymbal is also noticeably pronounced. On the top and the bottom, spiral lathing radiates out from the center to a 10” diameter on 20” rides and an 11” diameter on the 22” rides. Full lathing covers the outer half.

Hi-Bell Sound
The different Hi-Bell rides are variations on a theme. The thin-high models are roughly a whole step up from the thin-lows in pitch, and the 20” cymbals are around a third higher than their respective 22” counterparts. The medium-thin-low cymbals lie some-
where between the thin-low and thin-high models in pitch. All this said, these cymbals have such colorful harmonic spectrums that various tones and pitches may come to the fore in playing, making these pitch comparisons somewhat tenuous.

When I struck each cymbal with my finger and put my ear near the edge, a remarkably low hum tone could be heard—with a wide range of overtones ringing above. When I played the cymbals normally with a stick, they had a classic ride sound that was warm, dark, and musical, with a touch of trashiness. Riding toward the edge created the most wash, while playing towards the spiral lathing heightened stick definition. Crashes were full and robust, creating a wash of sound from which the ride pattern could emerge. The bell sound was fairly isolated and rich.

Each Hi-Bell ride had a wide dynamic range. Even when the volume built up, it was easy to bring things back under control. The medium-thin rides produced a little less wash than the thin models did, and they had a little less “give” under the stick. The thin models, meanwhile, had a softer feel.

Each of the Hi-Bell rides offered opportunities for great expression, with a multi-dimensional sound. Each cymbal had notable depth and tonal color. Choosing one ride from this group would be a matter of taste and musical style, but the 22” thin-low was my favorite.

Hi-Bell Dry Ride

The 22” Hi-Bell Dry ride features spiral lathing across the entire body of the cymbal. In all other physical respects it’s identical to the 22” medium-thin Hi-Bell ride.

Aside from giving the cymbal a cool look, the spiral lathing also gives this model a great sound: dry, with great stick definition and control. I could build up or maintain a sound cushion as I saw fit. The articulate definition was especially noticeable when I played rapid and complex figures.

The ride also produced a full, dry crash that was effective for accents and for bringing forth the harmonic range. Meanwhile, the bell sound was more integrated with the overall cymbal sound when compared to the other Hi-Bells. Playing this cymbal was inspiring; I loved its response, feel, and sound.

Flat Rides

Having seemingly exhausted the possibilities for bell design, Zildjian has gone the other way, offering K Constantinople Flat rides in 20” and 22” sizes. The 22” flat was actually the first cymbal I played of all the new rides, and while I switched rides in and out on three other stands, that 22” flat stayed in place practically the whole time. I was captivated by its sound.

The 22” flat had a slightly sizzly, smokey, dark sound that seeped forth into the overall rhythm. It sounded neither above nor below, but rather through the music. While I was playing it I could see the edge wobbling—to the point where it looked like a rippling pool of water.

The flat ride was soft and warm to play on, and very easy to control. It had minimal buildup, and it possessed a great “tick” sound with an attractive cushion that spread forth once the sound got going. Even when I crashed an accent, excellent stick definition was maintained.

Obviously I really liked the 22” flat ride. The 20” model was about a third higher in pitch and comparably effective. (But it didn’t quite evoke a pool of water when played.)

13” Hi-Hats

Zildjian added a 13” set of hi-hats to the K Constantinople line as an alternative to the existing 14” size. The hats were a bit heavier than I expected, despite the thin/medium pairing. However, this helped them to produce a solid, warm “chick” that cut through when played with the foot.

When played with a stick, the hats were high in pitch, with a fairly wet, dark sizzle. They sounded very precise when played tightly closed, and they offered increasing sloshiness as they were opened. Foot splashes were particularly effective with these cymbals, with enough body to stand up against the various rides.

The relatively high pitch of the 13” K Constantinople hi-hats may not suit every player. But once I got accustomed to it, they proved quite effective.

Conclusion

Whether it’s the organic, full sound and versatile ride surface of a Hi-Bell ride, or the smokey warmth of a flat ride, all these cymbals would do well in a jazz setting. In fact, they’d do well in any situation where a dark, dynamic, and colorful ride cymbal is demanded to shape the music. The Hi-Bell Dry ride in particular ought to find fans beyond jazz players.

There’s no denying that these cymbals are quite expensive. They’re lathed by hand and are therefore not easily mass produced. So while many of us may desire the quality of a K Constantinople, it’s likely going to take a bit of saving to pay for one.

THE NUMBERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20” Hi-Bell and flat rides</td>
<td>20412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22” Hi-Bell and flat rides</td>
<td>27233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13” hi-hats (pair)</td>
<td>4648</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a 1995 Percussive Notes article, drum-circle guru Arthur Hull referred to hand drums as the “folk guitars of the '90s.” But what Arlo Guthrie once described as “the great folk music scare” of the 1960s only lasted a couple of years, being quickly replaced by electrified garage bands in the aftermath of the “British Invasion” spearheaded by the Beatles. The drum circle movement, by comparison, has endured into a second decade, finding its way into all sorts of community gatherings as well as nursing homes, business conferences, and school curriculums.

Having lived through both eras, I can tell you that it was a lot easier to find a decent, inexpensive folk guitar in the 1960s than it has been to find a decent, inexpensive djembe or doumbek over the past several years. Wood instruments with skin heads tend to be fairly expensive, and even the synthetic hand drums are not cheap—plus the plastic heads just don’t feel the same, which is a bigger issue when you’re playing with your hands.

Toca has addressed the price and the feel issues with its new line of Synergy Freestyle drums. The shells are made of PVC material, which is inexpensive, consistent, sturdy, and lightweight. The heads are natural goatskin, giving the drums the feel of traditional instruments.

In another nod to tradition, Synergy Freestyle djembe heads are attached with a rope-tensioning system. Changing a head on one requires more time than changing a key-tensioned synthetic head. But it’s not as bad as it might be.

Because traditional wood drums are hand carved, their shell diameters can vary widely. As a result, one has to purchase a flat skin head, soak it in water, mount it by hand around a metal ring, and then fit it over the drum’s rim to create a collar. Having done it, I can attest it’s quite a job. However, because Synergy Freestyle shells are absolutely consistent, pre-mounted goatskin replacement heads are available from Toca. So even with the rope-tension system, head changes are relatively painless.

9" And 12" Djembes

Synergy Freestyle djembes are available with 9", 10", and 12" heads. (The 10" model was unavailable for this review.)

The head on the 12" drum is large enough to allow for deep bass tones, rich open tones, and bright slaps. The synthetic shell gives the drum a slightly brighter sound than that of a traditional wood djembe, falling somewhere between a djembe and a doumbek. But the Synergy Freestyle djembe also sounds warmer and more traditional than djembes I’ve played that were fitted with synthetic heads. This is a good alternative to a traditional djembe for a beginner, a “hobbyist” hand drummer, or even for a serious djembe player who wants a sturdy, lightweight instrument for settings in which a heavier, expensive wood drum would not be appropriate.

Whereas the 12" Synergy Freestyle djembe sounded somewhat like a doumbek, the 9" djembe sounded almost exactly like one. It had a rich, doumbek-like bass tone in the middle of the head, while at the edge it produced the very bright, almost metallic ring of a traditional doumbek. Its light weight made it perfect for tucking under the arm and playing with a combination of hand and finger techniques.
9" Doumbek

By contrast, the 9" Synergy Freestyle doumbek sounded more like a toy drum. It had a decent bass tone, but the high tone was not all that high, and it had very little ring. The main problem with this drum is its tacked-on head. If you get a tight, high-pitched one, the drum might compare favorably with the 9" djembe mentioned above. But the doumbek we received was pitched too low, and there is no easy way to tension the tacked-on head. This drum would be good for children who want a small, lightweight drum to play with, but it won’t do for someone who wants to play doumbek rhythms with traditional techniques. (Again, the 9" djembe could be used for that purpose.)

Conclusion

Synergy Freestyle drums are available in two finishes: Snake and Bali Red. The drums we received for review had the Snake covering, which looked very nice. At trade shows and local shops I’ve seen some Bali Red finishes that looked great, but I’ve also seen a couple in which the finish’s seams didn’t line up properly. Be careful mail-ordering a drum in that finish if you can’t see it first.

Perhaps the best aspect of Synergy Freestyle drums is their affordability. When quality, lightweight, affordable drums such as these are available, I daresay that even more people will be enticed to get involved with hand drums and drum circles.

Quick Looks

Gator Roto-Molded GP Drum Case Series

Gator Cases is now offering the Roto-Molded GP Drum case series. These high-density polyethylene cases offer some features not found on others of this type.

The nylon strap on each case is attached by rivets that are installed before the case’s lining is applied, so that the rivets can’t come in contact with the drum inside the case. The strap stays with the body of the case when the top is removed.

Rivets also secure the bound edges of the tricot liner that covers Gator’s high-density closed-cell foam. The rivets provide insurance against the liner pulling loose, which could happen over time as you store and remove the drums. I particularly appreciate how the liner contains the foam. I once owned a case with exposed foam. Over time, moving the drum in and out of the case tended to rip that exposed foam up. The Gator case’s fabric lining prevents this from happening.

The lids and bottoms of the GP cases incorporate a design that allows multiple cases to be stacked easily. Our review case was labeled GP-D10x12. Gator adds an extra 2½" to the diameter to allow for different types of suspension mounts. The case was 12" deep, which made it a perfect fit for my 10x12 tom. The bottom of the case is molded with a flat side that allows it to sit straight. This also provides a corner space that can accommodate the tom mount. The strap is adjustable, so a drum with unusually high hoops will cause no problem.

The case comes with a spring-loaded chrome handle that stays flat when not in use. A layer of rubber on the handle provides ample cushioning.

The Roto-Molded GP Series is designed to accommodate most drum sizes from different manufacturers. The cases are available individually, or in five-piece sets for fusion- or standard-sized drumkits. These are thoughtfully designed cases at prices that range from $74.99 for an 8x8 tom case to $279 for an 18x24 bass drum case. (813) 221-4191, www.gatorcases.com.

Chap Ostrander

THE NUMBERS

12" djembe ...........................................$149
10" djembe ...........................................$99
9" djembe .............................................$74
9" doumbek ............................................$59
It's fair to say that Remo's familiar tunable pads have traditionally been viewed mostly as beginner instruments. Understanding this, Remo director of product development Herbie May recently set out to develop a set of professional pads that could be used in a variety of ways. Along the way, stellar drummer Thomas Lang got involved, offering input from the viewpoint of a touring professional with the need to practice in different settings. So the new system was dubbed the Remo Thomas Lang Practice Kit.

What It Is
Rather than offer separate pads for different styles of practice, the Lang kit features an assortment of surfaces that can be interchanged on the same pad. Each surface has a magnetic coating underneath and is applied to the metal top of a baseplate. Baseplates are sold in 8" and 13 1/4" sizes. The plates mount to stands using a standard 8-mm threaded receiver. You can also remove the receiver and attach three feet to the baseplate, allowing the pad to work on a tabletop. The 8" baseplate includes a strap so that you can use it as a leg pad. As a bonus, you can place the 13 1/4" coated pad onto the 8" leg pad base for brushwork.

Four color-coded surface pads are available. The Ambassador coated surface feels very much like a drum, and it lets you work on brush technique. The soft sponge rubber surface gives you less bounce, so you can work on speed and strength. The gum rubber surface gives the expected rebound, and the hard rubber surface can be used as a cymbal pad, or to work on drum corps playing.

The beauty of this system is that you can practice a technique on one of the surfaces, then quickly alter your approach by changing to another surface.

RP-1200 Comprehensive Kit
The RP-1200 setup—called the Comprehensive Kit by Remo—contains one 13 1/4" pad for the snare position and four 8" pads to simulate three toms and a cymbal. The snare pad is mounted on an omni-directional tilting stand. The "cymbal" pad gets a taller stand of the same design, and the floor tom pad goes on a shorter stand with teeth in the tilter. The stand for the two toms facing the snare has adjustable L-arms with threaded ends and locking wing screws.

The manual suggests that you use the Ambassador pad for the snare, two gum-rubber surfaces for the rack toms, the sponge rubber pad for the floor tom, and the hard rubber surface for cymbal playing. The benefit of this configuration is that you can hear different tones while you play making it easier to learn drumset patterns.

Since this setup is supposed to feel like a drumset, you need to mount your bass drum pedals so that they can be used quietly as well. The base for the RP-1200 consists of three pieces of aluminum that fasten to each other through the use of hook & loop strips. Small clips also serve to hold the parts together. Nylon straps go
around the legs of your throne to keep the base from crawling away.

The bottom of each aluminum base section is filled with 1" polyurethane foam for sound isolation. The center section contains two large clamps that hold specially made stands, each of which has one fixed foot and two adjustable legs. The foot is clamped to the base, you adjust the other legs, and voila! The snare and toms are held solidly in place. The stands are single-braced to save weight, but they all provide solid support. A stick holder is also included. The brushed aluminum surface is attractive and nicely finished. When not in use, the base of the practice unit can slide under a bed or other piece of furniture for storage.

The outer sections of the base are sized to hold a single or double pedal setup. Remo supplies the hook & loop strips that allow you to position your pedals wherever they're comfortable for you, and then secure them in those positions. This system allows the pedals to be installed or removed quickly. Remo supplies beaters [with weights] that are placed on the pedals in an inverted position. The position of the beaters can be moved along the shaft to fit different-sized pedals.

The last part of the bass drum system is a clever V-shaped wedge that allows the pads to be placed in the downward path of the beaters. There's a central mounting hole for single pedals, and one fixed and one adjustable pad for double pedals. The beater target is a silicone pad set into a cup.

I first saw this pad kit on Thomas Lang's Creative Control DVD. As I watched Thomas play, I couldn't help thinking, “How can a pad set respond so well?” Now, having played it myself, I have to say that it does. If you can do any sort of bouncing with your feet, the silicone pads, combined with your pedals, will help you hone that skill (or anything else on the kit) in relative quiet. Add to that the differences in sound between the pad surfaces, and it makes for quite a system. You can complete the portability of the kit with an optional rolling case. The manual has instructions on packing everything into it.

**RP-1100 Basic Kit**

The RP-1100 Basic Kit uses the same base and snare pad as the RP-1200, but provides a single 13 1/4" pad and fittings for your single or double pedals. Where the 1200 has two 8" tom pads, this kit gives you a platform that transforms into several teaching/studying tools. For instance, it has a removable ledge that makes it a music stand. Or you can tilt it and attach an included mirror to the face to let you check your sticking. The platform can also be set flat to accommodate a laptop computer for practice with a DVD or music.

There are also two smaller accessory plates that attach to the back of the platform with clamps. One becomes a drink holder, the other has a smaller version of the music stand ledge so that you can place a metronome or MP3 player on it.

**Conclusions**

The Comprehensive Thomas Lang Practice Kit is designed more for touring professionals than for everyday players. It lends itself well to situations where the hour is late and you need to be quiet, or as a practice set for backstage, or on a tour bus.

I took the opportunity to use the two 8" pads on the double holder as a teaching tool. This allowed me to have one pad facing me with the other one for the student. If I mirrored the sticking pattern I was teaching, this let the student follow my movements. The two pads are also great for working on accents. I used one surface for the accented strokes and the other for straight playing.

I've struggled with my feelings regarding the cost of the Comprehensive system. You could purchase a low-cost drumkit for half as much, and put mesh heads on it for practice. However, a kit like that would not fit under a bed for storage. Neither could it be set up in the aisle of a tour bus. You also couldn't quickly change the playing response of the heads on a kit the way the pad surfaces can be changed on the Lang Practice Kit.

The bottom line is, a pad designed for one thing can't be changed into another. You can either buy more pads, or work with a system that includes all of them. The Remo pad setups contain them all in one package. Remo and Thomas Lang are changing the face of practice pads as we know them, and change is good.

**THE NUMBERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP-1200 Thomas Lang Comprehensive Pad Kit</td>
<td>$999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP-1100 Thomas Lang Basic Pad Kit</td>
<td>$429</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The original Duallist twin-action pedal features a single footboard that operates two beaters. You push on the footboard and the right beater strikes the bass drum. You release it and the left beater hits. That’s it in a nutshell.

Now, as if getting two strikes out of one pedal movement wasn’t enough, Kevin Mackie (the inventor of the Duallist) has applied his engineering skills toward involving the drummer’s other foot. The Duallist is now available in a “triple pedal” version that adds a left or right slave pedal to the original twin-action model.

In a sense, the triple pedal is actually four pedals: a conventional single, a conventional double, a twin-action single, and a double that adds the capabilities of the twin-action main pedal. This offers the potential for traditional and very non-traditional bass drum patterns.

**Construction**

The Duallist pedal might appear big and clunky, but it’s actually only slightly wider than a standard pedal. The frame is constructed of a nylon polymer, so the main Duallist pedal weighs only six pounds, while the slave pedal weighs only three. Yet they’re tough enough to withstand the heaviest pounding. The black color is an integral element of the polymer material, so the parts will never scratch.

On the main pedal, the drive connection for the right beater is a high-strength Kevlar strap. The connection for the left beater is a rubber strap that provides added flexibility. (The slave pedal uses the Kevlar strap.) The straps are secured under the footboard, and each can be adjusted individually. In fact, the Duallist has a few more adjustments than you’d find on a standard pedal. Fortunately, it comes with printed instructions and a demo video that make things pretty clear.

The beaters supplied with the Duallist have felt and plastic playing surfaces. A hoop clamp that slides forward and back in the frame allows you to adjust the spacing between the pedal and the bass drum. Spikes mounted in the bases help to hold the pedals in place.
How Does It Work?

There have been several twin-action pedal designs on the market over the years. Most have required the drummer to alter his or her playing style dramatically in order to operate them. The Duallist has survived (while others have not) largely because it lets drummers play in a normal fashion, and does the double-action playing for them.

Still, there’s not much benefit to a twin-action pedal if it doesn’t produce a decent single action. The Duallist main pedal, on the other hand, works well in single mode. You can individually adjust the stroke, the beater height, the spring tension, and the length of the drive straps for each beater to obtain the action that you want. The unit came with a pretty stiff spring setting and a firm feel. After a bit of tweaking, I was able to get the light, responsive action I prefer.

Now, when it comes to the twin-action mode, there’s a certain amount of physics (mass, energy, and weight) involved in moving two beaters simultaneously. So it simply isn’t possible to get exactly the same feel here as in single mode. Drummers who prefer a certain amount of resistance from their pedals will likely have better luck with the Duallist initially than will those who favor a very light action.

Shifting from single to double playing mode on the main pedal is accomplished by stepping on the Speedswitch levers located to the left and right of the footboard. The positioning of the switches lets you do the switching with your heel, thereby keeping your foot on the footboard. Press the left-side switch and the left beater is locked back, putting you in single mode. Slide your heel over and press the right side to release the left beater, and you’re in double mode. Your playing pattern can go uninterrupted.

The triple-pedal function is added by the attachment of a fairly traditional slave pedal, connected to the main pedal by a universal-linkage axle. The third beater is mounted on the main pedal, on a very fluid bearing. The holder positions the slave beater close to the two main beaters for a uniform sound on the bass drum.

How Well Does It Work?

I guarantee that you’re not going to sit down, shift the main Duallist pedal into twin-action mode, and instantly play fluid double-bass patterns with one foot. Even if you’re a single-pedal-playing son-of-a-gun, you’re going to need a goodly amount of time to get used to some of the Duallist’s idiosyncrasies.

To begin with, precise control of pedal timing is necessary in order to get even strokes from the Duallist’s “return beat” action. So you’re likely to find it easier to operate the twin-action function if you play heel-down. If you play exclusively heel-up, you’ll probably need to experiment with where you step on the footboard. Also, shifting between single- and twin-action mode is something that isn’t a normal element of bass-drum playing, so you’ll have to consciously think about the timing involved.

As described earlier, the way the main pedal’s twin-action function works is that when you step on the footboard, the right beater strikes the bass drum head and the left beater is drawn back. When you release the footboard, the left beater comes forward and strikes the head. That means that you power the downstroke, and the mechanics of the pedal provide the upstroke.

This differentiation in stroke power created the one major limitation we discovered with the Duallist. The mechanically-produced return stroke could not duplicate the power and volume of a foot-powered pedal stomp. The only way to get matched volume between the two strokes was to back off on the downstroke. (Again, playing heel-down helped out in this endeavor.) When the pedal was played full-bore, the pedal-operated stroke sounded almost like a ghost note as compared to the downstroke. Now, if you’re playing patterns at lightning speed—especially with the addition of beats played on the slave pedal—this sonic difference might not be a major issue. But it’s something to be aware of.

Licks And Tricks

The Duallist triple pedal provides lots of interesting rhythmic-pattern possibilities. For example: If you play 8th notes on the main pedal in double mode, the pedal translates them into 16ths. Play a double stroke with the right beater, and with what the left beater adds you get a one-8th-and-two-16ths pattern. Play a bouncing shuffle and get triplets...and so forth.

Now, factor in the contribution of the left pedal, and the possibilities boggle the mind. Once again, it’s going to take some serious practice to work that left pedal into the timing of the twin-action right pedal. Otherwise you’ll find yourself simply duplicating beater strikes. But once you’ve accomplished that, the sky’s the limit in terms of polyrhythms and solo figures.

Conclusion

The Duallist triple pedal is an innovative product that offers tremendous potential to the right user. But it’s not for everyone. In order to utilize it to its fullest capacity, you need to have excellent foot control and independence. You also need to be playing music that can accommodate the intricate patterns it can produce. And you should be aware of the volume-balance limitations inherent in the twin-action design. But given those conditions, the Duallist triple is a serious instrument that just might reshape your thinking about how you play.

THE NUMBERS

Duallist Triple Pedal ................$614.63 (Price shown is online price direct from the manufacturer. Retail prices may vary.) (323) 417 4964, www.theduallist.com.
Terry Bozzio often quotes the late philosopher Joseph Campbell, who is widely known for advising people that the way to find happiness is to “follow your bliss.” The idea of pursuing something that brings satisfaction certainly sounds like a wonderful way to go through life, but not many people are able to pull it off—especially when one’s bliss is found in artistic endeavors. However much art may nourish one’s soul, it seldom does a very good job of putting food on the table.

This was the dilemma in which Bozzio found himself during the mid-1980s. After prominent gigs with Frank Zappa, UK, The Brecker Brothers, and his own group, Missing Persons, Terry found himself increasingly drawn to an exploration of the melodic and harmonic potential of the drumset. After constructing a gargantuan kit, he began developing elaborate drum compositions that featured improvised melodic solos over complicated ostinato patterns.
appa used to boast that his music had “no commercial potential,” but as non-mainstream as his music was, Zappa’s records and live performances still fit into an established market. But there was no such market for what Terry was doing. So he created his own, first by renting the Hollywood Palace theater and presenting a solo drumming concert. And then by taking his solo act on the road by way of drum-clinic tours, ultimately putting out his own CDs and videos and selling them at live performances and through his Web site (www.terrybozzoio.com).

As word spread of Terry’s innovative new approach to drumming, he started getting calls to play in settings with such artists as Jeff Beck, The Lonely Bears, and Bozio, Levin, Stevens, which allowed him to incorporate varying degrees of his solo drum set style even as he provided many of the traditional aspects of being the drummer in a band. In 2000 he even fulfilled a long-held dream of combining his music with classical dance, when he was invited to perform with the Louisville Ballet.

Recently, another major artistic dream was realized with the release of a CD titled Chamber Works. The disc contains two of Bozio’s compositions, “Five Movements For Drumset And Orchestra” and “Opus One: Self Portrait With Scar,” and features The Metropole Orkest from Holland. Anyone who has enjoyed Terry’s solo drum set work will be delighted with his performance on this disk, but that’s not to imply that the music merely consists of drum solos with orchestral backing. Although a few sections of the music could, in fact, be described that way, there are also sections in which the drums are providing background pulse for some very sophisticated orchestral writing, and other sections in which the drums and orchestra are equal partners in a dramatic musical soundscape.

It’s all here: the maniacal, snarling, rock ‘n’ roll drum-hero Bozio who appears to be doing battle with his dragon-sized drumkit; the soft-spoken Terry who can coax beautiful, delicate tones from a rack of suspended gongs; and the artistic, intellectual, and open-minded Terry Bozio who enjoyed playing classical percussion parts to Bartok works while in college and whose conversation is filled with references to everyone from classical composers to punk bands.

There is tremendous energy in Bozio’s music, and there are also sections that can best be described as blissful. Joseph Campbell would be proud.

MD: How did the Chamber Works CD come about?
Terry: Co de Kloet proposed it to me while he interviewed me for NPS radio and learned I had written and performed it at the Vienna Jazz Festival. The process was a little scary. I sent all the scores I had done on a computer program and the parts from when I premiered the piece with a string quartet and woodwind quintet in Vienna and told the orchestrator, Martin Fondse, “Just add brass, piano, and percussion where you can.” So he pretty much stayed true to the score, enhancing that with the available instruments in The Metropole Orchestra, which is like a movie-score studio orchestra. They have a classical string section and really good classical percussionists, plus guitar, bass, and drums. The woodwinds are excellent jazz players, except for the oboe, and the brass section is killer on every level.

I walked in the first day of rehearsal, heard a couple of bars, and started to get this feeling in the pit of my stomach like, “Oh my God, this is so wrong.” Then the conductor, Dick Bakker, stopped them and started spewing in Dutch. I told him to hold off until we were sure it was even going to work. The musicians were just starting to get their feet wet and needed to practice, and there were mistakes in the score, because a lot of it was generated by a MIDI file fed into note-writing software, and that can result in a mishmash that doesn’t always make sense. So we spent most of our evenings repairing parts and adding things.

One mistake I made early on was that I didn’t understand the dynamics of the different instruments. When I performed it in Vienna I realized that I can click my sticks louder than a violin can even play. So we started to use other instruments to bring out the melodies and harmonies.

We had no monitoring when we were rehearsing, and I was thinking it was going to be a big failure. But when we started recording on the last day of that week and I suddenly heard it in the mixing room the way it should be heard, I was astounded. And so was everybody else. So it was really a dream come true.

Right after that I had a meeting with a guy who wanted me to do some drum stuff at the Traces of Rhythm Festival in Belgium. When he heard the recording he continued on page 48
Without a doubt, Terry Bozzio performs on one of the largest drumkits ever assembled. We asked him to detail his kit and how it works. Terry begins by describing the basic kit that he plays on “regular” gigs. Later he discusses how that kit is expanded into his huge, solo concert instrument.

“I have a couple of what I call ‘sick jazz’ kits that I use for session work or for things I play where I don’t need so many bass notes or don’t have to cover the whole melodic thing by myself, but still want some of that stuff.” Bozzio says. “The sick jazz kit has two bass drums, 18” and 20”. They’re mounted in DW Cradles, so I can adjust the bass drum beater up or down to get different tones that work for rock or jazz. Or I can get enough tone out of it to use it as a bass note. I’ve also got a 10x22 remote bass drum off to my right with no muffling for that big, open sound.

“On the left side of the rack I’ve got a chromatic set of fifteen 3x8 double-headed piccolo toms, set up in three rows, sort of like the buttons on an accordion. That’s cool about that is I can learn a certain pattern and then play it in a different key just by shifting up or down, but it’s the same motor memory.

“Coming around to the left, I have a 12” snare, 8”, 10”, and 12” Short Stack toms in front of me, and 14” and 16” toms hanging off the rack.

“I have two left-oriented remote hi-hats, one attached to Spokes and the other to a regular 13” hi-hat. At the front corner I have a 13” double hi-hat on top of the snare drum. I have an 8” and 7” mini-hats that are closed with flat-bottom cymbals. Out in front I have three or four melodic bells; a Ribbon Crash, a tambourine, a 1-1/4” cowbell, and a pair of 8” China on a 20” flat ride, on the 14” closed hi-hats and a little bell at the top.

“The rack has two vertical tubes that curve out away from me and then curve back in on the sides of my kit. On top of those, horizontally, are two curved bars that hold all my crashes. In the center I’ve got 16” and 18” stacked Chinas with crashes inside of them, and the stackers on top have 8” and 10” Chinas with splashes inside. So that gives me four dry, “white noisy” cymbals in the center. On the right and left sides going out from that are banks of eight open Chinas, from 22” to 8”. I use those for melodic cymbal patterns.

“Finally there’s a 21” Radia ride that’s real thin, low, and white-noisy. It’s my pride and joy with Sabian. It’s the ride cymbal I’ve ever owned.

“As for the drums, with DW’s VLT technology, where the grain of the inner and outer plies run vertically, you get a lot more low end and warmth. So you can use smaller drums, like a 20” bass drum, and still get a lot of low end. I find it easier to get around in a big kit using smaller, shallower drums.

“With my full concert kit, the piccolo toms on the left are the same. Then I’ve got an octave and a third of diatonically tuned regular toms starting in front of me and going around to my right.

“Instead of four doubled Chinas, I have eight. I also have a set of eight bells. It’s set up in three banks of sounds; the open Chinas, the doubled Chinas, and the bells.

“The mini-hats and snare are the same, and the tree, Ribbon Crashers, tambourine, Spokes, and normal hi-hats are all the same.

“This kit has two 20” bass drums in the front, and I have two remote bass drums on the left and four on the right, ranging from 16” to 22”. And outside each of those are remote China hats.

“Then I’ve got a wooden djembe made by a guy named Paul E. in Albuquerque, New Mexico. He also makes a Moon E, which is a wooden tambourine, as well as some wooden bongos and some other beautiful wood-headed instruments.

“I have another normal hi-hat with 10” cymbals at the far end of my kit, and that’s next to a 10” snare. Above that is a ride cymbal, so that little corner is like a jazz kit with the high-pitched remote bass drums I have over there and the little hi-hat and little snare drum and a ride cymbal and the piccolo toms. I can play Tony Williams-type stuff on it, and solo, play melodies, and keep time all at the same time.

“At the very far end of the kit is a pedal that strikes one of three tuned piccolo toms. There’s a little cymbal stand with a gong holder on top of that. And I’ve rigged up a bungee cord to put a couple of suspended gongs in there as well.

“There are also a few oddball percussion things. I’ve got a Pete Englehart metal jingly shaker connected to a pedal on the inside of my right bass drum. It’s like a ‘hi-hatty’ sound that I can play with my left foot. I have another pedal that strikes a Vic Firth Jingle stick, and I have some sizzle bells wrapped around the beater of that pedal.

“The back of my rack swoops up over my right shoulder and then swoops down and up again like a wave. In the big circle is a 36” gong, and as you go to the right from the audience’s perspective there’s an octave set of chromatic gongs. Next to the snare, just above that, I have a gluckenspiel. So I have a nice little orchestra now, and it’s got several different true melodic aspects with the gongs, gluckenspiel, piccolo toms, and other notes that are tuned. It gives me a lot of enjoyment.”
decided he wanted that instead of solo drums. So I got to perform that music three or four times live with The Metropole Orkest.

**MD:** Some of what the orchestra plays sounds very much like the drum patterns and ostinatos you typically play in your solo performances.

**Terry:** I composed those sections by assigning the melodies I played in my drum ostinatos to an instrument in the ensemble. Let’s take my Swiss Triplet ostinato. I had this melody in fourths, which modulated up and went back, and everything around that I played on the toms. So I figured that part of it could be the bass line, and then I could make these nice fourth chords and put this little melody over the top of it. Before I knew it, the piece was totally fleshed out.

There were things in there I had never thought about playing on the drums. But then as I started to play it with people, I thought, Ah, I can double this little bassoon lick. So the process took over and opened up all these possibilities for me to have more things to aspire toward being able to play. If I couldn’t play every note of the melody, I could at least cop the melodic curve. So that pushed it to the level of where it is on the recording.

**MD:** Many people probably tend to think first of the ostinatos and blazing tom rolls you play. But I’ve also seen you do pieces with all long sounds and sustained tones on a rack of gongs. Some of the orchestra parts reminded me of that aspect of your playing.

**Terry:** That’s always been a part of me. To an extent I can control the adrenaline and leave some space when I play live, and I think that’s effective. A lot of those compositions had the spaces built in. The prelude, for instance, is pretty much note-for-note what I would do, which was just sort of an improvisation to get things going—you know, the “bang…bang…badabang” that starts that piece. So the splashes of bells
Since 2000, Terry Bozzio and Chad Wackerman have done several tours together, combining solo drumming and duet performances. Like Terry, Chad received his first major exposure as Frank Zappa’s drummer, and a highlight of Terry and Chad’s duet performances is always their performance of “The Black Page,” a solo Zappa originally wrote for Bozzio.

Terry and Chad have released a video (available on VHS and DVD) titled Solos And Duets, which features their performance of “The Black Page.” They have also released two CDs, Alternative Duets, Vol. 1 and Vol. 2, which are subtitled “Private conversations overheard by an invited audience.”

Chad has also recorded with Allan Holdsworth, Barbra Streisand, Steve Vai, Andy Summers, Men At Work, and Albert Lee, among many others, and he has released four solo albums. Chad recently shared his thoughts with MD about working with Terry.

“Terry and I have been playing together on and off since 2000,” Wackerman states. “I got a call out of the blue from him. He had this idea of two drummers going on the road together. So I’d do a 45-minute set, he’d do a 45-minute set, and then we’d play “The Black Page” and improvise together. The real thrill was playing the duet improvisation at the end of the show. It just seemed really magical.

“Every once in a while you work with another musician and it just clicks, and everything that comes out turns into music instead of being a drum battle or anything like that. We put together a couple of CDs of those improvisations because we were so proud of the chemistry.

“On the last couple of tours, we haven’t done solo sets. We’ve just done duet improvisations, and if there’s time we’ll do “The Black Page” at the end. It’s great. We can go out there with total confidence that there’s going to be music made.

“Terry has always been really inventive and unique, but I think the solo stuff he’s been doing for many years now has been amazing.

I went to his first solo concert years ago at the Hollywood Palace, and I took a guitar player friend with me. I was amazed at the independence, dexterity, and all the melodic stuff Terry was doing and how hard those ostinatos were. My guitar player friend, who had no idea of how much technique was involved, said, ‘Man, he’s got so much soul in his playing.’ And that’s really true. No matter how difficult it is, it has a great groove, a great feel—and the time is perfect.

“For me, playing with Terry is really simple because everything he does is so musical. It’s not unlike playing with a band, because he’ll be covering bass lines and playing melodies and harmonies and doing spontaneous composition, which is something I’ve always loved doing. And he listens real well, like any great improviser. So it makes things very exciting and challenging.

“Two guys improvising together can be dangerous, because it either works or it doesn’t. But with Terry, night after night, it works really well because he’s so creative and his improvisational ideas are really strong. It never sounds like he’s searching for something. It’s all very definite, well-stated, and very clear.

“When a musician is that great, it’s like the instrument disappears. You don’t think of it as being drums anymore; it just becomes pure music.”

Rick Mattingly
and leaving space, all that stuff has always been in my compositions.

**MD:** How much of your drumming was improvised?

**Terry:** Quite a bit. There is improvisation based on what I wrote, where I’m trying to complement what the orchestra is playing. And then there are solo sections where I’m just saying something drumistic. Aside from the obvious note-for-note sections or places where I’m copping the melodic curve, I was trying to improvise and float through the music.

The original MIDI recording I made of this music was so much about proving that the drums could play all this stuff note-for-note that I feel it was over the top with the drum thing. By the time I played it with Metropole, I felt like I should take more of a jazz approach and let the music speak for itself. I would just color here and there, play some melody lines, and solo, of course, but not feel like I had to double every note, every time. So I feel it’s a lot subtler from the drum angle and a lot more musical.

**MD:** Was there any creative tension between Terry the composer and Terry the drummer in terms of how many drum notes should be played?

**Terry:** Oh yeah! I can’t begin to tell you how many places I felt I shouldn’t even be playing. So I tried to leave some space and take a more jazz approach, like when Miles Davis would just float though the atmosphere that his musicians created. But more times than not I just wanted to play everything I’ve always played. So I think in the future there will be even less of my playing in spots, and I may rearrange things to have spots where there is nothing else going on when I’m playing and let the orchestra parts speak better without the encumbrance of me soloing over it.

**MD:** In the orchestra parts I hear lot of Stravinsky influence...

**Terry:** Absolutely.

**MD:** Some Varese and Debussy...

**Terry:** Yep. As little as I truly understand guys like Debussy, Stravinsky, and Varese, I definitely try to emulate them. They are like my teachers.

**MD:** I thought I detected a little Zappa, too.

**Terry:** I don’t consciously try to write like Frank, but it might be a subconscious influence.

**MD:** This album also reminded me of the second version of the Mahavishnu Orchestra, with Narada Michael Walden on...
drums. They made an album called Visions Of The Emerald Beyond with the London Symphony, and although the music was very different, it was symphonic music with prominent drumset. Overall, that learning to handle a gigantic drumset? 

Terry: There's always this law of opposites, and when you restrict yourself, you get more freedom. Bill Russell, who wrote a book called Composing Music, A New

---

"I think there's a lot more magic when the drums do it by themselves, because you are left to a whole lot of imagination."

---

album was just a fusion group with an orchestral background. But the orchestra parts on your album aren't just accompaniment for a drum solo. Everything is so integrated.

Terry: I can remember Dom Famularo and some other people saying that my solo drum playing was very orchestral, and that I should think about getting an arranger to write some music to go with it. But the only way I could write was to think of the orchestration as I composed the music. It was as much about the color and texture as it was about the music.

I think there's a lot more magic when the drums do it by themselves, because you are left to a whole lot of imagination. And you hint at certain times because you're dealing with a lot of non-specific-pitch instruments that can make it seem even more grandiose or imply something greater than what it actually is. In a certain respect, it might trivialize the music to be as concrete as I made it with the orchestra. I feel the orchestral version loses some of the magic of the solo drums.

MD: Your kit has obviously evolved over the years; you didn't suddenly go from a five-piece to this. I recall a college composition class where we had to compose our first piece only using one note, although we were allowed to use octaves. For our second piece, we could add the fifth, and so on. By the time we could use the entire piano keyboard, we knew how to make the most of every note. Does that apply to Approach, starts you out with a little story: "You're being held captive in this kingdom. The king gives you a magic flute but it only plays four notes. If you can compose a nice piece of music for him, he will let you go." So you've only got four notes to work with, and there are a few rules and other ways he restricts you in regard to rhythm and leaps and so on. Before you know it, you have so many restrictions that making choices doesn't seem so difficult and you can start to compose. So it's good to restrict yourself a little bit. Otherwise you could just be paralyzed with all the choices.

It's the same with the drumkit. I often restrict myself to certain areas of my kit in my improvisations. Like, in this section I'm just going to play on the low diatonic drums, in this section I'm just going to play on the piccolo toms, and in this section I'm just going to play on my cymbals.

MD: So if someone aspires to have a large kit, would you advise them to start small and gradually build?

Terry: You have to check your motives. What is it you want to do? Kids today have seen enough Behind The Music and Where Are They Now? shows to realize that the rich-and-famous and drugs-and-glamour route is a dead-end street. So what is it you really get out of playing the drums? What do you really want to put into playing the drums?

If you have that desire to play a big kit, you'll figure it out. And I've always had
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Terry Bozio

that desire. I remember when I had a Ludwig bass drum with the L-shaped bar that held a single tom. My brother was in metal shop, and I asked him if he could bend a quarter-inch steel rod into a U shape so I could stick it on there and have two toms. So he did it and I bought a 9x13 tom to add onto my kit. That’s where it began.

If you want to be a groove drummer because that’s where your passion is, then you don’t need a lot of extra garbage. If you’re listening to guys with bigger setups, then you might want to consider buying used parts or borrowing some extra drums and cymbals to see how adding those things feels to you. Every time I add one thing it messes me up. It was very difficult to start playing with that extra 9x13 tom, because I was used to having the ride cymbal there, and just moving my hand over an extra six inches messed with my shoulder. You don’t get used to a change like that overnight.

MD: I guess it would be like a piano player suddenly having an extra note between C and D.

Terry: Exactly. But I think your intentions are where it’s at. And my intentions have been pretty pure. After I found the clinic thing and the true joy in playing drums, I began to re-believe in applying myself toward this thing that doesn’t have much of a place in the music business per se. I had already played the most difficult stuff with Zappa, and what was the gain going to be if I became more complicated? It would just alienate me more from people in the music business. But I got over that, and then my motives became purer. Expanding the melodic and harmonic potential of the drumset became really important to me.

But it’s best to start with the basics. If you can’t do a roll, just play on a practice pad. If you don’t understand rudiments and basic reading, then that’s what you need to focus on. If your foot can’t play solid 8th notes for a while without cramping up, then work on your feet. All those kinds of things will really help when you want to express yourself.

MD: When you first emerged with Zappa, many people were astounded by your technique. Then a few years later you astounded people all over again with your ability to solo over complex ostinatos. Have you ever felt pressured to maintain a certain level of technique when you see young drummers coming up with phenomenal chops?

Terry: I definitely felt that way when Vinnie [Colaiuta] came into Zappa’s band.
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Terry Bozzio

and did such an incredible job. I was a little bit depressed at the time. But after going out and finding my own way, especially within the whole drum community and clinic thing, I think now it’s more of a battle between myself as I am and myself as I’d like to be.

Whenever there is somebody new to the clinic realm, I try to be as encouraging as possible to them, because I know what it felt like, and it just ain’t about that competitive thing, man. At these multi-artist festivals, nobody’s thinking, “Oh, he dropped a stick,” or “He made a mistake,” or “He rushed,” or any of that. There are guys like Mike Mangini, who does blistering stuff faster with one hand than I can do with two. There’s a part of me that envies that, but if you talk to him, he’ll tell you how to do it. So then it’s just a matter of whether I want to put in the work necessary to do that.

So I really feel a camaraderie and brotherhood with other drummers, and we’re all individuals. I know I’ve got my thing, and nobody else can be me. I am who I am, and even if I don’t have as many chops as I get older, I’ll still be who I am musically.

There are so many amazing guys. Let’s start with Chad Wackerman. His hands are phenomenal. He’s got that Murray Spivak thing going, and some of the stuff he does just blows my mind. And Marco Minnemann is doing such advanced coordination stuff that I can’t even comprehend it. And he just whips the stuff out. He can play on a table leg and a chair while you’re at dinner and it’s phenomenal.

There are other guys who are doing phenomenal things. Mike Mangini, Virgil Donati with his feet, and on and on. They’ve left me in the dust in so many ways, yet nobody is doing what I do. I’ve blazed a trail that maybe nobody else even
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Terry Bozzio

wants to go down, and that’s fine, because there’s room for all of us. Even the guys who just play a groove that you can’t deny, or guys like Charlie Watts, who are so beautiful because they are who they are, and you can’t imagine the Rolling Stones without him.

In the back of my mind something is always gnawing at me about what I could do or should do. I don’t let it hurt me any more so much, because it really is a dou-

ble-edged sword. That which makes you a perfectionist who strives to move forward is also what can really destroy you. So you have to learn to be who you are and be okay with that.

There’s a level of facility that everyone needs to accomplish, and from there it’s a matter of deciding for yourself how important ultra-facility is to your expression. If it’s ultra important, then bury yourself in it and go for it and become the fastest or the most coordinated or the most whatever you can think of. If not, then accept yourself as you are, and if you don’t know quite what you’re going for, keep listening for that little spark that makes you excited or makes you happy.

The thing that helped me find myself is the drum clinics. That gave me the opportunity to play for drummers without commercial restrictions. Don Lombardi at DW doesn’t ever say, “You know, Terry, that ostinato doesn’t sound like a hit. I prefer that you don’t go out and represent Drum Workshop playing that.” I found, like Joseph Campbell said, if you just follow whatever gives you a little joy or excitement or awe, then you’re on the right track. The energy is there and you follow it no matter where it goes. MD: Besides your solo work, the duet performances you’ve done with Chad Wackerman over the past few years must be very satisfying from an artistic standpoint.

Terry: Chad and I are like two fingers on the same hand. We’ve got the Zappa thing

“WHEN WE STARTED RECORDING AND I HEARD IT IN THE MIXING ROOM, I WAS ASTOUNDED—AND SO WAS EVERYBODY ELSE. IT WAS REALLY A DREAM COME TRUE.”

in common, we’re really good friends, and I couldn’t ask for a better guy to play with because he’s so sensitive and such a great listener. It got to the point where I don’t even play solo anymore and neither does he, because there isn’t anything we want to do by ourselves that we can’t accomplish by playing together. Unbelievable music happens, and it’s different every night.

Now we’ve brought Marco Minnemann into that, and he’s really sensitive as well and brings another aspect into it. I love playing with other drummers and will continue to do that.

MD: You recently released a DVD of a live performance by the OUTrio, with bassist Patrick O’Hearn, who you played with in Zappa’s band and in Missing Persons, and guitarist Alex Machacek. The liner notes imply that it was just a one-shot thing.

Terry: It was a one-shot with Patrick on bass, but we still play most of the music on that DVD plus some newer stuff with the new version of the group, which has Doug Lunn on bass. Doug has been a friend since the old Group 87 days, when we were bare-
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ly out of high school. Doug and Alex both live in LA, and I have drums there, so we’re able to make it happen.

I also have a group in Austin, Texas, where I live, which is sort of two-fold. There is a trio with a bassist named Chris Maresh and a keyboardist named Stephen Barber. We can play as a trio, and we also do some things with the Tosca String Quartet. The trio is right on my wavelength; I never have to tell them anything. We can play free and it’s just gorgeous without even talking. Chris and Stephen are both classical as well as jazz composers, and they can both read their ass off.

All these people are good friends and serious musicians. I learn so much from all of them, and I really relish the fact that I can write stuff out and they can play it, and they can give me suggestions and ideas for better ways to do it. These are the kind of people I want to be around and write with and for, improvise with, and have fun with, because they are great human beings on every level. If we could just figure out a way to make a living doing it. [laughs]

MD: In terms of making a living, you seem to be busier than ever.

Terry: I’ve been playing the extremities. I played all last summer with Fantomas, which is absolutely bizarre music. Their latest record, which is mostly what we played on tour, is called *Suspended Animation*, and it’s like the sound effects and music for cartoons when the characters are running or falling. It was one of the most challenging things I’ve done since Zappa. I had to write everything out note-for-note and read every gig for five weeks. I was able to use my big kit and orchestrate a lot. I played some gongs and melodies with it, and mixed that with kind of speed-metal hardcore.

I went from that to working with Def Leppard guitarist Vivian Campbell. He did a blues record, and Billy Gibbons from ZZ Top came in for a couple of days and played on some tracks. I was just trying to emulate Steve Gadd as closely as I could, trying to make it sound like authentic blues. How can you play a blues shuffle five or six different ways so it doesn’t sound the same on every tune? Those kinds of challenges are really a groove.

Then I made a loop and sample CD for the Drumcore software program for songwriters to use for different beats and tempos. You try to make something like that not too idiosyncratic so that everyone will want to use it, but still have your own flavor. So that was a challenge.

I also did some stuff with Warren Cucurullo, who is a creative genius and also very maniacal. He’s doing twenty-seven different things at once, and I think I did all twenty-seven things in the six days I worked with him. [laughs]

So I’m always getting pulled in all these different directions. It’s hard to find a balance. I compose sometimes and I practice sometimes and I perform sometimes and I build sometimes. And whatever I’m doing, it seems that just as I start to get good at it, it’s time to do something else. I go back to the studio and can’t remember how to plug everything in. Then I go back to the drums and I can’t do a good double-stroke roll. Or I can’t play an up-tempo jazz ride pattern any more after having my hands on a computer keyboard for three weeks.

MD: There are many people around our age who are so bored with life. They’ve been doing the same job for years and all they’re thinking about is how many more years before they can retire. Your biggest problem, it would seem, is that there are not enough hours in the day to spend on all the different things that excite you. Imagine waking up in the morning and not having anything you want to spend the day doing.

Terry: I can’t imagine that! I have to try and discipline myself a little more to practice an hour a day, play the piano an hour a day, and work on some of these things I need to learn melodically and harmonically. And then compose a little and do the rest of the building, phone calls, emails, and whatever else I have to deal with to allow the next event to happen.

I just try to be grateful for what I have, which is really a lot. I get to play the drums, and I’m happy to continue to do that until the day I die. If I get something out of it, then I feel it’s worth sharing it with someone else. And I keep getting something out of every little thing I do, or else I would just scrap it. There’s not much in my scrap heap, and there’s a whole lot of stuff nobody’s ever heard that’s pretty much ready to go in many different directions. I just keep chipping away at it.

To hear tracks from Terry Bozzio, go to www.moderndrummer.com.
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Riley Breckenridge daydreamed of striking objects with wooden sticks as a profession. But what he originally had in mind didn’t include anything percussion-related. Instead, the thirty-year-old backbone of one of melodic hardcore’s front-running bands had hopes of someday going pro—as a baseball player.

Today Breckenridge is gaining respect and admiration from thousands for his percussive proficiency in Thrice, his band of seven years. In fact, at a recent show in the band’s hometown of Irvine, California, hundreds of kids lined up outside the venue hours ahead of time, eagerly awaiting Thrice’s headlining performance.
In high school, Breckenridge kept busy in a variety of team sports. But a knee injury he sustained playing football during his senior year significantly changed the course of his life. “I tore three ligaments in my knee and was on crutches for two months,” Breckenridge recalls. “I couldn’t play sports for most of my senior year. I needed something to do, some way to spend my time instead of being out on the practice field. So I decided to get a drumset, and that’s when I started playing in bands with friends.”

By the time he went to college, Breckenridge had recovered enough from his knee injury to head back out on the baseball diamond, setting his drums aside for the mitt and bat. But when his big league dreams started to dissolve, Breckenridge re-focused his attention on completing his English degree. His interest in drumming was also re-ignited.

It was around this same time that Riley met Dustin Kensrue (vocals/guitar) and Teppei
2002’s *The Illusion Of Safety*. The band joined the Island roster shortly thereafter. In 2003, Thrice released its third album, the Brian McTernan–produced *The Artist In The Ambulance*. “Since then, it’s been ten months of touring every year,” says Breckenridge. “It’s been a life that I definitely never imagined.”

After a tour with Dashboard Confessional in July 2004, Thrice took about a month off to decompress. Then in mid-August, the band started writing what they knew would be an album much different from their previous releases. In fact, the foursome chose producer Steve Osborne, famous for working with more pop and electronic-based artists, to helm the sessions that would become *Vheissu*.

The eleven songs on this new release find Breckenridge exploring new realms in rhythm, dynamics, sonics, and song structure. *Vheissu* is more expansive than the band’s previous efforts, and the drumming on it is impressive. Breckenridge utilized a completely new kit, put his double pedal aside, stepped up to the plate in songwriting, and slugged one out of the...studio.

Breckenridge notes that his time in Thrice feels like a dream. “It’s totally surreal,” he says. “I’m just waiting to wake up one of these days. Hopefully it won’t happen too soon.”
MD: What was it like working with producer Steve Osborne?
Riley: In choosing him, we knew that we were going to do something different musically. We were exploring different areas, different instrumentation, and knew that the record was going to feel different, just because of the parts we were coming up with. We wanted somebody who could capture those parts and maybe add something to it.

Since we were stepping into the world of keyboards, synths, piano, and electronic loops, we knew that Steve had experience in doing that with Massive Attack, Peter Gabriel, and U2. We felt that he could definitely assist us in those areas. As far as being heavy and aggressive, we felt like we already had a good grasp on how to do that. So it would be kind of a meeting of the minds.

Another big part of that was having David Schifman as the engineer. He’s done The Mars Volta and System Of A Down. With Dave and Steve in the studio, it was the perfect combination, because you had the American aggressiveness and the British effected, groove-based stuff. It worked out really well.

Steve was amazing and really knew how to get a lot out of us—me, especially. He stressed establishing a solid groove and at the same time laying back. We did everything to a click, but he encouraged me to kind of fall back behind it a little bit every once in a while. It was a more relaxed approach. We also used a different snare drum on every track, different miking techniques, and different baffles around the kit, and as a result the record felt more creative than any other disc we’ve done.

MD: I read that some songs on *Vheissu* were tracked completely live with the entire band, and others weren’t even recorded with cymbals. What were the variances like in working from one extreme to the other?
Riley: When you track live, there’s an energy in the room that you can feed off of. There are also little mistakes and glitches here and there that add character to the record. As for doing the Dave Grohl-style, no-cymbals approach, I actually brought that idea to Steve. We were trying to do weird, effected drum sounds. And when you use a lot of compression, and you’ve got cymbals bleeding into the tom and snare mic’s, you can’t really compress the kit the way you want. So I told him that I read in *Modern Drummer* about Dave Grohl recording without cymbals, and he was like, “Wow, I’ve never heard of that before. Let’s try it.”

It ended up working great on songs like “Between The End And Where We Lie,” “Atlantic,” and “Red Sky.” I would play the kit without cymbals, and Ed would hold a rolled-up shirt that I could ride on so that I could keep my balance. It’s very strange playing without cymbals, especially without hi-hats or a ride. Eventually I went back and overdubbed the cymbals. It really allowed Steve to do some cool stuff with the drums and get some different sounds.

MD: You also recorded with an acrylic kit this time around. Was this your first time recording with one?
Riley: Yes.

MD: And what got you to switch from a

---
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wood kit?

Riley: We took nine months off to make this record, and I started doing research online about some of my favorite drummers, John Bonham being one of them. We also did a festival with The Mars Volta in Belgium, and I saw Jon Theodore playing his acrylic kit. It sounded massive. There’s not a lot of warmth, but they just sound huge. So I went home, got on eBay, and bought an old Vistalite kit that ended up sounding sketchy at best. But I loved how punchy the drums were, especially when we put Black Dot heads on them.

MD: So you really were going for the old-school sound, even with the heads.

Riley: Yeah, totally. The drums are super punchy and massive sounding. I liked the old Ludwig kit so much that I talked to Orange County Drums and had them make an acrylic replica of the Vistalite.

I got the new kit right before we went into the studio. I had an old maple Orange County kit that I was going to use, but when we miked up the acrylic kit, Steve and Dave were both blown away at how massive it sounded in the room. It worked out great. We used the Black Dots in the studio, and it was awesome, totally old-school.

MD: How easy was it to get sounds with the acrylic kit?
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Riley: A big part of getting the sounds on this record was the ambient miking. We used a shotgun mic’ behind the kit, and a couple of mic’s in the rafters of the barn, and we even built a bass drum “cannon” out of two chairs and a packing blanket with a mic’ inside. For “Red Sky,” we actually miked the kick that you hear in the verses by dropping an SM57 into a water cooler bottle, just to get that tone. It sounds like it’s underwater.

MD: What about constructing your parts?
Riley: Coming from his electronic background, Steve was like, Don’t play any fills. There are always parts where, as a drummer, you try to squeeze in a fill here and there, and I had some fills that I had come up with that I was pretty excited about. In the end, Steve was like, Just establish a groove, you know? You don’t need some flashy fill here to get into a chorus. As long as you can do a quick fill and come in really solid on the 1, that’s going to matter more than you doing some syncopated roll.

It’s weird, because Steve’s head moves in a different motion to the music. Modern American producers seem to have that headbanging move. But Steve’s got this whole swivel thing, and when he did it I knew I was grooving. He really knew how to get the most out of me and presented his ideas in a tactful manner instead of being insulting. I have a tendency to be really hard on myself anyway. So for Steve to give me positive reinforcement and make suggestions in a tactful manner made the recording process a lot easier.

MD: What would you say was one of the most challenging songs for you to record?
Riley: “Hold Fast Hope” is in 5/4, and it starts off with a really fast snare roll. It keeps the same speed throughout the whole song. It was pretty exhausting, and as we were recording I just kept blowing it. In the studio, I’m so hard on myself. If I mess up once, I go into the toilet right away. I don’t have any patience when it comes to my own mistakes. I think to myself, I’m better than that. I shouldn’t make a mistake like that.

MD: You really beat yourself up.
Riley: Yeah, totally. That song was tough. I also had some challenges with the slower stuff, like “The Earth Will Shake.” Playing at really slow tempos was nothing I’d ever done before. But it really helped having Steve around to calm me down and stress the importance of the groove. It made it a lot easier. But playing slow stuff after you’ve played in a band that plays metal-influenced punk for the last several years is a little tough. But I’m glad because it’s making me grow as a drummer.
Riley Breckenridge

Now, live, I’m playing to a metronome so that I can keep the rest of the band from flying, or keep myself from flying ahead of the tempo. It’s important, because, for that song, if it gets much faster than it is on the record, it starts to sound pretty lame. Part of the power of the song is keeping it solid and keeping it at that tempo.

MD: You mentioned the drums you used for the recording. What about the cymbals?
Riley: All of the cymbals are Zildjian. I had 15" New Beat hi-hats, a 20" Oriental China, a 21" Sweet ride, a 22" K ride, and a 19" Dark medium-thin crash.

MD: Do you use that Sweet Ride interchangeably with your 22" K ride?
Riley: I actually use it as a crash because it’s heavy, it’s durable, and it’s massive sounding.

MD: How do you rein in a 21" crash?
Riley: I don’t know, I just kind of let it bleed, I guess. That’s the sound guy’s problem, not mine. [laughs]

MD: How involved are you in the songwriting?
Riley: I’m very involved, more than most people would think. I write a lot of stuff on

“I read in Modern Drummer about Dave Grohl recording without cymbals, and our producer was like, ‘Let’s try it.’”
guitar. I brought a lot of ideas to the table for this record. But it’s a collaborative effort. Everybody in the band writes.

MD: What kind of drumming inspiration did you have for this record?
Riley: I always listen to a ton of Dave Grohl because I think he’s amazing. I don’t know if it’s evident from listening to me play, but he’s one of my heroes. I also listen to a lot of old Bonham stuff. And since we were going to be doing more loop-based material and electronic stuff on this album, I listened to a lot of Phil Selway with Radiohead.

MD: Speaking of loops, are those real drums on the intro of “Stand And Feel Your Worth”?
Riley: No, that’s something we created in the Reason program. But stuff like “Red Sky” or “Atlantic,” where it feels kind of electronic, is actually my playing, but chopped up and turned into a loop. It creates a nice combination of organic and electronic sound.

MD: “Image Of The Invisible” has a lot of snare work in the intro.
Riley: That was something Dustin came up with and had programmed in Reason, and then I had to learn it. The snare roll build in the third verse is kind of my take on that beat. And that salsa-ish part in the second verse is just something I messed around with, like marching-style. The song feels so anthemic, I always think of people marching to it.

MD: On the song “For Miles,” you play some pretty delicate parts, ghost strokes and whatnot.
Riley: The piano line is something that Dustin came up with. It’s a combination of the movement of “Für Elise” and the chords to Miles Davis’s “So What.” We originally called it “Fur Miles,” but on the record it’s “For Miles,” as kind of a tribute.

MD: Have you ever played anything else like jazz in the past?
Riley: I’ll be the first to admit that I suck at jazz. I really want to go back and learn it, though, if we ever get another break. I have a drum teacher at the West Coast Drum Center, Joe Zawierucha, who’s an amazing teacher and jazz drummer. I worked with him four years ago, just to help me break some of the bad habits I had.

I found those lessons to be very helpful. Unfortunately, Thrice started touring a ton and I couldn’t go for lessons anymore. But I’m still working on concepts that Joe gave me.

MD: What were some of those bad habits?
Riley: I was a tense player and I was playing too hard. I really get excited when I play, and my first inclination is to hit hard. But doing that definitely takes its toll. I’ve had wrist problems, back problems, and hip problems, but I’m learning over time.

MD: What are some of the things you do to help play more relaxed?
Riley: One of the important things is focusing on your breathing. For instance, try exhaling when you do fills. There was a time when, whenever I played a fill, it was like I was diving to the bottom of a pool. I’d take a deep breath, hold it, and as soon as I’d finish the fill, I’d be like, “baahh!” and let out this huge breath of air. That adds a lot of tension to your drumming.

I used to just hit the drums. I’d play into a drum, I wouldn’t play the drum. I have Steve Smith’s DVD, and his playing on it is so effortless. It’s because he’s playing
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from the rebound of his sticks off the drums. That’s something I really think about now.

**MD:** Do you keep yourself physically active?

**Riley:** I used to go to the gym all the time. I was an athlete in college, so going to the gym and being in shape was a big part of my life. Unfortunately, when you’re on tour, it’s kind of hard to take care of yourself. You’re eating fast food and you don’t have a gym at your disposal.

When we took this break from touring and started writing, I really made a conscious effort to take care of myself, to eat better, and to go to the gym and do forty-five minutes of cardio on the bike and some weight work. It really helped me as far as stamina goes. Besides, you just feel better when you’re stronger.

I lose a lot of weight on the road, because I’m not eating as much as I should and I’m exerting so much energy every night. So during the break I put on muscle weight, got in shape, got stronger, and kind of treated preparing for this touring cycle the same way I’d treat getting ready for a baseball season. You want to build up your strength so the tour takes it out of you gradually instead of starting it out of shape and getting more out of shape. On the road, I have my bike with me and I try to ride it a lot, and I do sit-ups and push-ups.

And another thing: I’m getting a little older. We’re on tour with other bands with members who are in their early twenties. They have all this energy, can party, and do whatever. When you hit thirty, you realize that the hangovers are worse than they used to be, and your resilience is a little worse. As drummers, we are athletes, and I realized that it’s important for me to take care of myself.

To hear tracks from Riley and Thrice, go to www.modendrummer.com.
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Arguably, the '70s were the most creative, inspiring, and challenging years for drumming in popular American music. Yes, the '60s were an exciting time for drumming. But that decade seemed to launch the developmental stages for many challenging rhythmic styles that would blossom in the '70s, including progressive rock and jazz/rock fusion. The “do your own thing” mentality of the '60s opened the FM radio airwaves to accept a wider variety of lengthy, experimental, rock-oriented music that snowballed and exploded in the 1970s.

All of these rhythmic morphings forced '70s drummers to push themselves to higher technical levels of performance. Drumkits became progressively larger. And featured drum solos, which were first popularized way back in the early big band era, made a major comeback in the arena rock culture.

Many of the great drummers of the '70s were influenced by classic American jazz drummers, such as Buddy Rich, Max Roach, Joe Morello, Gene Krupa, and Louie Bellson. Thus, the '70s rock movement focused on exceptional talent, which raised the bar drastically for drummers in pop music.

Let’s look back at some of these classic drum performances. Many of the drummers on our list had several groundbreaking performances. We painstakingly narrowed our overview to the “crème de la crème.”

By the way, it's interesting to note that four out of the top five tracks are over eight minutes long, proving that FM radio was bold enough to defy the traditional two- to three-minute pop format that dominated the radio charts. This allowed the public to absorb and appreciate the high-caliber musicianship and lengthy musical compositions that emerged in the '70s. Ah, those were the days!
20) Max Weinberg: “Born To Run”
Bruce Springsteen. Born To Run (1975)

Mighty Max brought the best elements of early ’60s pop rock drumming to this classic Springsteen track. With a Phil Spector–esque production, a heart-pounding four-on-the-floor intro, relentless alternating backbeat grooves, and over-the-top energy, Weinberg gave this instant hit exactly what “The Boss” needed. The dynamic arrangement is more complex than meets the ear, as Max smoothly steers through each dramatic passage with a passion that pure rock ‘n’ roll is made from.

This highly acclaimed LP reached number 3 on the album charts.

19) Robbie McIntosh:
“Pick Up The Pieces”
Average White Band. AWB (1974)

Groove, time, and feel. This chart-topping dance instrumental from the Scottish band brought on the funk in a big way in the ’70s and helped usher in the disco dance era. With no frills and no flash, original AWB drummer Robbie McIntosh powered the groove with a tight hi-hat pattern, adding open acccents on the “&”s that became a staple pattern in the disco era.

This mega-hit reached number 1 on the Billboard singles chart, number 5 on the black singles chart, and number 10 on the disco singles chart.

18) Richie Hayward:
“Dixie Chicken”
Little Feat. Dixie Chicken (1973)

Although The Meters, featuring the funky Joseph “Zigaboo” Modeliste, owned the New Orleans funk sound, California-based Little Feat brought the swampy sound to the radio airwaves in the ’70s. The Feat became infatuated with the New Orleans groove, which became their trademark. This track was one of their best efforts, led by drummer Richie Hayward’s ability to capture the lazy, half-straight/half-swing feel.

This laid-back groove is not easy to cop. But Hayward makes it sound easy, with various backbeats falling on the “ah” of 1 and 3.

17) Neil Peart: “2112 Overture/The Temples Of Syrinx”
Rush. 2112 (1976)

This FM radio classic, from Rush’s first platinum-selling LP, shifted the course of prog rock to prog metal with its heavy power trio approach and Peart’s aggressive, inventive drumming.

The drummer navigates the complex passages here with thoughtful patterns and inspiring fills. Superb recording quality helped bring Peart’s creative parts to the forefront of the mix, while his thought-provoking lyrics (based on writings by Ayn Rand) gave him a more than equal share in the success of this recording. Air drumming was born with 2112.

2112 reached number 61 upon its release.

16) Frank Beard: “La Grange”
ZZ Top. Tres Hombres (1973)

Frank Beard brought the southern boogie groove into the pop rock spotlight with this infectious track featuring a quirky drum break that still baffles many drummers. Beard’s opening rim clicks set a subtle dynamic mood before exploding into a serious boogie shuffle. The first drum break is an ear catching, triplet-sounding fill that is extremely difficult to mimic. Beard’s fat drum sound and relentless funky groove helped make this a rock classic.

Tres Hombres reached number 8.

15) Phil Ehart:
“Carry On Wayward Son”
Kansas. Leftoverture (1976)

This track (the group’s first top-40 hit) put Phil Ehart and Kansas on the map as America’s greatest prog rock band. Ehart orchestrates the complex track (a last-minute addition to the LP) with various dynamic grooves and thoughtful, inspired drumming arrangements. Though the track features an over-riding mid-tempo 8th-note dance groove, it moves in and out of involved musical passages that Ehart connects seamlessly with a creative, compositional approach.

Leftoverture reached number 5, while “Carry On” reached number 11.

14) Joey Kramer:
“Walk This Way”
Aerosmith. Toys In The Attic (1975)

Here’s another signature ’70s drum track that perfectly sets up one of the greatest rock tunes of all time. Joey Kramer’s open hi-hat pattern in the intro and his driving cowbell groove helped make this a rockin’ dance classic, proving that he possesses one of the strongest grooves in rock history. Nothing fancy, just rock-solid and radio friendly—a producer’s dream.

Toys In The Attic reached number 11, while “Walk This Way” reached number 10.
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Top 20 Drum Tracks

13) Ian Paice: “Burn”
Deep Purple, Burn (1974)

This blazing heavy rock track highlights the amazing speed and musicality of legendary rock drummer Ian Paice. Although “Smoke On The Water” and “Space Truckin’” were bigger DP hits, “Burn” offered a superhuman performance. This scorched-tune charges out of the gate at breakneck speed and never lets up. Paice fills the gaps with crisp, fluent chops and musical accents throughout while driving the track with precise time.

Burn reached number 9 on the album charts.

12) Butch Trucks/ Jaimoe Johanny Johanson:
“One Way Out”
The Allman Brothers Band, At Fillmore East (1971)

The double drummer concept was never better exploited than by the early ABB dynamic duo of Jai “Jaimoe” Johanny Johanson and Butch Trucks. This track, from the legendary 1971 concert album that Rolling Stone called “rock’s greatest double live LP,” illustrates how this interracial rhythm section came together as one powerful and soulful sound. Through classic cuts like this one, ABB sparked the original “jam band” concept and created a whole new musical genre, southern rock.

Trucks (a rock drummer from Jacksonville, Florida) held the driving-groove while Jaimoe (a session player from Muscle Shoals, Alabama) filled the holes with a funky, jazzy, percussionist’s sensibility. The two were practically seamless in their approach, and they still continue their thirty-plus-year legacy today.

At Fillmore East reached number 13 and has sold an estimated three million copies.

11) Chuck Ruff: “Frankenstein”
Edgar Winter Group, They Only Come Out At Night (1973)

Originally titled “The Double Drum Solo,” this heavy rock instrumental classic features a unique and exciting drummer-versus-timbales (played by Edgar Winter) call & response section that evolves into a frantic jazz-rock fusion section and psychedelic synth solo. The original arrangement was too long for radio and had to be sliced and diced in the studio, inspiring the song’s title.

Chuck Ruff lays down a musical and adventurous funky rock groove here. The drum sound is pure ’70s—dead and dry—which works perfectly with all of the single-stroke rolls played throughout the track. This tune was rhythmically inspiring and innovative for pop music in the ’70s. They Only Come Out At Night reached number 3, while this single went all the way to number 1.

10) Carl Palmer: “Karn Evil #9”
Emerson, Lake & Palmer, Brain Salad Surgery (1973)

Welcome back, my friends, to the show that never ends! Palmer’s huge extravaganently engraved stainless-steel drumkit, amazing speed, and creative approach to ELP’s classically based prog rock music created quite a spectacle in the ’70s. This track perfectly captures Carl’s musical versatility and advanced jazz-influenced technique.

The arrangement shifts gears through various styles, from ragtime to funk to classical to rock, with Palmer creatively interpreting each while injecting his sharp accelerated fills. Live, the drummer electrified audiences with a visually stunning extended drum solo on this piece, featuring his revolving drumkit and a multitude of percussion instruments that completely encircled him.

Brain Salad Surgery reached number 11 on the charts.

9) Billy Cobham: “Stratus”
Billy Cobham, Spectrum (1973)

Yes, this legendary jazz drummer made the pop top-40 charts with his Spectrum LP, which sold over a million copies. Two years earlier, Cobham was launched into the public eye with the groundbreaking jazz-rock super group Mahavishnu Orchestra. Looking for a change of pace from the high-powered intensity of guitarist John McLaughlin’s orchestra, Cobham decided to record Spectrum, his first solo LP, in a funkier, more groove-oriented format.

Opening with a blistering solo played on electronics, “Stratus” builds into a hypnotic, funky 8th-note groove that is undeniably danceable. Cobham sprinkles his trademark lightning-fast single-stroke fills all over the track, which is capped off with an all-out drumming assault over a musical ostinato on the outro.
Top 20 Drum Tracks

8) Don Brewer:
“*We’re An American Band*”
Grand Funk Railroad.
*We’re An American Band* (1973)

Brewer’s creative, funk-inspired, cowbell-driven drum intro to this classic chart-topping pop rock anthem—on which he also sang lead vocals—was another “must learn” for every rock drummer coming up in the ‘70s.

In 1970, this power rock trio from Flint, Michigan had sold more albums than any other American band. In 1971, GFR broke *The Beatles’* ticket sales record at Shea Stadium. They eventually became the first band to earn twelve consecutive platinum and fifteen gold albums.

Brewer’s live performances featured extended drum solos highlighting his aggressive, mostly single-stroke technique and trademark triplet hand/foot combinations. As for “We’re An American Band,” Don’s powerful vocals, catchy hook, and hard driving straight-ahead rock groove gave this track the right ingredients to become a number-1 smash hit. More cowbell!

7) Pierre Van Der Linden:
“*Hocus Pocus*”
Focus, *Moving Waves* (1972)

It was an amazing accomplishment for an unknown Dutch group to achieve major American pop radio success, especially with an instrumental jazz-rock fusion track. This cut features Pierre Van Der Linden’s outstanding jazz-inspired drum chops on an uptempo, driving, straight rock groove. It also features several drum breaks that remain, to this day, simply jaw dropping. The speed, power, fluidity, and advanced drumset technique displayed on the drum breaks here are reminiscent of the work of jazz icons like Buddy Rich and Max Roach.

This part comical/part technically mind-blowing track remains one of the best instrumental drum performances in pop rock music history. It reached number 9 on the *Billboard* charts.

6) Danny Seraphine:
“*Make Me Smile*”
Chicago, *Chicago II* (1970)

This track jumped out of the radio at the turn of the decade. With commanding chops, Danny Seraphine convincingly drove the bus for one of the great rock horn bands of all time with the same fiery intensity as the early big band masters.

On this track, the adventurous Seraphine emboldens the arrangement with constant motion around the kit. His jazz influences are dominant in the intro and in the drum break towards the end of the track, as he powers his single- and double-stroke patterns around the kit. This was a “must learn” track for drummers at the time.

Seraphine played with Chicago from 1967 to 1990, a period that saw the band produce eighteen gold and thirteen platinum albums, as well as fifty top-40 hits, including twenty top-10 singles and five number-1s. This track reached number 9 on the singles chart.

5) David Garibaldi:
“*Soul Vaccination*” *Tower Of Power, Tower Of Power* (1975)

Garibaldi’s technically challenging approach to funk drumming took the James Brown rhythmic style to a whole new level. This track, among many other TOP gems, highlights Garibaldi’s influential syncopated grooves, which sent every other funk drummer into the woodshed.

At that time TOP was an elite eleven-piece funky horn band from the San Francisco Bay Area. Tower featured a unique sound built from the ultra-funky rhythm section of innovative bassist Francis “Rocco” Prestia, percussionist Brent Byars, and Garibaldi.

David’s multi-layered approach, based on polyrhythms, ghost notes, displaced backbeats, and lots of attitude, became the backbone of many of TOP’s most impressive tracks, including this one. The drummer’s ability to shift the beat by moving the accented backbeat by an 8th or 16th note brought a whole new level of proficiency to funk drumming that is still the industry standard. Note that here Garibaldi never plays the backbeat on 2 and 4, yet he still creates one of the heaviest funk grooves ever recorded.

*Tower Of Power* was the band’s most successful album, reaching number 15 on the *Billboard* charts.

4) Keith Moon:
“*Won’t Get Fooled Again*”

The epitome of rock ‘n’ roll lunacy and genius, Keith Moon shines brightest on this rock classic. Rolling, explosive fills, pulverizing cymbal crashes, exciting chops-filled grooves—Keith never lets up on this track.

Moon’s relentless, locomotive grooves on “Won’t Get Fooled Again” utilize the complete drumkit while complementing the song’s arrangement. His commanding 16th-note fills that come out of the hypnot-
ic synthesizer section and leading into Daltrey’s legendary scream may be one of the most exciting moments in pop rock radio history. Moon eternally owns this track!

*Who’s Next* reached number 4, with this track hitting number 15 on the singles chart.

3) **Bill Bruford:**
   “Roundabout” *Yes, Fragile (1971)*

Bruford dominated the English prog rock movement with his crisp, jazz-influenced drumming style and creative approach to odd meters, forging new ground with art rockers Yes and King Crimson. Bruford’s tight, focused technique and musical approach etched an indelible mark in the drumming style of the era.

Bruford follows this song’s complex arrangement with precise time and innovative patterns, leading to a Latin-flavored passage in the middle of the track, laden with blistering rudimental chops. It’s the way Bruford artistically interprets the dynamic moods of the track that is most impressive.

“Roundabout” stands as one of the greatest prog rock drum performances of all time. The *Fragile* LP reached number 4 on the album charts, with “Roundabout” reaching number 13 on the singles chart.

2) **John Bonham:**
   “Stairway To Heaven”
   *Led Zeppelin IV (1971)*

This is considered by many rock aficionados as the greatest rock song of all time. This is easy to understand, considering Bonham is hailed by many drummers as the greatest rock drummer of all time.

Feel, groove, power, creativity, a monstrous drum sound—all the Bonham trademarks are heard in this rock classic. The eight-minute-plus epic builds dynamically, with Bonham holding out for the first four minutes until pounding his 8th-note intro into a powerful, funky rock groove, morphing into a loose, jazzy B section. The song continues to build as Bonham opens up with forceful yet musical chops and tasteful fills that totally complement the arrangement.

The deeper you listen, the more you appreciate what Bonzo created on this legendary track. *Zeppelin IV* reached number 2 and lasted 259 weeks on the album charts. Ironically, this track, which received the most airplay, was never released as a single.

1) **Steve Gadd:**
   “Aja” *Steely Dan, Aja (1977)*

Although studio legend Steve Gadd’s innovative drum track on Paul Simon’s “50 Ways To Leave Your Lover” was truly ingenious and worthy of this list, his performance on “Aja” is downright incredible. Gadd’s ability to incorporate Latin, jazz, funk, and rock into an amalgam of spectacular drumming concepts and uniquely original rhythms on this sophisticated, jazzy pop hit set a new standard for drumming. His subtle cymbal work in between the Latin-esque verses speaks volumes about his sensitive dynamics.

As the instrumental section builds, so does Gadd’s musical approach to the drumkit. Sparse, musically perfect fills and warm, dark crashes gradually push the intensity, until Gadd explodes with powerful funk/rock-based fills. The arrangement repeats and Gadd takes it home with brilliant, syncopated Latin/funk/rock grooves and trademark fills. This track reveals Gadd’s genius, especially when you consider that it was reportedly done in one take.

*Aja* became Steely Dan’s first platinum album and reached number 3 on the album charts, behind mega-sellers Fleetwood Mac’s *Rumours* and Billy Joel’s *The Stranger*.
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Michael White just doesn’t stop. He may well be the hardest-working drummer in the business. He’s recorded hundreds of albums, as well as several of his own. He’s also one of the most accomplished sidemen ever. Why? Maybe it’s his incredibly deep groove, his perfect drum sounds, or his tasty fill choices. Whatever the case may be, artists want him.


White’s recent output includes recordings with Wayman Tisdale, Najee, Paul Taylor, Latoya London, Freddie Jackson, Euge Groove, Richard Elliot, and Will Downing, as well as the Luther Vandross tribute record Forever, For Always, For Luther. Most of these projects were done at his own studio, White Lightning.
Michael White met legendary jazz pianist Ramsey Lewis in Chicago when he was fifteen. White had heard that the jazz man lived nearby, so he knocked on the door one day with sticks in hand. Sure enough, in no time White and Lewis’s son formed a band. When that group disbanded, Ramsey happened to be in need of a drummer. So at fifteen, White was playing weekend gigs with Ramsey Lewis.

When he got a little older, White began to record jingles in Chicago, as well as tour with such Chicago-based acts as Curtis Mayfield and Jerry Butler. White also grew up near some of the members of Earth, Wind & Fire. So when he came to LA in 1978 to work with Deniece Williams, White actually lived for a time with then EWF drummer Freddie White (no relation). In fact, Michael got to watch EWF record.

“That’s where the work ethic came from,” White says. “Watching how they made records and how much attention they paid to the groove and making sure things felt and sounded good was a real learning experience. And their music wasn’t always about a bunch of drums. The drums kind of blended in and brought focus to the music. That’s where a lot of my discipline came from.”

White went back to Chicago after working with Deniece Williams. But when he joined up with Curtis Mayfield in ’79, Williams came to see the show in LA and informed White that she’d be going out on the road again. He did her next tour, then toured with Lou Rawls, went to Hawaii to work with a group called Watercolors with Michael Paulo, and then went back out on the road with Curtis Mayfield. Finally, on January 2, 1982, White moved to LA permanently.

“I was offered a steady gig at [LA club] The Baked Potato every Sunday night, which paid $40,” White admits. “But everybody hung there. I met Al Jarreau the first night I played there. That’s also where I met Jeff Porcaro and a lot of the guys. That’s what got me started.”

White started playing with all sorts of artists. Each year he got busier and busier, working with a broad range of performers—from Rickie Lee Jones and Maze Featuring Frankie Beverly to George Benson, David Sanborn, Marcus Miller, and Stanley Clarke. Things have continued to snowball from there.
MD: Did you have any lessons growing up?

Michael: I started reading and having some training in grade school. I went to a Catholic grammar school, which had a great music program. I bought a white pearl Camco snare drum from a neighbor, took lessons, learned to read, and, by the sixth grade, I got my first drumset.

At fourteen, my band teacher, Alvin Lawson, recommended me for a scholarship to a six-week summer music camp out here in California, called Isomata. That changed my life. Every day we’d have different drum lessons, theory and harmony classes, and different things I had no idea about. More than helping me with my theory, being around such good players in an environment where we could talk all day long helped me with my drumming.

When I graduated from high school, I got a scholarship to two places, the Paris, France conservatory—which my mom couldn’t afford—and the American Conservatory of Music in Chicago, which is where I went, until I got too busy with touring.

MD: What did you get out of that schooling?

Michael: I studied percussion, so I got pretty good at marimba, vibes, orchestral snare drum, and timpani, plus drumset.

MD: How has the percussion training figured into your life?

Michael: When I first came out to L.A., I wanted to do what Harvey Mason does. I wanted to do sessions playing mallets, timpani, drumset—everything. I wanted to be a well-rounded guy. But eventually I realized that I didn’t sight-read at that level. The music can be ridiculously hard. I knew my bread & butter was drumset.

MD: When did you figure that out?

Michael: Right away. I got called for a film date with John Williams, the composer. I asked if I could see the music beforehand, and I went over to check it out. There were so many notes on the page! I told them I didn’t think I was the right guy for the call. If you get the ball and drop it, you won’t get called again. I didn’t want to put myself in that position.

MD: Where did you learn how to record?

Michael: I learned how to record by watching the guys in Earth, Wind & Fire. I was at a lot of their sessions. I also learned a lot from doing jingles and record dates in

“If I’m sitting in with someone and I don’t know the song, I’m gonna play a groove so hard that, even if I miss a break, they’ll still say, ‘I don’t know if he was supposed to hit those accents, but man, he didn’t stop grooving.’”
Michael White

Chicago with people like Natalie Cole and Peabo Bryson. All those artists recorded at a studio called PS [Paul Serano] Studios. That was the breaking ground where everybody recorded major hits. Back then there wasn’t even cartage: Everyone played the same drumset, and that sound stayed. The drums stayed set up and miked, and it was the sound.

MD: What did you learn from watching Earth, Wind & Fire?

Michael: I learned how to make music feel good. It was never about what I call “look at me” drums or “check me out” drums, which I hear a lot of today. I hear a lot of young cats play quite busy—quite good, but quite busy. For us it was about getting caught up in a groove.

“Today, more so, it seems guys get caught up in the flash, waiting for something spectacular to happen so they can go, “Oh, oh!” I’d rather somebody go “Oh, oh!” through a whole song instead of just during a fill.

I was playing with Maze one night, and afterwards George Clinton [Parliament Funkadelic] gave me the nicest compliment. He said, “Man, you grooved me all night long.” That was the greatest compliment I could get. I’m really into making things feel good, making my drums sound good, and having the right sounds for the music.

MD: So how does one learn to groove? If you were giving a lesson to someone who wants to do what you do, what would you tell them?

Michael: The first thing I would say is that everybody has to be aware of his or her inner clock. You have to get in touch with your own body clock. If you’re playing and it’s not making you move, or if you have to break your “sway” to do a fill, something’s not grooving. You should have a certain strut about your playing, that strut should never change, whether it’s a fill, a break, or accents. That strut should always be there.

People get nervous about click tracks. Playing to a click track is quite different from playing with a loop. Young kids can play great with loops. They ride on the loop and do all sorts of craziness. But with a click, you have to make it work for you. You have to make the click feel good. It’s just a machine, so you have to play around that click and make it feel like it’s got a hump to it.

Sometimes people play with clicks and it...
feels stiff. The tempo might be right, but it’s not grooving. It’s too straight. Being in time and having a groove are totally different things. In my opinion, you have to be committed to the groove.

If I’m sitting in with someone and I don’t know the song we’re playing, I’m gonna play a groove so hard that, even if I miss a break or I’m playing the wrong stuff, they’ll still say, “I don’t know if he was supposed to hit those accents, but man, he didn’t stop grooving.” Everybody is a sucker for the groove—whether it’s country, hip-hop, or bossa nova.

**MD:** When you were starting to work on your inner clock and your groove, was there music you played to or listened to or drummers you were turned on by?

**Michael:** All the James Brown stuff—Clyde Stubblefield and Jabo Starks. Plus I
Michael White

love the playing of Freddie White, James Gadson, Ndugu Chancler, Steve Gadd, Jeff Porcaro, Ricky Lawson, Steve Ferrone, Steve Jordan, and Buddy Williams. All of these players are groove guys. They make records.

Of course, I love Billy Cobham and Michael Walden, but making records is a different thing than playing on stage. Some things that work well on stage don’t sound good in the studio. The studio doesn’t like everything.

MD: Can you elaborate on the studio vs. live requirements?

Michael: The studio thing is very disciplined. Even if you’re playing with Chick Corea or Zappa—a lot of notes—it still has a discipline to it. You still have to be aware of the sound of the recording. You still have to have a sense of dynamics. Some of this can’t be explained. It’s a craft that you have to learn.

You have some guys who are drummer’s drummers, and then you have musician’s drummers. The drummer’s drummer is someone everyone wants to see play. But somehow, for other musicians, they don’t really want to record with them. There are some guys who are brilliant and you say, “How come he never works?” It’s because something inside the groove, or the way he makes the other musicians feel isn’t right.

I’m working on an educational DVD called How To Keep The Phone Ringing. I’ve watched a lot of DVDs and seen some guys play some amazing stuff, but I don’t get called for that. I’ve never been called to do a drum solo. If I’m working with George Duke, George Benson, or David Sanborn, and they tell me they want me to stretch out, I can go there. But this DVD is to help a cat see that, for the last twenty-eight years, I’ve never been out of work.

Some of that involves being a pro—being on time, as well as being prepared for auditions. You want to be sharp with your eyes and ears, and you need to keep your tools neat, tuned, and in working order. You can’t get out there and have your pedal break on a session. You have to understand how to tune your drums for certain recordings. For instance, a high-pitched snare drum is great, but it won’t work on every track. Neither will a big, fat, muddy snare drum. Every song has a certain identity, and it has its own blueprint regarding what will make it right.

MD: And you just know that from experience?

Michael: Experience is important. When I started doing sessions with Marcus Miller and doing a lot of his movies, like Boomerang, I would always hang with Marcus after I played and I’d ask different questions like, “Why are you doing this? Why are you doing that?” I would watch the engineer and how he was setting up the gates and I’d ask him what the purpose was, and what microphones he liked on the kick drum and the toms. I would make mental notes, so when I would go to other dates and tried to recapture a certain sound, I could ask for a specific microphone.

MD: What mic’s do you like on your toms?

Michael: I’m endorsing Shure, so when I’m at home, everything is Shure. I did twenty-two records last year at my place. In the studio, I also like Sennheiser 421s, Telefunkens, and Neumanns C414s for the toms. You’re not going to get a much better sound than a Shure SM57 on the snare drum. I’ve done things with [engineer] Al

BRINGIN’ IT

“Mike is an extremely solid groove machine. He’s been my first-call for the past five years. I think he’s much more versatile than most people know. I’ve used him on all kinds of projects, and he always gives me what I need to make a strong record. Mike has really blown me away.”

— Rex Rideout, Grammy nominated producer

“With twenty years off and on with me and the band, it’s obvious that we like Mike White very much. He’s a solid drummer who plays with passion and experience, and he knows how to adapt to any musical situation that comes his way.”

— Maze’s Frankie Beverly
Schmitt where he’ll use a 57 and a pencil mic’, the AKG 451, beside it. That’s what he did on the George Benson record Long And Winding Road, which we did with a fifty-piece orchestra at Capitol A.

Elliott Scheiner, who engineered Steely Dan’s Two Against Nature, used a whole different set of mic’s. He used these $100 Audix mic’s, for instance, which sound amazing. On different recordings, you learn different things. The engineer at my studio is Dennis Moody, and he gets great drum sounds.

**MD:** Can you address live vs. studio tuning?

**Michael:** Live, you can get away with almost anything, because it goes by so fast. As long as you get a good sound, you can play the same tuning all night. You can’t be retuning your drums for every song. But doing a record, with certain notes that a bass player likes—especially like a five- or six-string bass player—toms can get in the way. If you tune your tom a certain way and the bass note is completely opposite from it, it creates a dissonant sound. It can make people think you played a wrong note.

When you’re working in a setting where you can run down a track a few times, most guys will hear it and say, “This tom is out of tune with this track.” You can’t have a standard tuning across the drums. Everything is about trying to do what’s right for the song, from your choice of cymbals to the right snare drum, from the right tuning to the right feel.

**MD:** Can you be more specific about the choices?

**Michael:** Absolutely. When I’m doing a straight R&B session, I like Evans G2 coated heads. When I’m doing a jazz session, I use the clears. I’ll use different sticks, like for funk, R&B, and rock, I’ll use a round bead stick. If it’s something swinging, I definitely don’t want a round bead stick. I want a small bead with a lighter taper for more dexterity. And you pick your drums accordingly, too. It’s all about choices.

**MD:** Do you have any drum heroes?

**Michael:** Many. Vince Wilburn, Perry Wilson, Donzelle Davis, Malcolm Banks, Harry Clark, Lawrence “Tweet” Welton, and Kenny Crutchfield are just a few. We would shed together days and hours on end. When I moved to LA, I met a fantastic player, Rayford Griffin. He let me stay with him for a few months, and we would play nonstop. The same with Sonny Emory, Gary Novak, and Zach Danziger. And, of course, when it was something I wanted to learn,

---

**Musicians On White**

“On the biggest jazz records that I’ve recorded, it all started with the foundation of Mike White. He gives me the definite downbeat that makes a bass player go crazy. Mike has changed my playing and taken it to the next level. Trust me, he’s the absolute truth.” —Wayman Tisdale, jazz bassist/solo artist and former NBA star

“Mike White is a human metronome, but with lots of feeling. As a singer of predominantly ballads and mid-tempo songs, it’s extremely important to me that my songs feel good, having the right pocket and swing. Mike makes my music feel good.” —Will Downing, R&B vocalist

---

Sam Aliano of Gongzilla with the new Black Panther 10 x 5 1/2 Maple Snare.
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Dennis Chambers would come over to my studio and show me the goods!

My new inspirations include Doobie Powell, Felix The Cat, Teddy Campbell, Sean Rickman, Ron Bruner Jr., Thomas Pridgen, and my two favorite younger guys, Oscar Seaton Jr. and “Lil” John Roberts. I also think it’s important to check out other drummers while they’re recording, if you get the chance. I’ve seen everyone—Ndugu, Porcaro, Gadd, Purdie, J.R. Robinson, Yogi Horton, and Buddy Williams. And in each case, I learned something different.

For instance, nobody plays a ballad like Buddy. He’s magical with ballads. Nobody grooved as hard or hit as hard as Yogi. Nobody has more vibe than Ndugu. Gadd is total innovation. J.R. buries the click and makes the hits. And Purdie and Porcaro are sheer poetry. So when I do sessions, I take them all to work with me in my head to try to be the best for the music that I can be.

I love playing pocket. I live for it. Sometimes people ask me how I work on my pocket. All I know is that you have to be committed to the groove more than anything else. As one of my mentors, the great session guitar player Wah Wah Watson says, everyone is a sucker for the groove.

**MD:** How competitive is it between drummers in the LA studio scene?

**Michael:** I have to say, I believe the drummer’s community to be the tightest. They’re very unselfish. I really dig that. In fact, my endorsements came from drummers, which is really cool. My first endorsement was with Slingerland. I was referred to that company by Louie Bellson after sitting in at one of his clinics when I was seventeen. My Pearl endorsement, which lasted thirteen years, came from Jeff Porcaro, who came to see me at The Baked Potato. And Lenny White hooked me up with Tama.

**MD:** Have you ever been faced with any particularly challenging situations in the studio?

**Michael:** I would have to say the Steely Dan sessions were challenging, but not in a negative way. Those cats were extremely gracious and generous. They took care of us—very first-class. Everything was written out to the letter, there were charts that were five or six pages long. The guitarist and bass player had chairs with wheels so they could slide over to keep reading the chart! It was a major session.

I guess the idea was to have various drummers record the songs, and then the Steely Dan guys would select the tracks they liked the best. I was proud to make it onto the album, including being on the tracks that were released as singles.

I remember going in to record after Vinnie Colaiuta, and he left me a note, which was the sweetest thing in the world. It said, “Hey man, let’s make history.” And then I, in turn, left a note for Sonny Emory, who recorded after me. And, actually, we did make history, because it became record of the year.
Create
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“I can’t stress warming up enough. It’s an important part of my routine and I think it should be done by anybody who’s going to go out on stage and play drums.”
— Jason Bittner

“Develop a good sense of time because it makes it easier to manipulate and emphasize the spaces between the notes... and that effects the feel dramatically.”
— Rodney Holmes

“My finger technique came from studying jazz. I didn’t want to be a jazz player, per se, I just wanted to know about the music so that I could draw from it in different situations.”
— Keith Carlock

“There’s a different drummer drummer playing good bands tend musicians as dru
— Ian Paice and
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“Everybody’s into the double bass thing and everybody wants to know how I got so fast. The only way to get fast is to practice. There’s no ‘cheat code’ to figure it out.”

— Chris Adler

“The first step to playing drum & bass is the first step to getting into any style of music: you have to listen to it and expose yourself to it... I’m not trying to imitate a machine. I’m trying to open doors so something new can happen.”

— JoJo Mayer

“The key to developing a good groove is to really understand what your role is as a drummer. For me, my role is to play for the song, not for myself.”

— Zoro
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3. Please print or type your selection in the corresponding box.
4. Make only one selection in each category. Leave blank any category for which you do not have a firm opinion.
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Hall Of Fame: Vote for the artist, living or dead, who you feel has made a historic contribution to the art of drumming. Current members of the Hall of Fame are not eligible for this category. They are: Gene Krupa, Buddy Rich, John Bonham, Keith Moon, Neil Peart, Steve Gadd, Louie Bellson, Tony Williams, Billy Cobham, Joe Morello, Carl Palmer, Bill Bruford, Art Blakey, Max Roach, Jeff Porcaro, Larrie Londin, Elvin Jones, Vinnie Colaiuta, Terry Bozzio, Ringo Starr, Roy Haynes, Dave Weckl, Dennis Chambers, Steve Smith, Simon Phillips, Mike Portnoy, and Stewart Copeland.

Rock: Mainstream, modern, alternative, emo, etc.
Metal:
Punk:
Prog:
R&B/Hip-Hop: Contemporary urban music styles
Traditional R&B: Funk, soul, blues, etc.
Pop:
Jam Band:
Traditional Jazz: Bebop, swing, Dixieland, big band, etc.
Contemporary Jazz: Post-bop, avant-garde, and other modern jazz styles
Fusion: Jazz-rock, electric jazz, new age, etc.
Studio: Sessions, jingles, TV and film scores
Country:
Percussionist: Hand, ethnic, and specialty percussion artists
Up & Coming: The most promising drummer of the past twelve months
All-Around: Excellence in a variety of musical styles and applications
Clinician:
Method Book: Please name the book and author.

Instructional DVD: Please name the DVD and artist.

Recorded Performance: Please name the drummer, the band or artist, and the title.

Name:
Address:
Phone: Email:
Signature:

Place the ballot in an envelope, affix appropriate postage, and mail to Modern Drummer's offices at 12 Old Bridge Road, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009.
Soulive’s latest release takes a step away from the jazz-funk trio’s previous jam-band approach and moves towards classic instrumental R&B. The album’s leaner, tighter compositions also include a few top-notch vocal songs from guest stars like Ivan Neville, Chaka Khan, and Reggie Watts. Grooves are pushed to the forefront here, with drummer Alan Evans giving a virtual clinic on the art of understated funk drumming. Below are some of his best patterns from Break Out.

“Reverb”
Alan lays back the offbeats in his bass drum pattern as far as he can to deepen the pocket in this compelling groove. (0:02)

“Got Soul”
This one’s all about the ghost notes. Evans applies the perfect dynamic to blend them into his 8th-note hi-hat pattern. (0:05)

“Cachaca”
Alan’s kick drum pattern in this Latin-tinged track locks in with his brother Neal’s keyboard bass line. (0:04)

“Break Out”
Alan’s knack for adding just a touch of swing to his playing contributes strongly to the overall feel of the album. Here, he applies it to his bass drum part. (0:00)

“Crosstown Traffic”
Soulive’s rave-up rendition of this Jimi Hendrix classic gives guitarist Eric Krasno a chance to work out with guest pedal steel guitarist Robert Randolph. Alan’s funked-up take on Mitch Mitchell’s drum part adds to the excitement. (0:32)

“Take It Easy”
Again, the placement of Evans’ kick drum offbeats establishes the groove in the intro of this funky track. (0:05)
In the song’s verse, Alan shifts the emphasis over to his snare drum, using three different dynamics (accent, non-accent, and ghost note) to carry the groove. The way these patterns interact with Neal’s bass lines and the band’s horn section is magical. (0:23)

```
7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X X X X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X X X X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

“Vapor”

Alan comes out of the middle breakdown section of this track with an explosive fill. The subsequent deep groove results from snare drum ghost notes contrasted against heavy downbeat hi-hat accents. (3:44)

“Interlude III”

```
8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X X X X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X X X X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

This cool album-closer contains the disc’s strangest drum beat. And no, the 8th-note hi-hat at the end of the second measure is not a typo! (0:23)

Street Beats
A Look At New Orleans Grooves
by Stanton Moore

I’m very excited to be coming on board as a columnist for Modern Drummer. But before I begin my first article, I would like to remind you of Hurricane Katrina and how it has devastated New Orleans. People need help, and I hope you’ll consider making a donation. If you’re interested in helping out musicians in the area, please make any donations of funds or instruments to the Tipitina’s or Preservation Hall foundations at tipitinas.com or preservationhall.com. Together we can rebuild the New Orleans music scene.

Now to the music. I want to begin with a brief discussion of the history of the rhythms of New Orleans. The term “street beat,” the title of this article, is an umbrella term that refers to New Orleans second-line, Mardi Gras Indian, and parade rhythms, which are what I’ll be discussing in this article.

Congo Square

New Orleans was the only city in America to allow African slaves to practice their own ceremonies of religion, song, and dance. These ceremonies were allowed to take place in Congo Square, an open area just outside of the French Quarter (now Louis Armstrong Park). The rhythms of West Africa, Haiti, Cuba, and the rest of the Caribbean islands that slaves were forced to migrate to were played and further developed in the Square. From this rich rhythmic history arose New Orleans second-line and Mardi Gras Indian rhythms.

Second Line

The traditional New Orleans syncopated second-line comes from a unique combination of European and Civil War marches with African and Caribbean rhythms (namely clave) kept alive in Congo Square. So when brass bands began leading funeral parades through the streets of New Orleans around the turn of the twentieth century, the snare and bass drummers eventually began infusing some of the rhythms that crept out of Congo Square. These brass bands consisted of sousaphone, trumpet, trombone, clarinet (eventually saxophone) players, a snare drummer, and a bass drummer (who also played a small mounted cymbal with a hanger, hat band, or screw driver). While the front line of the parade was made up of the hearse and the family of the deceased, the band and the group of dancers that would follow were called the second line. Hence the term second-line rhythms.

While second-line grooves began as straight two-beat marches derived from European and Civil War marches, the suggested clave and other Afro-Caribbean rhythms eventually crept into the fills and variations of the parade drummer. These clave-infused marches became grooves unto themselves.

In time, these grooves were adapted to the drumset. In this traditional second-line setting, you usually try to assimilate what two parade drummers would be playing on a snare drum and a bass drum, and then adapt that to the drumset.

The traditional New Orleans syncopated second-line has an underlying 2-3 clave. (Note that the second note of the clave is offset by one 8th note.) Let’s take a look at the most basic traditional syncopated second-line groove.

![Second Line Groove]

It’s important to practice this with the hi-hat both closed and splashed on the upbeats, to simulate the cymbal played by a marching bass drummer. Here is the first variation that I use most often.

![Second Line Variation]
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Here are a few more variations that I’ve found useful.

There are three essential areas of detail that are of paramount importance to making these grooves feel right. (There will be more on each of these points in following articles.)

**Playing in between the cracks, or in between straight and swing 8th notes.** If these grooves are played too straight or too swung, they can feel awkward and corny. It’s important to pay attention to phrasing the 8th notes in between straight and swing.

**Emphasizing the big four.** Accent beat 4 of the second measure, which is the last beat of the 2-3 clave.

**Play on different areas of the drum to get different sounds.** If you play these grooves in the center of the drum, they’ll sound militartistic and stiff.

The most important aspect of learning these grooves is to listen to the masters of this style, such as Herlin Riley (Wynton Marsalis, The Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra) and Shannon Powell (Harry Connick Jr., Diana Krall). Check out Herlin’s playing on “Oh But On The Third Day—Happy Feet Blues,” from the Wynton Marsalis album *The Majesty Of The Blues.* This is the quintessential traditional New Orleans street beat.

*The material and music in this article is from Stanton’s book/CD, Take It To The Street, © 2005 Carl Fischer Music. Used with permission.*
One of my favorite drummers is the great Ignacio Berroa. Ignacio was born in Havana, Cuba on July 8, 1953, and like many Cuban musicians, is well schooled and proficient in several styles. In Cuba, he studied at the National School of Arts and the National Conservatory in Havana. He’s played with many of the biggest names in jazz, and most notably, one of the greatest musicians in the history of modern music, the late Dizzy Gillespie.

Ignacio was introduced to Dizzy by the distinguished Cuban composer Mario Bauza, and he officially joined Dizzy’s band in 1981. The drummer eventually became a part of all the prominent Gillespie bands during that period.

Ignacio is also a skilled educator and clinician, and has a superb video called Mastering The Art Of Afro-Cuban Drumming (Alfred). His instructional books, Groovin' In Clave and A New Way Of Groovin’ (both from PlayinTime Productions), are well-written, informative views on how clave works not only in Afro-Cuban music, but also with funk, rock, and jazz.

My introduction to Ignacio’s playing, and the funkiness of songo, was a recording done in the early 1980s by the group Batacumbele, Con Un Poco De Songo. The drumming on this groundbreaking recording is full of energy, and it explores what was then a new genre for us here in the United States—songo. Though I was already a fan of the magnificent Cuban band Irakere and their drummer, Enrique Plá, I had never heard anything quite like this before.

This article focuses on the work that Ignacio is currently doing with piano master Gonzalo Rubalcaba. On Gonzalo’s latest recording, Paseo, Ignacio uses the track “Los Bueyes” to brilliantly demonstrate his skills. This is not a transcription of his performance on that piece, but rather an analysis of the exceptionally creative groove he plays.

“Los Bueyes” features two simultaneous time signatures played throughout the song. According to Ignacio, Gonzalo composed the groove. The drummer’s time signature is 12/8, while the rest of the band is in 4/4! The drum beat was played to a programmed version of a guaguanco pattern. Later, Gonzalo, who is also a percussionist, replaced the programmed percussion with congas, clave, guiro, and bell.

The basic idea is this: Think of 8th notes in 4/4, begin with an accent, and then continue accenting every three 8th notes. This creates another time signature within the primary one. The result here is three within four. The three pattern cycles through six measures of four, four times.

(See Example A.)

12/8 also equals 3/2, 6/4, or two bars of 3/4. Actually, 3/2 is how I “hear” what’s going on in this pattern, so we’ll analyze the groove from this angle. The piece itself is in 4/4. All the percussion is in 4/4, while the drumset is in 3/2 (or two measures of 3/4 — also 12/8!). Ignacio’s part continues to cycle for the length of the song, with no fills.

Conceptually, this is quite advanced, but well worth the effort to learn. First, listen along with the recording, and then start working out the basic groove.

These exercises adhere to the concept of clave, which is a two-bar phrase, traditionally written as 8th notes. The clave direction is 2-3 throughout, as on the recording. Don’t confuse the clave direction, 2-3, with the time signature, 3/2. All of the patterns that follow use a half note as the basic pulse.
Example 1 is the drumset part written as two measures of 3/4. I’m interpreting these two measures as one measure of 3/2.

Example 2 shows how it looks in relation to 4/4. The top line is the 3/2 drumset part, written within 4/4, and the bottom line is the rumba clave and guiro part transcribed from the recording. The drumset part cycles through six measures of 4/4, four times.

Now that we’ve looked at the basic idea, Example 3 (on page 104) expands things a bit. The hi-hat now changes from the original part to what are essentially half notes, along with the addition of two ghosted snare drum notes. (If you hear this as 16th notes, the hi-hat would be interpreted as quarter notes.)

Look at the hi-hat part—four hi-hat notes over two measures. This helps give the groove a more definite funk feeling, like the beats Clyde Stubblefield and Melvin Parker played with James Brown.
To perform the following variation, position a bell somewhere close to your hi-hat. This is the same concept as Example 3, but adds a bell on beat 1, in every other measure of 4/4. The right hand is now playing a bell and the hi-hat in 4/4. The snare drum and bass drum parts remain in 3/2.
Try these additional variations. Permutate the bell and hi-hat by half notes. In this two-measure, right-hand 4/4 phrase, there is one bell and three hi-hat notes being played. Each note is on 1 and 3. The following shows the permutation sequence. (The snare drum and bass drum parts remain in 3/2.)
A. Bell, hi-hat, hi-hat, hi-hat
B. Hi-hat, bell, hi-hat, hi-hat
C. Hi-hat, hi-hat, bell, hi-hat
D. Hi-hat, hi-hat, hi-hat, bell

For another variation, play the bell on every other hi-hat note. This can be done two ways.
A. Bell on beat 1, hi-hat on beat 3
B. Hi-hat on beat 1, bell on beat 3
(Again, the snare drum and bass drum parts remain in 3/2.)

Overall, Paseo is an excellent recording and showcases Ignacio’s considerable talents. The personnel on the CD are Ignacio, Gonzalo Rubalcaba (piano, keyboards, percussion), Luis Felipe Lamoglia (soprano, alto, and tenor saxophones), and Jose Armando Gola (electric bass). And for updates on Ignacio, check out his Web site, www.ignacioberroa.com.

The lesson is in the beats. Enjoy!
An Indian rhythmic concept that I enjoy using is called a reduction. There are countless applications of this idea. One approach is to take a group of notes and alter their value so that each time you play them, they sound “faster.”

Let’s start with a group of five notes. The first time we play the five notes they will each have the value of a dotted quarter note. Immediately follow that by playing five quarter notes, and finally play five 8th notes. As you can see, the value of the notes are “reduced” each time the phrase of five is played, so it sounds like it’s speeding up.

In Example 1 I wrote out the rhythm over four bars of 4/4 time. We had to start on beat 2 of the first bar so that the entire reduction resolved to beat 1. Notice that when you allow all of the notes in the first set of five to have their full value, the second set of five are all upbeats. Sometimes when I show someone this idea, their tendency is to not give the last note of each five its full value. If that happens, they will start the next group in the wrong place and the phrases won’t resolve to beat 1.

When I’m learning Indian rhythms I don’t always write them down using traditional Western notation. To me, Western notation can make many Indian rhythms look more complex than they really are. I’ve come up with a notation system that helps me memorize the rhythms. In my “modified Western shorthand” notation, I would write Example 1 like this. (See Example 2.)

As long as I keep a steady pulse, know where to start the reduction, and give each note its full value, it will come out on the 1. If we take the same rhythm and cut every note in half, we have this. (See Example 3.)

Or in Western notation, Example 3 looks like this:

On the latest Vital Information recording, *Come On In*, we used the reduction concept on a tune we wrote called “Baton Rouge.” The tune is in 5/4, so the “five reduction” worked perfectly. We start on beat 1 with five quarter notes, then five dotted 8th notes, then five 8th notes, and finally three sets of five 16th notes. In my shorthand notation, here is how we played the reduction for the intro to the tune. (See Example 5.)
In Western notation, it looks like this. (The LLL’s are ghosted 16th notes played in the left hand.)

Another way we can use this rhythm is in combination with an “expansion,” where a rhythm gets “longer” each time it’s played. I’ll illustrate this with a short piece that starts with an expansion and ends with a reduction. In order to understand the piece, you need to develop it one step at a time.

There is a group of reduction exercises that I will address in a future column, but in order to explain how this piece is conceived I need to borrow from this future column now. Part of these future exercises is to play a rhythm eight times in a row and have it resolve perfectly to 1. To play eight groups of five 16th notes that resolve to 1 without adding or subtracting any notes, you need to leave six quarter notes of space and then start playing the fives on beat 3 of the second bar. If you then continue to play the phrases of five “over the barlines,” they will fill two and a half more bars of 4/4, completing four bars of 4/4 before ending on 1:

Those four bars will be the foundation of the piece. Now we fill the first six beats with rhythm. We could play six groups of four 16th notes, but it will be more interesting to play four groups of six 16th notes. In fact, instead of steady 16th notes, we’ll play a six-note rhythm that looks like this in my shorthand notation. (See Example 8.)

Or in Western notation, like this. (See Example 9.)

Here is where the fun begins. Let’s take those four rhythmic phrases and develop them into an expansion. To do this we need to “borrow” one group of six notes and divide and add them to the remaining phrases.

First we play the original rhythm as is, then we play two of the borrowed 16th notes before the original phrase. Finally, we take the four 16th notes left and play those before the third time through the rhythm. Now we have three rhythmic phrases that gradually get longer, or “expand,” as they go. In my shorthand, hopefully this will all start to make more sense. (See Example 10.)
Indian Rhythms

For those of you who prefer Western notation, it looks like the following. (See Example 11.) I've included two ways to perceive the phrasing.

To complete the piece, instead of playing eight groups of fives, we can play a “five reduction” in the same space. Here’s the entire piece written in my shorthand. (See Example 12.)

Here it is in Western notation, with konokol and suggested stickings. (See Example 13.)

Notice it ends with a “tehai”—the three phrases of five, which take up the last fifteen beats of the fourth bar. (Tehais were discussed in Part 3 of this series.)

This is a standard Indian rhythmic “composition” that has been played by Indian drummers, singers, and instrumentalists alike. I’ve taken you through the theory behind its creation. But the bottom line is, it sounds good and is fun to play. The main rhythms are a “fixed” composition, but how you embellish them is open to interpretation. My suggested stickings are only a start.

Once you memorize the piece and play it on your snare drum, you can start to get creative with it on the kit. Try playing this in unison with other drummers, or use it as a theme in a solo. The applications are up to you.
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While you're getting your double bass chops together, it's important to develop a "footing" system that'll keep you from being—pardon the pun—"tripped up" by your feet.

One thing to keep in mind is that it's sometimes necessary to begin a pattern with the left foot in order to land firmly on the downbeat of the next measure with the strong foot (which is usually the right foot for right-handed players).

Several articles back, we focused on this concept by playing syncopated double bass beats that had awkward left-foot entrances. This month's article focuses on 8th note-triplet fills, which have the left foot entering on beats 2 and 4 of the fill. The purpose of leading with the left foot in this way is to keep the right foot in perfect position for the downbeat of the next measure.

Examples 1 and 2 are "feet only" exercises that focus on the awkward left-foot entrance.

Example 3 is a basic hand/foot fill pattern that will be the basis for the remaining exercises.

Example 4 applies the fill within a two-measure phrase. Notice how the left-foot lead allows the shuffle groove to start with a rock-solid right foot.

Example 5 is a four-measure phrase containing two measures of groove followed by two measures of fill.

Examples 6–13 orchestrate the preceding one- and two-measure fills among the toms and hi-hat. Drum on!
Evens And Odds
More Fill Combinations
by John Riley

In my last article (December ‘05), we discussed combining sticking patterns of four, five, and seven notes in two-measure phrases. Here we’ll look at ways to orchestrate similar ideas on the kit.

Example 1 shows several possible orchestrations of the basic 4-5-7 pattern.

Example 2 scrambles the sticking order and expands the melodic use of the toms.
Example 3 introduces the bass drum as the final note of each group.

Example 4 scrambles the ideas from Example 3.

Example 5 adds flams on the first note of each group.

After you have mastered these ideas, recombine them to your own liking. Mix the original phrases with those including the bass drum and those with flams. And you can take the idea a step further by exploring these concepts in triplets. Have fun!

John Riley’s career has included work with such artists as John Scofield, Mike Stern, Woody Herman, and Stan Getz. His latest book, The Jazz Drummer’s Workshop, was recently released by Modern Drummer Publications.
Since I began teaching again, there is one question I get asked more than any other: “How do you conceive drum parts?”

Students have come to a lesson with compliments on my recorded works, and have wondered how they could create similar ones of their own. I’ve always felt that I just “do what I do.” Music and drumming have always come pretty naturally for me, so I’ve never analyzed this particular subject too much.

However, with so many people wanting tips on conceiving drum parts, I’ve done some internal searching. The methods I discuss in this article are the same ones I’ve shared with my students.

Background
As I began thinking about where musical ideas or accompanying parts come from, I realized that we each have a musical library to draw from. Your library is built over the years and is a combination of all the music you’ve listened to, coupled with anything you may have attempted on the drumset. It’s these listening or playing experiences that largely contribute to creating a part from scratch.

I know we’ve all heard it before: “Don’t be a musical snob. Listen to everything.” But it really is true, and it means so much toward helping with new ideas and the conception of drum parts. Getting into a wide variety of music has helped me exponentially. Best of all, as you enlarge your musical library, you will also acquire an educated and knowledgeable sense for what’s right for a song.

I believe that having range as a player is what helps bring excitement and personality to your ideas. For example, Matt Cameron brought somewhat of a jazz sensibility to the rock music of Soundgarden. Jon Theodore of The Mars Volta covers a broad spectrum with his band’s music. System Of A Down’s John Dolmayan has the ability to blend disco and metal in the same song. These are just a few of today’s drummers who have been able to broaden their band’s music by having a wide personal range.

In The Beginning
More often than not, I begin a drum part in a simple way. Unless you’re in a situation in which a songwriter brings in a finished song, the tune needs time to develop, and will usually undergo several changes. I try not to get too crazy or busy right off the bat. This approach, however, is neither the only way nor the best way. It’s just what has worked for me.

Many factors will contribute to your part. How busy are the rest of the instruments? What kind of groove is the bass player laying down? In many instances, the bass player and drummer can form a song within a song. In addition, you want to make sure that you don’t trample on the vocals (or other parts, for that matter). A vocal line can inspire some interplay with the drums. You may accent a certain line, or pause to let a phrase stand out.

Another approach was offered by Jon Theodore in his MD feature a few months ago. Jon explained that he usually starts with the most abstract or complex idea, and then whittles it down from there. Your approach should be based on your musical environment or situation. If you’re trying to write songs that border on being mainstream or “radio friendly,” a simple approach might be called for. However, if the music is more progressive, perhaps more is more. Both approaches work well.

Overview
The following is an attempt to explain several different approaches to writing drum parts. These approaches are based on the assumption that you’ve been presented with a guitar riff or chord progression, and that the music is not derived from a drum part. In addi-
tion, I’ll cite examples of how I applied a particular approach in my own recordings.

Please keep in mind that while some of these ideas are applied from a rock background, the concepts and methods could be used in any genre. Lastly, these are just some of the ways to help conceive drum parts. I’m sure there are many drummers out there who could add to this list.

**Matching The Riff**

In this situation, let’s assume that the main riff of the song has a staccato feel. In such situations we often notice the drums matching tightly with that riff—sometimes note for note. This concept is typically performed by using the snare and bass drum to match the riff, along with a crash/ride pattern doing either quarter or 8th notes.

This approach is exemplified in the song “Shallow Bay” from Breaking Benjamin’s debut album, *Saturate.* I knew pretty directly that the power of this riff needed to be reinforced with a matching drum part.

**Having Space To Work**

On tunes that aren’t too “notey” and are often found in the mid-tempo range, you may find some space to work with. The groove can really shine in songs where the music breathes more. This is also a good time to utilize ghost notes, or more intricate hi-hat work. A good example of this is The Red Hot Chili Peppers’ “Scar Tissue.” The guitar part that opens the track and is played in the verses just kind of floats along, leaving a lot of room for Chad Smith to add in some backbeats and subtle hi-hat lifts.

I used a similar approach on a BB tune called “Next To Nothing.” At the time the song was written, I’d been listening to a lot of Steely Dan. This tune gave me the perfect opportunity to lay down a Dan-style groove with a jazzy hi-hat pattern.

**How Does The Song Make You Feel?**

One of the first things that I pay attention to is how the main part of the song makes me feel. Does it conjure any type of emotion in me? If so, how can I best serve that emotion? If the music reminds you of hanging out on a hot, summer day, maybe the drums should be funky and played with a joyful exuberance. Or perhaps the music has a mellow vibe that conveys an image of a dark, smoky jazz club.

For example, the opening notes of another BB song, “So Cold,” presented a very ominous and dark vibe. I knew right away that a straight-ahead “hat-kick-snare” pattern just wouldn’t cut it. I elected to use a tribal pattern consisting of a piccolo snare drum with the snares turned off, the kick drum, and two floor toms.

**Change Your Placement**

Sometimes it might not be the drum part itself that needs changing. It could be simply the note placement.

I’m a huge proponent of using toms, and I feel it’s something that isn’t done enough. Toms can completely change the feel of a song. For example, try to imagine if Larry Mullen Jr. of U2 had chosen to play their hit “With Or Without You” on the hi-hat or ride instead of the floor tom. That song would have had a completely different vibe simply by virtue of his changing the placement of his right hand.

Another great user of toms is Ringo. Could you hear “Strawberry Fields” with a hi-hat instead of the floor tom? The mysterious landscape that’s created as John Lennon says “Let me take you down, cuz I’m going to...Strawberry Fields,” would be a little too happy on the hats.

There are tons of possibilities to change note placement. For example, most right-
Basics

Handed drummers use their right hands to play the hi-hat, ride, crash, any of the toms, percussion instruments, and so forth. But the same can be done with your left hand. Instead of keeping your left hand on your snare the entire song, move up to the rack tom during the verse, and then bring it back to the snare for the chorus. I don’t know about you, but some of the songs I’ve had the most fun playing have been the ones that didn’t use standard hand placements.

You can also create grooves by making melodies from the different voices of the toms. To help get you started, try playing an 8th-note pattern on your floor tom and quarter notes on the bass drum. Then add a syncopated tom pattern going back and forth between your two rack toms. If you don’t have two rack toms, then use one rack tom and the snare drum with the snares turned off. Once you get going, try different patterns of two hits on one drum, three on another, and so on. Be creative!

Take Your Time

We live in a world where everyone wants perfection right away. The fact of the matter is, you don’t have to come up with the next “50 Ways To Leave Your Lover” in the first few minutes of writing a song. If you can, great! But remember, good things often take time. I suggest recording the progress of the tune with each take and rehearsal. In my own experience, I’ve had a few instances where I thought my initial idea was the cat’s meow, only to realize later on that it wasn’t the best thing for the song. The opposite has also been true: There were times I didn’t care for my first idea, but ended up loving it. Try several options, if you can.

Mainly, be creative, try to be original, and above all, have fun!

Jeremy Hummel was an original member of Breaking Benjamin. He helped that group achieve platinum status with their second release, We Are Not Alone. He has since turned his efforts to session work and drum instruction in Pennsylvania. Jeremy can be reached at his Web site, www.jeremyhummel.com.
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Thoughts On Time
To Move Or Not To Move
by Larry Lelli

Solid time.” “Steady pulse.” “Consistent tempo.” These are phrases that we drummers hear constantly from the time we first learn how to hold a pair of sticks. We’re surrounded by people telling us that “the drummer is responsible for keeping the time.” So we work on developing our “internal clock,” and we spend countless hours playing along with recordings or a metronome, all to gain the ability to play steady time from downbeat to final note.

But as we emerge from the practice room and start gigging in the real world, things can get very confusing. While the majority of gigs we play do require the standard idea of keeping steady time, sometimes the people we work with want us to actually move the tempo, thus abandoning everything we’ve ever learned about keeping solid time.

For young drummers just entering the gigging world, this can be a hard concept to grasp, especially when the “solid time” mantra has been bashed into their heads for years. So, what do we do? Well, if we want the gig, we can accept the fact that keeping it steady is not always what is desired or required in some situations, and acquire yet another skill: something that I call “flexible time.”

Staying Flexible
I first learned about this flexible time idea during my college years, while I was drumming at an amusement park near Minneapolis. I played for variety shows with singers doing choreography. During these shows, I began to learn that musicians need to be sensitive to just how hard it is for singers to sing and dance simultaneously. For example, during difficult dance passages, the singers seemed to run out of breath. Luckily, we had a great bandleader who communicated well with us, saying, “Those poor singers out there can barely get through the choreography at that tempo.”

Eventually, the bandleader decided to slightly slow down the dance sections within certain songs. As we implemented these tempo alterations, it went against every fiber of my being to consciously let the tempo move within a song and then gradually change it back to the original tempo at the end of the section. But that’s simply what was required for the situation. Over time, the concept became much easier to grasp.

That was a good experience, but not all of them are. There have been several times when I’ve gone into a professional situation and had to figure out what was happening on the fly. For example, I once had a somewhat challenging experience with a very well-known pop star. It was my first high-profile artist tour, and at the ripe old age of twenty-four I thought I knew it all.

The band learned the music (including tempos) in advance, and the artist joined us for rehearsals later. I counted off the first song, and halfway through the first chorus, the artist turned around and cut us off. “Drummer!” he yelled, “The chorus is dragging! I can’t sing when it’s dragging!” Suddenly all my confidence was rattled and I started thinking, What?
Me...dragging? No way! I know that my time is solid.

We started the song again, and this time I decided to become the “time dictator,” refusing to let anyone move the tempo an inch. We were grooving away, and I was completely certain that I had the tempo locked in. Yet again in the chorus, the singer started yelling, “Drummer! No, no, no! I need energy at the chorus! ENERGY!”

Energy? The light finally switched on in my little “steady tempo” drummer’s brain. I decided to shift my focus from playing “solid tempo” to really listening to the singer. Sure enough, when we hit the chorus, I heard the artist start singing a little faster than the beginning tempo. I also noticed him kicking his heel on the floor to that new tempo. So, I made an instant decision to follow him. I nudged the tempo up ever so slightly to his tempo, and then held that new tempo very steadily. When we finished the chorus, I heard the artist start singing a bit slower, so I brought the tempo back down to the original speed. The whole song went like that, with each chorus being slightly faster than the verse. At the end of the tune, the artist turned around and said, “Yeah, drummer! That was just what we needed. Great energy!”

That gig turned out to be fun. (The artist even started calling me by my name rather than just “Drummer!”) More importantly, though, I learned how we drummers are sometimes asked to play “follow the leader.” I’m not talking about gross tempo fluctuations, just minor adjustments—a few metronome clicks one way or another.

Just remember, egos can be very fragile, and the mere mention of tempo can be taboo. Even if it’s obvious to all concerned, it’s usually not your place to inform the leader that his or her time is about as solid as a bowl of Jell-O during an earthquake. The leader’s tempo, no matter where it might be, is often deemed the “right” tempo—especially if the leader is the one signing your checks.
three-minute song on an award show. A producer or conductor might ask us to alter tempos during certain sections of a composition, in order to hit specific time markers.

Finally, the most recent example I’ve encountered was during the recording of the new film soundtrack of *The Producers*, where we used a click track that was rarely steady for more than sixteen bars in a row. This was needed to line up the music precisely with each different shot. There were even some passages where the click track tempo would be different in every measure, from 98 beats per minute (BPM) to 92 BPM, to 97, to 93, and so on. It was like a roller coaster. We all had to hang on, listen intensely, and watch the music for every single new metronome marking. (And yes, I did feel a bit nauseous after that ride!)

While that situation was probably the most drastic I’ve encountered, this all goes to show how flexible time is sometimes required. The hard part can be determining when to hold your ground and keep the time perfectly steady, and when to remain flexible and allow it to move.

**What To Do**

Always start by assuming that steady time is desired. If you suspect the leader wants the time to move, and you feel comfortable talking about it, discuss it with the other musicians or the musical director, being careful not to bruise any egos. If discussion is impossible, use common sense.

If you’re in the studio with a click track banging away in your headphones, but the singer is going all over the place, common sense indicates that the producer wants you to play steady time with the click, not the singer. But if you’re playing in an orchestra, and the conductor is flapping furiously, trying to change what should be a steady tempo, you will likely do well to follow the conductor.

Please make no mistake: I am not suggesting that keeping steady time is something to be dismissed. Quite the contrary. I simply hope to open people’s minds to a few real-life gigging situations, and share experiences that may be helpful on the occasional gig that may require flexibility from you.

I also believe that we have to learn the rules in order to break them, so I encourage everyone to work on developing a good internal clock. Get yourself one of the many good electronic metronome devices on the market to practice with. In addition, record your performances in order to analyze your timekeeping. If you want to be able to play in situations where they desire flexible time, you have to know where the steady time is in the first place, right?

Ultimately, always keep your eyes and ears open, and try to have an open mind about what needs to happen with the time, rather than what it should be in a perfect world. Sometimes it’s just not the time for time!

Larry Lelli is a top-call freelance drummer in NYC. He currently holds the drum chair at the hit Broadway show *The Producers*. Larry can be reached through his Web site, www.larryrelli.com.
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WANT to be a better drummer? Try taking these words out of your drumming vocabulary: Always. Only. All. Never.

Despite the prevalence of educational books and DVDs, most drumming information is still passed down the old-fashioned way: from one player to another, while shooting the breeze at the drum shop. A lot of what we hear, we take at face value, and we repeat these drumming “absolutes” to the next guy as gospel.

Sometimes, though, it’s worth questioning the wisdom passed down through the ages. Here’s a few ditties I’ve struggled with in the past, and have come to question.

A GREAT BAND NECESSARILY HAS A “GREAT” DRUMMER

If “great” means serving the music, regardless of how subtle the drums might have to be, then this is correct. If great means willy-nilly calling attention to yourself with advanced concepts, then you need some schoolin’, bro.

Good music is about balance, and if one element draws too much attention away from the power of the whole, then something is very wrong. Imagine Keith Moon playing in any band other than The Who. His over-the-top style would probably sound... well... 

WAY OVER THE TOP. But because the other bandmembers had equally wild musical personalities, the music worked.

Also, don’t get into the habit of only listening to music as a musician. There’s plenty of amazing songs and albums that were recorded by players who, if heard alone, wouldn’t turn anybody’s head. Often the most magical sounds are made by mediocre players who nonetheless hit upon some wonderful, common sound. So next time you’re listening to music, try not to dissect it. Just feel it.

MISTAKES ARE BAD

Honor thy mistakes with repetition. (I think the legendary Brian Eno said that.) If it’s the right mistake, and you react quickly enough to it, and then either repeat it artfully or create some cool variation of it, you could end up being called a drumming genius.

Plus, if you obsess over playing everything just right, you’ll likely have trouble relaxing enough to groove well. And you’ll have trouble opening yourself up to the unknown, which is something great artists continuously strive for.

So, you blew that fill. What are they gonna do, arrest you? Throw tomatoes? Lighten up and have some fun.

MORE RING FROM YOUR DRUMS MEANS THEY’LL BE HEARD MORE CLEARLY

About ten, fifteen years ago, the drum industry fell all over itself trying to create mechanisms to allow toms to ring for as long as possible. As if, under all circumstances, a long tom note was desirable. The trend continues today, with some manufacturers shuckling their otherwise gorgeous kits with hideous-looking suspension mounts, all in the name of increased sustain. Can you say “marketing”?

When was the last time you heard an isolated tom hit on a recording, and marveled at how wonderfully that long decay added to the emotion of the song? Face it, drums aren’t really supposed to resonate for ages. Cymbals, yes. Drums, no. That’s not to say a dead sound is always the best choice. But a blind ambition...
toward endless sustain is silly.

And check this out: Ringing toms can actually make it harder for you to be heard. Controlled drum sounds can be more easily mixed, manipulated, and amplified, allowing them to be better heard without obliterating the other instruments.

Bigger Drums Are Louder

Though larger drums move more air, smaller drums have higher pitches, which can cut through the music more easily. If you want a sub-sonic boom so bad that you’re willing to schlep a 26” bass drum around, all the power to you. Just know that you’re not necessarily going to rock the house that much more with it.

A Stiff Feel Is Always A Bad Thing

If the music calls for it, a “vertical” feel might be the most appropriate thing. New wave, Bertolt Brecht-ian waltzes, and some electronic music would sound goofy with slinky grooves. Creating intentionally mechanical beats to highlight certain lyrical content can be the perfect choice. Beware of people who always slag songs or bands for sounding too stiff. If the drummer is furthering the artistic cause—whether or not it’s your taste—give him the benefit of the doubt.

Brushes, Dowels, And The Like Will Allow You To Play More Quietly

Not always. What these alternative strikers do do well is offer different impact sounds, giving you another way to differentiate song A from song B. But if you’re just trying to play the same song at a quieter volume, you’re better off learning to play with more control, perhaps with thinner sticks.

“Perfect” Time Exists

If a drummer could play perfectly, you wouldn’t want to hear it. As Einstein said, time is relative, which in musical terms means you should control it, but not take the life out of it.

Imagine a breathtaking view of trees on a distant hill, say, in late October. The lovely curve of the skyline, the radiant yellow glow of the leaves. Look a little closer, and
you’ll notice that all the tree tops don’t perfectly swoop into each other, and that lots of those leaves are brown and crumbly. And look at that tree stump over there. The rings are hardly perfect concentric circles. There’s some squiggle there, right?

Music isn’t meant to be listened to under a microscope. It’s made to dance to, to party to, to make out to, to sing along to as we drive down the highway. Perfection is often the enemy of emotion. Take a step back when you judge your own playing. Yeah, maybe when you hear your part soloed back to you in the control room, you cringe. Now bring up the bass and guitars. Are heads bobbing? Then you did good.

It’s okay to strive for perfection, as long as you understand you’re never going to attain it. If it’s good enough for mother nature, it should be good enough for you.

If It Feels Good To You, It’s Right For The Song

Every musician has certain grooves and tempos that feel best to play. But don’t assume that the particular song you’re working on works best at your favorite tempo or groove. Sometimes to make a song happen, you have to play a part that initially feels awkward. The proof is in the pudding. Listen back to a recording before you make a final judgment. And listen respectfully to the opinions of your bandmates. Not all singers are morons.

Fusion And Progressive Drumming Is For Over-Educated Drum Snobs

Nonsense. By denying rhythmic sophistication, you’re severely limiting the possibilities of making effective music. The “I’m more punk than you” game is for children. The flipside of this is…

Punk Drumming Is For Talentless Neanderthals

Sometimes simplicity is profound. Focusing on one basic part and playing it with passion is often exactly what a track needs. And, you know, there can be a certain charm in amateurism. (Though a little of that goes a long way.)

Drum Parts Should Always Be Clear In The Mix

Untrue. Listen to Nilsson’s “Me And My Arrow.” In places, it’s hard to actually hear what’s going on in the drum part. But it’s blatantly clear how wonderful the performance is. Every song is unique; sometimes a little mystery in a drum part adds just the right kind of rhythmic power to the song.

You Should Work Toward Being Proficient At As Many Different Styles As Possible

Maybe, maybe not. If everyone did it, then we’d likely have fewer players with truly unique styles. Would Elvin Jones have been “better” if he mastered garage rock, electro-pop, and Elton John ballads?

Yes, I’ve heard the argument: Learning more styles allows you to play in more musical situations. I just don’t think the world will necessarily be blessed with more great, original music if every musician tried to be a jack of all trades. Find your musical voice, develop it, and play with people who “get” you. History might just remember you more fondly.

TRAINING YOU FOR SUCCESS

Based in London, Drumtech trains and prepares drummers from all over the world like no one else.
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In a field where most of his peers are almost twice his age, Nathaniel Kunkel, at thirty-two, is already a first-call recording engineer. He got an early start. When Nathaniel was just twelve years old, recording legend George Massenburg took him under his wing. The young apprentice learned well. A small selection of musicians Nathaniel has recorded and/or mixed includes Sting, Graham Nash, Jackson Browne, CSN&Y, Fuel, Good Charlotte, Lyle Lovett, and B.B. King.

Today, Nathaniel calls his own studio “Studio Without Walls” (www.studiowithoutwalls.com). It’s a full-on setup of the highest quality, and it’s completely portable. He can go into a hotel room and make an amazing-sounding recording.

Nathaniel has a child-like exuberance and obsession with engineering, and, like all great engineers, truly loves music. I met him over ten years ago, when we co-produced a demo that led to nowhere—except our friendship, which I wouldn’t trade for all the tea in China. Of course, like all cool people, Nathaniel is a drummer as well. (He plays a seriously nasty shuffle.) He’s also the son of one of my all-time favorite drummers, Russ Kunkel.
MD: How did you get into engineering?
Nathaniel: I met Jeff Porcaro in the studio and I honestly thought to myself, “There is no way that I will ever be as good as that guy on the drums.” And then I met some engineers and thought, “I can do this as well as any of those guys.” [laughs] So, really, I chose a path where I thought I could excel the most.

MD: What really turns you on when you’re working a session?
Nathaniel: When I don’t have to put the vibe in it, when I don’t have to make it groove, you know? That’s fun for me is when I only have to do the classical description of my job: “Capturing the performance.” When I have to manufacture a performance, which is sadly becoming more and more often, that’s no fun.

MD: So you’re saying manufacturing a performance involves using technology to move notes around in a drummer’s performance?
Nathaniel: Yes. And sometimes it’s drummers that play in time, too. [laughs]
Making records with Lyle Lovett taught me that when you have a bunch of musicians on the floor, they respond differently from when they play alone and overdub to each other. Lyle’s rule of thumb is, if it’s going to be on the final track, we should have it all happening on the floor when we’re cutting the track, with the exception of the horns or background vocals—and maybe we’ll even cut that live, too.

He’s right. Musicians respond to each other with what they’re doing and what they hear in the smallest, most subtle ways. If they’re good musicians, their response will bring so much more to a piece of music than any amount of editing I could ever do. There’s no way that even the most brilliant producer’s vision could encompass all the little individual things that real musicians do.

So I really get off when all I have to do is get good sounds and create a good environment for someone to work in. I make sure they can hear themselves, and then they make the music. That’s the fun part. That’s the gravy.

MD: As a drummer, when I’m doing a session, I often feel like I’m just witnessing a song as it develops in front of me.
Nathaniel: Well, I think that has to do with your skill level. I think what makes us capable of having that perspective is the years of experience we’ve had doing this. I’m sure there were many times earlier in your career where all you were thinking was, “Oh my God! Let me not forget to not push the beginning of the bridge.”

I don’t really have to work at the engineering part of my job. Pretty much any sound that I can think of, I can make happen. So I’m able to experience the sessions now more than ever before. Earlier, I was worried about pulling everything off. Now I know which things matter and which things aren’t as important.

For instance, something might be going wrong—like a buzz or something—where greener engineers will stop the take from going down. But I know that what the musicians are playing at that time is something that I can’t re-create in an edit. That buzz is something I can get rid of later on. Don’t stop a take.

MD: You seem qualified on every technical level. How important do you think fundamentals are in music?
Nathaniel: I think they are very important.
MD: Yet some musicians don’t really play “right,” though they sure play beautifully.
Nathaniel: I’ve noticed that some musicians are particularly great during the beginnings of their performances, and that’s why it’s so critical to get what they do right away. Right out of the gate, they’ll give you what you’re looking for. I mean, as soon as Ry Cooder sits down, he’ll play the perfect intro to a song. But the odds of him playing that again are very slim. He’ll continue playing great stuff, but he’ll never play that again. A great musician’s “first read” on something is usually one where you get an emotional read.

MD: Your anticipation and attention in the studio is excellent.
Nathaniel: George Massenburg told me, “Pay attention all the time.” Doing a great mix is really easy. Having fun in the studio is really easy. Finding cool sounds is really easy. But paying attention to everything that’s going on all the time is the hard part. You have to really pay attention to every single thing that happens everywhere; every single button that gets pressed... every patch that gets made...every performance. You have to really focus on everything that goes on in the room.

The thing is, from my drumming experience, I really know what it’s like to be on the other side of the glass. There’s nothing
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worse for a drummer than finishing a take, hearing absolute silence, and watching people in the control room talk for three minutes. then finally somebody leans into talkback and says, “let’s do it again.”
md: that’s the worst.
nathaniel: sometimes they talk in there for twenty minutes!
md: and as a drummer, you’re wired. your heart is pumping. that can mess with your confidence.

“professional musicians don’t complain in the studio. they wait until they know exactly what they need and then ask for it—but only after things have been sorted out.”

nathaniel: yeah. i’d like to interject something about the b.b. king session you and i just did. it was a session with all really heavy guys on it, and those kinds of sessions are the easiest to do. it’s the amateurs that make recording sessions difficult.

the single most focused piece of advice that i can give to an amateur drummer wanting to give a pro performance in the studio is to never complain about anything. professional musicians don’t complain in the studio. they wait until they know exactly what they need and then ask for it—but only after things have been sorted out. they have the experience to know that it takes time for things to shake out on a session. they also know what the priority is, which is getting the best performance out of the star artist. if you see engineers scrambling in the control room and trying to get the headphones right for b.b., then clearly this isn’t the time for the guitar player to say, “my cans suck too!”

i’ve done sessions before where, at the end of the date, i’ll go out into the room and say, “really great session,” and only then will a pro mention something. for instance, i remember my dad saying, “can you check my headphone mix before tomorrow? all i’ve had in my headphones is lead vocal.” he had just cut five songs for lyle lovett. you know what i mean? and i was like, “dude, you kidding me? i’m so sorry.” and he said, “yeah, something’s broken on my mixer. it’s okay. lyle’s the lead guy. but it would be great if i could hear the bass tomorrow.” that’s a great example of professionalism and just making it happen in the studio. but when i walk in and it’s a bunch of green guys? well, that’s when i’m nervous. with pros, i know we’re outta there in three hours.

so, again, i’d recommend drummers be friendly and do their job the best they can. interrupt with a problem only if you absolutely cannot overcome the obstacle in front of you.

md: what drummers have left you with positive recording experiences?
nathaniel: i can think of many drummers, and each one has a bit of a different bag. vinnie [colaiuta] is without question one of my favorites. josh freese can drive a rock ’n’ roll rhythm section in a way that nobody else can. and my dad has skills that i’ve not seen any other drummer pull off. he can play that really ringo-y sloshy thing with a pocket, and he can also play variable tempos with singer-songwriters and make it...
sound like the tempo isn’t moving—even though it is. It’s amazing.

I also really miss Carlos Vega. He was unique. He had chops and he understood rock ’n’ roll, but he could really put a Latin spin on things with a very deep sense of pocket. And of course I miss Jeff Porcaro. I treasure a drumhead that he signed for me. I’ve never seen a drummer play with that much wisdom before or since. Also, nobody can play like Little Feat’s Richie Hayward. He’s the most underrated drummer in the world. “Fat Man In The Bathtub”? I still don’t know how he does that.

**MD:** What other do’s and don’ts do you have for drummers in the studio?

**Nathaniel:** Don’t play when there’s talking going on in the control room. Sometimes the talkback mic’s aren’t set up yet, and the only live mic’s are on the drums, so drummers can be helpful with communication between the control and the studio. You know, lean into the snare mic’ and say, “Hey, Lee’s got a problem over there,” or something.

**MD:** I also consciously try not to corrupt sessions with my hyperactivity, tapping on things.

**Nathaniel:** Yeah. It’s delicate, like when the highly recommended bass player brings in some music and says, “Dude, listen to this!” And it’s on in the control room and it’s terrible—a totally wrong vibe. What do you say to that?

**MD:** Maybe say, “Nice arrangement.”

**Nathaniel:** “Man, that outro was smoking!” [laughs] Don Grolinik had a list of things you can say, like when you’re backstage and you don’t know what to say. Like, “Man, that was timeless,” or “I don’t know how you do it,” or “You must be really proud of yourself.” How about simply, “Wow.” [laughs]

**MD:** What advice do you have for drummers who are going out to buy gear for their studio?

**Nathaniel:** I think the biggest thing is the lie that digital recording gear will make a professional recording. Now there are Yamaha digital recorders, Pro Tools, and many other brands, and it all pretty much sounds the same. On the other hand, microphone technology, interface technology, wiring technology, microphone preamp technology—this is not a black art, you know? Inexpensive microphones, inexpensive converters, inexpensive power supplies,
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all this inexpensive stuff makes inexpensive-sounding recordings. It really does.

That B.B. King record we did together is a case in point. Those were the right microphones and the right mic’ preamps, which were turned up so that the meters were moving. And what did I do? I added a bit of top end on the snare mic’ and maybe some 20K on the overhead mic’s. When mixing, I never turned on the hi-hat mic’. Never turned on the snare mic’. Never turned on the room mic’s. Never turned on any of the extra kick microphones. I mean, that was one really good-sounding drumkit!

We used the overheads and one kick mic’ on the B.B. record. It was just a good drumkit mixed with some really good microphones, plugged into really good mic’ pre’s and plugged into Pro Tools, ya know? I didn’t get in the way.

So if your idea is to record at home, I would buy the simplest, highest-quality thing that you can afford. My favorite drum microphones are the DPA 4011s. [Note: These are small-diaphragm condenser mic’s also known as B&K 4011s.] They are versatile. I think the Shure Beta 52 is a kick-ass microphone. Of course, put a 57 on the snare drum. I use 414s on the toms-toms, but I’ve also used the Audio Technica ATM25s.

A lot of the time I don’t use tom mic’s at all!

Put whatever you want on the hi-hat. If the hi-hat is wrong, then play it differently. A great drummer will have the hi-hat sounding fine in the overheads. I set up my dad with some DPA 4011s or a couple of Audio Technica pencil mic’s, a Beta 52 for the bass drum, a 57 for the snare, and some ATM25s for the toms. And they all go straight into a Yamaha O2R and straight to tape. That setup works fine.

I feel problems begin when you use too many microphones—two snare microphones, fifteen mic’s on the drumkit, etc. To me, drums sound great when you simply bring up the overheads and bring in the bass drum mic’.

Here’s a trick for recording drums: A good, cheap way to get a great room sound is to find a distant room, preferably a bathroom or garage, and place a mic’ in it. Then, when mixing, move that distant track slightly forward so it’s lined up with the other tracks.

MD: To help with the phase.

Nathaniel: Fix the phase and you’ve got that John Bonham big sound. You’ll never have to buy compressors. I mean, it’s not worth it. Don’t buy anything that you know you will throw away when you get more money. Buy two great mic’s and be done, if that’s all the money you have. Don’t buy eight microphones that suck.

People need to trust their ears more. If you’re setting things up in your studio and you don’t like the way they sound, find out why. For good mic’ placement, get on your hands and knees and listen to where the kit sounds good. Then put a mic’ there.

MD: Any tips for amateur drummers?

Nathaniel: Listen, listen, listen. Have your chops down that comply with your musical tastes, but only use the ones you need based on what you hear. Sometimes Jeff Porcaro would only play a ride cymbal if that was all that was needed. Smart cat. In general, a drummer can play less than he thinks is necessary when making a record.

While they were recording James Taylor’s “Fire And Rain,” they were rehearsing in a house that had nearby neighbors, so the musicians had to play quietly. And that’s why my dad played brushes on that song. If they hadn’t been rehearsing quietly, they would never have realized how groovy the brushes were on that song. Sometimes the craziest things lead to great music.
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The Big Apple Beat
A New York City Drummers Roundtable
by Michael Cartellone

New York City. The biggest pond with the biggest (and also some of the smallest) fish. Have you ever wondered if gold is at this end of the rainbow? If so, you might be thinking: What’s it like being a drummer in New York City? Is there work there? More importantly, how does a drummer new to town begin to pursue that work? I wondered these same things myself.

When I moved back to New York City in 2002 (having lived here for a while in the 1980s), I immediately started to network. I made some drumming friends in the community, specifically on the Upper West Side of Manhattan, where I live. One day, Alex Alexander, drummer with Dido, proposed a lunch meeting of Upper West Side drummers. We met at a diner called the Time Café. (How appropriate is that?) It was an interesting mix of drummers, representing all styles of playing and different facets of the music business. Here’s the roster:

Graham Hawthorne: David Byrne, and sessions that range from Aretha Franklin to Garth Brooks.
Sterling Campbell: David Bowie, Duran Duran, Cyndi Lauper.
Jim Mussen: Maxwell, Ofra Haza, Joan Osborne.
Michael Wimberly: Steve Coleman, Vernon Reid, Henry Rollins.
Benny Koonyevsky: Omar Faruk Tekbilek, Kate McGary, NY Percussion Quartet.
Alex Alexander: Dido, Ritchie Blackmore, Eminem.
Michael Cartellone: Lynyrd Skynyrd, Donk Yankees, John Fogerty.

It was immediately apparent that this was a comfortable hang. Some of the guys have been in direct competition for gigs, yet there was a feeling of brotherhood, with no egos or attitudes. Maybe we drummers are more connected to each other than we realize?

The afternoon was filled with lots of laughs, along with the sharing of advice and different drumming techniques. We talked about the obstacles that all New York drummers face: rehearsal space, cartage, and storage. Above all, there was an obvious support of each other that I daresay may not apply to other instrumentalists.

I found myself in a situation where I could get up to speed about the New York drumming scene, from the guys currently in the trenches. I asked a bunch of questions, and I happily share the answers with you. (When appropriate, I’ll include my answers too, using “MC” to distinguish them from those of Michael Wimberly.)

Are you a native New Yorker? And at what age did you begin drumming?
Sterling: I’m a New York City native, and I began drumming at twelve years old.
Jim: I’m from Berkeley, California. I began drumming at twelve. I moved to New York at twenty-two.
Graham: I’m from Chicago. I began drumming at five. I moved here at twenty-one.
Alex: I was born in Cali, Colombia. I moved here at four, and I began drumming at seventeen.
Michael: I’m from Cleveland, Ohio. I began drumming at thirteen. I moved here at twenty-four.
Benny: I was born in Haifa, Israel. I began drumming at fourteen, and I moved here in 1986.
MC: I’m also from Cleveland. I began drumming at nine, and I moved to New York City at twenty-two.

How did you first assert yourself in town? And what was your first big break?
Sterling: In the early 80s, I played in the downtown clubs and gained a lot of exposure. Then I landed a tour with Cyndi Lauper.
Jim: I stumbled onto Drummer’s Collective, made friends, and played in a few bands. My first break was getting a gig with Ofra Haza.
Graham: When I first moved here, I got a gig with Barry Finnerty. We started playing around town and I met a lot of session and jazz guys.
Alex: I practiced constantly and went on auditions. In 1985, I did a mini tour of Canada with a dance artist named Hashim.
Michael: I was at The Manhattan School of Music with others pursuing similar goals. I participated in a lot of student music activities. My break was landing a gig with Steve Coleman.
Benny: I’m still asserting myself in town! I haven’t really had a “big break.” I’ve just continued playing around New York, the US, and internationally.
MC: I moved here after auditioning for...
Eddie Jobson, and I worked with him on several recording projects. The first tour I landed was with Tommy Shaw in 1987, which led to Damn Yankees.

What are you currently working on?

Michael: I’m composing for a classical/jazz cellist named Karen Patterson and working with a project called Love Machine. I’m also on a live CD with a jazz quartet called Exuberance.

Benny: I’m working on my own project of Yemenite music with Cuban/timba influences. I just recorded a CD with the group Sheesha, playing Middle Eastern tunes with many odd time signatures.

Alex: I’m on the Dido Live In London DVD and a new record by J.C. Chasez of N’Sync. I’m also doing shows in New York, where we perform live soundtracks to projected films.

Jim: I’m working with Ben Neill in a “DJ meets ambient vocal jazz” project. Recent gigs include The Willie McBlind Blues Band and Yale Strom.

Graham: I’m producing a New York band called The Navigators, touring with David Byrne, and musical directing for a TV series in development called Drumgirls, about women in world music.

Sterling: I’ve been working on my own project lately. I’m on the newest David Bowie live DVD, as well as the current Rufus Wainwright CD, Want One, Want Two.

MC: Aside from touring with Lynyrd Skynyrd, I’m finishing a “how to network in the music biz” DVD called Measure Of Success. On a different artistic front, I recently had a gallery showing of my paintings.

What is the most unique thing about the New York music scene to you?

Alex: There’s no place like it anywhere. Everyone is crammed together and looking for a chance to get ahead. Sometimes they try to step on each other, but that’s the nature of such a city. Also there is the East Coast vibe, which is very up-front and edgy. People don’t like to waste time, so things move quickly and there’s little space for mendacity. That’s what makes New York such a challenge. You can honestly get what you’re looking for, but you have to know what it is and really work for it.

Sterling: I like the diversity of people and cultures. When musicians come to the city—from jazz greats to R&B and rock players—it seems to have a transformative effect on their craft.

Jim: The greatest thing to me by far has always been the level of community and commitment. Drummers are offered the opportunity to learn, practice, perform, grow, share, and even falter at an extremely high pressure level, right in the face of their peers, on a daily basis.

Benny: We are the center of the music world. You can hear anything here, from the best Indian musicians to the Metropolitan Opera to Broadway. Everybody knows that when you come to perform in New York, you have to step it up a notch, so we’re really lucky. You also have access to studying with all the best players.

MC: I’m glad the subject of the Broadway scene came up. Another drummer friend of mine, Chuck Burgi, from the rock band Rainbow, is playing in the Billy Joel musical, Movin’ Out. Theater work has become quite attractive, since it represents a steady gig with no traveling. You never know who you’re going to see in those orchestra pits these days.

What is the latest on recording in New York?

Graham: The traditional way of making a rhythm track has all but disappeared in New York. Nowadays, I’m brought in after the track has largely been conceived. Usually there are loops and sequenced drum elements, which are as important to the track as the live drums will be. Live drums are added as flavor, often because someone thinks the programming and loops are stiff. Most producers have the skills and equipment to create computer drum tracks that sound like live drums. What they’re looking for beyond that are things that are difficult or impossible to program.

Benny: Recording gigs tend to come by word of mouth. In many ways, it’s a small community. It takes time to establish your reputation, and getting started can be hard since you’re competing with guys who have been here forever.

Sterling: New York is a very expensive place to live, and economics have had a major impact on the arts. A lot of studios are closing, and work has slowed down considerably. I feel it’s important to verse yourself in Pro Tools, Logic, and other programs. Having your own recording setup is vital when it comes to maintaining work in the business. People are doing more online work, which enables them to record more economically.

Graham: Expanding on what Sterling just said, it’s true that many people are producing music, because of how cheap studio gear is. Consequently, there are more opportunities for studio work than ever, but the work is less centralized. It’s very difficult to make a living, because the money is super low. Most recordings happen without record company or advertising agency backing. The artist or producer is paying
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you out of pocket and hoping to sell the final product.

What advice would you give a young drummer wanting to pursue the New York scene?

Alex: Find a great teacher and learn everything you can. Stay clean and honest. Keep your ego in check, and don’t be jaded or difficult. Listen to all types of music, not just the kind you know how to play. Show up early and be enthusiastic. Feel what you’re playing, even if you’re reading. Learn to make quick charts, and always read ahead. Keep your attitude positive.

Also, learning other instruments will teach you what a band expects from you. It also will help you better communicate your ideas to other musicians.

Jim: New York is still the great testing ground and the most exciting place to be. Whether you come here to study or to live, you are in for a treat—and a challenge. You’ll need to hone your drumming skills—and your “people skills”—endlessly. Don’t be afraid to learn.

You have to stay true to your dreams and hopes, no matter how tough it might get, and no matter what break you get. Success can be as deceptive as anything else. Figure out what it is you really want, and go for it.

Michael: Have a plan! Continue your education at a school that has a great music program, such as Drummers Collective, Juilliard, Manhattan School Of Music, or Queens College.

While I agree that it’s good to listen to and learn from all styles of music, when it comes to your own career I believe you should focus on the style of music you want to pursue, and not waste time doing a million things. You’ll get much further if you stay within certain parameters. Don’t be a jack-of-all-trades and a master of none.

Network as much as you can, and follow up with your newfound contacts. Not everyone you meet is going to help you, but don’t let that discourage you. Stay focused on why you’re here and what you came here to do.

MC: I’ll be honest: I don’t think New York is for everyone. It just comes down to what you feel in your heart. It was the right choice for me and it could be the same for any other drummer. But if someone who’s considering a move has never been here, I suggest that they take a test drive first. Come for a visit and meet some musicians. Hear some live music. Experience the energy of the city, which can be exhilarating and intimidating at the same time.

As I reread this story, I realized that most of this information could apply to the drum scene in virtually any major city. In essence, we’ve presented a guidebook to being a working drummer in today’s climate. The best part is, all this happened because of our drummer’s lunch—and that can happen anywhere. Get together with some drummer friends in your town. You’ll be surprised what you can learn. I was.

Michael Cartellone is the drummer with southern rock legends Lynyrd Skynyrd. He was previously a member of Damn Yankees, and has performed with John Fogerty, Eddie Jobson, and Tommy Shaw.

---

The legendary Lynyrd Skynyrd averages over 100 live shows a year. With that kind of schedule Michael Cartellone leaves nothing to chance. That’s why he shares the stage with Pearl’s ICON Rack system.

The curved front bar of the DR-503C creates a natural flow for your Toms and cymbals. Tear down and repeatable setup positioning night after night makes the ICON rack the only real choice for the touring professional.
“SABIAN HAS DEFINED THE FUTURE OF CYMBALMAKING BECAUSE OF THE WAY THEIR CRAFTSMEN ACT AND THINK.”

“They’re artists themselves. These are creative people making instruments. They’re making pieces of art and that’s how they think. They’re not just stamping out pieces of metal.”
— DANIEL ADAIR, Nickelback

XS 20
THE ONLY TRUE ‘CAST’ CYMBAL AT ‘SHEET’ PRICING

What’s better than ‘sheet’ bronze cymbals? SABIAN XS20. Crafted from 100% pure SABIAN ‘cast’ B20 bronze — the toughest, most musical cymbal metal ever — XS20 is the one and only cymbal that delivers ‘cast’ bronze quality at ‘sheet’ metal prices. Mike Portnoy, Chad Smith, Shannon Larkin, and Daniel Adair play ‘cast’ B20 bronze because the sound is right. With XS20 you can too, because the price is right.

Hear Daniel at www.sabian.com

www.sabian.com

Because Sound Matters
Do-It-Yourself Percussion, Part 3
Drum Rattlers
by Glenn Kotche

This column is dedicated to providing drummers and percussionists with simple and inexpensive do-it-yourself projects for building and modifying instruments and accessories. This month’s project is drum rattlers.

The “drum rattler” is my term for a removable rattler that can be fitted around a drum, resting on the edge of the drumhead. When it’s played you get a sympathetic rattle sound in addition to the drum sound. This accessory may not be useful to all drummers, but it can provide an interesting color for a certain song or part of a song. Given the ease with which it can be made from items around your house, it can’t hurt to give it try.

Getting Started
The first item that you need to scrounge up is an old T-shirt. Cut off the bottom 6” of the shirt. This gives you a 6” cloth band. (The rest of the shirt can be discarded, or worn at your next football practice.) Next, you’ll need several safety pins. I prefer large ones, but any size will do. Fasten the pins through the top edge of the cloth band so that most of each safety pin is hanging over it.

Be Creative
The next step is the fun one. Find any items that will rattle against a drumhead and are small enough to mount on a safety pin. I’ve had good luck with small bells, small wire loops, old keys, and beads. The possibilities are virtually limitless. My personal favorites are some small antique jingle bells and some metal hoops from a djembe rattler.

Open each safety pin and mount your rattler items on it. The amount is at your discretion, as is the number and spacing of the pins.

Fit It On
After you’ve attached your rattlers, slide the band over the top of the drum so the band sits just below the rim. Then lift the pins onto the drum so that they rest near its edge. The rest of the cloth band should fit snugly around the shell, keeping it in place.

See how you like the sound with only a few
pins on the head or with several. The sound of the drum and the reaction of the pins will change depending on how much of the cloth band is on the head and therefore how close the pins are to the playing area of the drum. You may want the pins or rattlers to be only on one specific part of the head, or you may prefer them around the entire circumference. I find that having around six rattlers resting on the head very near the rim is more than enough to get that special sound without sacrificing the sound of the drum. The best part is that with a quick reach or flick of the stick you can swing the pins off the head so they’re resting on the cloth band and the rattler effect is gone.

The T-shirts that I’ve been using (men’s large) are ideal for 14” and 16” drums. You may have to modify the size of the cloth band for larger and smaller drums. You can simply tie a knot in the band to make it smaller, or use a different part of the shirt to cut, such as the neck hole.

The next time you have ten minutes and are feeling a little creative, give the drum rattler a try. You may really like what you hear.

Glenn Kotche is the drummer/percussionist for eclectic rock band Wilco. He was most recently featured in the January ’05 issue

“Whether it’s thickening the groove or giving it more personality, percussion can add a lot to the sound and feel of any drum track. In fact, overdubbing percussion has become so popular that, these days, most studio drummers are also studio percussionists.

When I’m on a session I know I can always rely on Rhythm Tech for the best sound quality and the easiest performance. In the studio we have a saying, ‘Whatever works’. Well, Rhythm Tech works for me.”

— John “JR” Robinson
(studio legend)
“History” is not a term usually associated with the makers of electronic equipment. It’s generally applied to the great American drum companies, or cymbal manufacturers whose roots go back to Turkey. But one pioneering American audio manufacturer can lay claim to some pretty impressive stats.

The Shure Radio Company (later Shure Bros., and now Shure, Inc.) was founded in 1925. The first Shure microphone was produced in 1932. In 1939 Shure invented the world’s first single-element unidirectional dynamic mic': the Unidyne. (This was the direct ancestor of the ubiquitous SM57. All rise.)

During the Allied offensive in Italy in 1944, the USAAF flew more than 20,000 missions—and a Shure microphone was on every plane. A year later, General Douglas MacArthur used Shure microphones during the formal Japanese surrender that officially ended World War II. The legendary SM series was originally developed in 1965, and is still going strong after forty years.

And on it goes, through inaugurations, political conventions, research stations on the South Pole, and countless numbers of concerts, gigs, radio & TV broadcasts, and studio recordings. Basically, if something happened that was worth recording, amplifying, or transmitting, Shure was (and still is) there.
## Beta Series

- **Beta 52**: A large, dynamic kick mic. Provides strong low-end reproduction. List price: $336.70.
- **Beta 56A**: Dynamic tom/snare mic with built-in pivot. List price: $249.49.
- **Beta 91**: Low-profile condenser kick mic. Provides good attack characteristics and full sound. List price: $436.80.
- **Beta 54**: Headworn condenser mic with supercardioid pattern. Good for singing drummers. List price: $594.65.

## Drum Packs

- **DMK575-52**: Four-piece professional drum-mic kit containing one Beta 52, three SM57s, and three A56D drum mounts. List price: $861.90.

## KSM Series

- **KSM27**: Large-diaphragm cardioid condenser mic. Good for toms and overheads. List price: $575.

## Performance Gear Series

- **PG52**: Value-priced large dynamic kick mic. List price: $264.46.
- **PG6**: Value-priced dynamic tom/snare mic with built-in pivot. List price: $188.83.

## SM Series

- **SM57**: Universal dynamic instrument mic. Considered by many to be the gold standard for classic rock snare drum sounds. List price: $159.
- **SM81**: Cardioid condenser with hi-pass and pad. Good for overheads and cymbals. List price: $529.80.

## Specialty Microphones

- **VPR6**: Stereo condenser microphone with internal M/S matrix. List price: $1217.88.
- **E5**: Dual-driver professional in-ear earphones. (Connects to any Shure bodypack.) List price: $590.
- **P6HW**: Hard-wired professional bodypack. Built-in limiter (defeatable) for safety. List price: $689.52.
Brand New HQ

Modern Drummer recently visited Shure’s new headquarters in the Chicago suburb of Niles, Illinois. We got the low-down about the history of this venerable company, as well as a look at where they are today, and where they’re going.

The new Shure building is a stunning glass and steel structure that rises from the surrounding neighborhood. The modernistic impression is reinforced as we step into the lobby. Glass elevators with no shafts—all cables, weights, and wires are exposed—let us know that although this company has a strong tradition behind it, they obviously welcome the future.

Doing The R&D Dance

In addition to administrative activities, all Shure product R&D takes place at the Niles facility. It’s a team effort, as explained by public relations specialist Cory Lorentz. “Two different teams are dedicated to new-product development,” says Cory. “The Blue Ribbon group develops products using our existing technology, while the Advanced Development team is looking further into the future. For example, the KSM44—Shure’s first dual-diaphragm side-address mic—was developed by the Advanced Development group.”

Regardless of which team conceives the initial design of a new product, the path from concept to finished version is similar: They build a working model, which may not look like the final product as far as aesthetics go, but employs the acoustic and electronic principles of the design. Prototypes are modified en route to what’s called the “design model,” which is a good representation of what the final product will look like.

Somewhere in the early stages of development, a design team may bring in recording engineers or artists to assist with a sort of “pre-beta testing.” For example, legendary engineer Eddie Kramer (Led Zeppelin, Jimi Hendrix) worked on the development of the KSM32, while drum great Peter Erskine had input on selected KSM and Beta series mics.

The next step is to try producing the
ANATOMY
of a drum solo

Neil Peart's "Anatomy Of A Drum Solo", along with a wide selection of Hudson Music's DVDs and Books, are now available at your local music retailer. For the name of a dealer near you log on to www.hudsonmusic.com. In Europe contact hudsoneuro@aol.com. Dealer inquiries: Hal Leonard Corp. (414) 774-3630.
mic’ in the plant in “small batch” quantities, to see how the production process works. Once the production details are hammered out and beta testing is complete, the mic’ goes into full production.

**Testing, Testing...**

How does Shure go about assuring that their new products—as well as their existing ones—live up to the company’s reputation for quality and reliability? “We’re continually running our mic’s through tough environmental testing,” replies Cory Lorenz, “to make sure they meet our standards.”

**Tough is right.** Mic’s are tested in environmental chambers, where they’re subjected to extremes of heat, cold, and (worst of all for electronic devices) humidity. But the most common traumatic event that can happen to a mic’ in the real world is being dropped. So Shure also has a special test station where they drop mic’s from a height of six feet, onto the sort of hardwood floor you’d find in a studio, as well as onto tile.

Besides all this physical abuse, Shure also has to test the mic’s for acoustic performance. They do this in an anechoic room with extremely deep sound-absorbing treatment on the walls, which works well down into the bass frequencies. The chamber has full 360° coverage: We walk into the room on a wire grid that suspends us above the sound treatment on the floor below.

Shure also has an RF-shielded room for testing their wireless mic’ transmitters. But instead of absorbing all sound frequencies, its job is to absorb all radio frequencies.

But the piece de resistance of Shure’s testing area is their state-of-the-art recording studio, built in conjunction with noted designer Russ Berger. Its wonderful-sounding live room (wood floors...high ceilings—perfect ambience), spacious control room, and good-sized isolation booths make it the equal of any modern commercial facility. This gives Shure the opportunity to test their products in a totally professional recording environment.

**Drum Mic’s R Us**

Shure is probably the most recognized microphone brand name among drummers. But aside from its familiarity in the marketplace, what makes Shure special?

“Quality and standards,” replies product specialist Jeff Frederich. “Shure started in the 1920s as a radio parts company. By the 1930s they were manufacturing their own microphones. During World War II they virtually stopped their consumer products and worked full-time on products for the war effort. Everything they made for the military had to meet strict standards of reliability, which required an intense quality-assurance program. After the war, Shure went back to making consumer products again. But they never dropped the standards they had set during the war. They kept the same focus on QA for their consumer products.”

Jeff then lays out a selection of microphones on the conference table in front of us. He indicates a Beta 52A kick mic’, a Beta 56A tom mic’, a Beta 98D/S clip-on drum mic’, and a Beta 91V low-profile kick mic’, saying, “These are all ‘designated’ drum mic’s. But there are other Shure models that also excel at reproducing drums.”

First Jeff displays an SM81. “This is Shure’s ‘universal instrument mic’—sort of the SM57 of condenser microphones. It has long been popular as an overhead mic’ for drums.” Then he holds up a KSM32, Shure’s first side-address studio mic’ (reviewed in *Modern Drummer* a few years ago). “Because of its extremely flat frequency response,” says Jeff, “the KSM32 is becoming a favorite for use over a drumset. Another mic’ seeing increased use in this application is the small-diaphragm KSM137, which is very flexible with its three-position hi-pass switch and three-position pad. The KSM137 is also catching on as a hi-hat mic’.”
9500 Hi-Hat

Tell us what you like about your 9500 Hi-Hat stand:

Chester Thompson: The smoothness and the speed. If I am pushing a big band at 260 bpm, I don’t want to fight the equipment, and the same applies if I am playing a hard rock gig or a rumba. The 9500 moves with me, I don’t want to notice the pedals and with my 9500, I don’t.

How’s the feel compared to other hi-hats you’ve played?

Chester Thompson: I have never played another hi-hat pedal that compares with it.

“Sweet!”

—Chester Thompson

9500 SERIES HI-HATS feature a newly-designed lateral cymbal seat adjustment and patented Delta ball-bearing hinges to ensure silent action. Available in standard and remote configurations, DW 9000 Series hi-hats are nothing less than professional grade.
Spotlight

Jeff holds up another KSM mic’, saying, “Now here’s one that may surprise you. The KSM27 is really generating some buzz...as a tom mic’, of all things. The reason that’s surprising is that it’s a large-diaphragm cardioid condenser. It has the same three-position hi-pass switch as the KSM32 and the KSM44 do, but it’s not as large. Still, it has a big, beefy sound, and it’s affordable. We’re seeing more drummers using it, live and in the studio.”

“Some engineers have been using a cool hat trick to get a rockin’ kick sound in the studio,” Jeff continues. “They put a Beta 91 inside the kick on a pad, placed near the batter head. This picks up the attack, adding punch. Then they use a Beta 52A just inside the hole in the front head, to get the low end. Finally, they set up a KSM32 out in front of the drum, a ways, to capture some of the room ambience. When mixed together, this combination creates a great kick drum sound.”

Jeff goes on to describe the VP88—a stereo condenser microphone with a twist. Besides containing two cardioid cartridges, it also has a mid-side matrix, which allows the user to create a stereo recording that will collapse very well to mono (popular in TV production). This mic’ makes it easy to get a stereo overhead mix quickly, with no worries about phase problems (since the mic’ elements are arranged as a coincident pair).

The last mic’ that Jeff mentions is the Beta 54—a head-worn vocal condenser. It’s popular with singing drummers, partly because of its sound, and partly because of its supercardioid pattern, which helps to maximize gain-before-feedback.

Who’s Using Shure Mic’s

Shure has a substantial roster of endorsers, all of whom are looked after by artist relations manager Ryan Smith. We asked Ryan what Shure looks for in an artist when considering endorsements.


Something For The Ears

“About half of our microphone artists also use Shure in-ear monitors,” Ryan adds, “Our endorsers generally use the P6HW. That’s one of our nicer hard-wired bodypacks. And they really like the E5 dual-driver earphones. But we make four bodypacks and three in-ear drivers, so we have the market covered from affordable entry-level models, to ‘working musician’ models, to top-drawer pro models.”

“Speaking of in-ears,” says Cory Lorentz, “drummers are becoming more and more aware of the importance of protecting their hearing, and Shure’s behind that 100%. In fact, hearing conservation awareness is our corporate cause. Shure sponsors the Bid For Hearing program, which funds education programs and helps non-profit charities at the same time.

“But the most valuable thing we bring to the table is our commitment to quality,” Cory concludes. “It’s very important for us to provide the right product for every level of the market. I think history shows that we’ve been very successful at doing just that.”

The most common traumatic event that can happen to a mic’ is being dropped. So Shure has a special test station where they drop mic’s from a height of six feet.

Hear Your Exact Cymbal Before You Buy

At CymbalsOnly you get to hear your exact cymbal before you buy it. Not a representative sample—but your actual cymbal. And you should.

Cymbals are personal. You need to know if the sound is right for your music. For your style. We have 771 cymbals. In stock and Ready-to-ship. All with multiple audio files so you really get to know the cymbal. Hear for yourself at CymbalsOnly.com. Hear before you buy.

Shown here is one of our many Bosphorus Cymbals (we have 317 in stock)

Stanton Moore’s Series • 20° Trash Crash • 1898 grams • Online sound files: Performance, Bell, Kit, Jazz and Rock. Hear for yourself.”

www.CymbalsOnly.com
"Intruder Pedals... easy on the eyes and even easier on the feet"

-Paul "Phinkky" John, Jr./Alicia Keys -

MEAN, INTRUSIVE, POWERFUL...

the NEW Gibraltar Intruder Bass Drum Pedals

- New Stealth design balanced pedal board
- Curved Frame with Fixed Stabilizer Rock Plate for added rigidity and increased feel
- Three drive-systems with loads of adjustability to best suit your technique and playing style: Dual Chain, Strap, and Direct-Drives

Features and specs like these make Gibraltar the undeniable leader in drum hardware.

Gibraltar supports every brand, every kit.

www.Gibraltarhardware.com
Kaman Music Corp., P.O. Box 507, Bloomfield, CT 06002
ARCH ENEMY’S
the story of a Swedish metal drummer named Erlandsson in the pages of Modern Drummer seems like déjà vu, your memory isn’t playing tricks on you. That’s because the Erlandsson family has produced a pair of prevailing metal drummers on the scene: Adrian, who performs in Cradle Of Filth (and who was interviewed last year in MD), and Daniel.

Inspired by his brother’s performance behind the kit, Daniel (who is six years younger) started playing around the age of twelve and joined his first metal band, Eucharist, in 1990. Today, Daniel’s dynamic footwork and creative compositions are the rhythmic core of his current act of nine years, Arch Enemy. Having performed on the band’s entire extensive catalog, Erlandsson’s notoriety has steadily increased throughout the years, particularly when Arch Enemy introduced vocalist Angela Gossow in 2000.

Their first album with Gossow, 2001’s Wages Of Sin, was a metallic tour de force. Fiery yet melodic, it set a new standard for the act’s output. The band’s next album, 2003’s Anthems Of Rebellion, took a turn into a more stripped-down, less melodic approach, but was equally praised. Now their latest, Doomsday Machine, finds Erlandsson and company reincorporating their trademark melodies with a healthy dose of driving aggression.

Modern Drummer caught up with Erlandsson while he was on the road with Arch Enemy, to talk about the contemporary metal scene in which he’s made a successful career.
**MD:** Aside from Eucharist, what else did you do prior to your involvement in Arch Enemy?

**Daniel:** I was in a couple of different bands. I also did a little session work. For instance, I played on two tracks for In Flames. I just rehearsed with them once, went into the studio, and left the same day. I was never a member of the band. I then started playing with Arch Enemy in ’96.

**MD:** When did music become a full-time career for you?

**Daniel:** It wasn’t until Angela [Gossow], our singer, joined Arch Enemy in 2000 that we started to get really serious about touring and trying to sell records. Now we’ve done three records with her, including this last one, and it’s a full-on, professional band. For this new record, we’re planning to be on tour for eighteen months.

I had always tried to find a way to make a living from my drumming. Pretty much from when I did my first show with my very first band, I realized I wanted to do this. Actually, when I started playing I kind of realized pretty quickly that I had the ability to play drums. So I just wanted to do that.

**MD:** I was reading your list of influences, and one of the surprises was Billy Cobham. I wouldn’t think to place him in the same genre of what you’re doing here.

**Daniel:** Well, you know, it’s mainly from the record Spectrum, which he did in the ’70s. It was a solo record of his on which he found a way to combine his speed—he’s a very fast player—with
May we submit the original heavy metal element.
The fundamental tool to conjure up seismic, gut pounding bass.
You won’t find it on any periodic table,
but under some of the heaviest hitting feet in Rock.
Discover the formula for power.
Pearl’s PowerShifter Eliminator under your feet.
It’s pure chemistry.

Pearl

POWER. SPEED. ADJUSTABILITY.

www.pearldrums.com
his great feeling for groove. The way he lays down the beat is very impressive to me. I’ve tried to combine those two elements myself—speed and a bit of groove.

MD: Have you been successful?
Daniel: *I think* I’ve found a way. [laughs]

MD: What metal drummers have influenced you?
Daniel: For me, it’s pretty much been the classic guys like Mikkey Dee and Vinnie Appice. They’ve done a lot for me. I also like Dave Lombardo of Slayer and Nicke Andersson from Entombed. And, of course, my brother! They’ve all been great influences.

MD: Have you always played metal?
Daniel: When I started out playing drums, I got into the metal of that moment, which was death metal. But I’ve not really played in any other genres apart from metal.

MD: What kinds of listening have you done outside of the metal genre?
Daniel: Like I said, I listened to Billy Cobham a lot. I also like Deep Purple’s Ian Paice, as well as Buddy Miles and Mitch Mitchell with Jimi Hendrix. To me, each of these drummers is very good in their own way.

MD: Have you gained ideas and tried different things from listening to these players?
Daniel: Yeah, I’d say so. Back in the ’70s, the music wasn’t as “formulated” as it is today. Those musicians had a lot more room to play in the songs, if you know what I mean. With the music we play in our band, every bar is decided beforehand. I know what I’m supposed to play and it’s all worked out ahead of time. That said, I’m trying to work in those influences—more freeform playing. I’m trying to keep a spontaneous feel.

When we write songs, for example, and I hear the riff for the first time, I normally get a spontaneous reaction and I try to speak with that along the process.

MD: So you go with your first instinct?
Daniel: Yeah, usually, but sometimes I might practice a part for a long time if I feel it’s necessary.

MD: Tell me about the Swedish metal scene. What kind of role did it play in your upbringing?
Daniel: It played a big part, because all of my friends were into metal at that time. But the thing was, there wasn’t really a scene going on. There were, perhaps, two or three shows per year that you could check out. So I listened to a lot of music with my friends. The bands going at the time were Entombed, Dismember, and At The Gates.

When I played in my first band, I was struggling to learn how to play constant double bass, and there was this part in a song that we had. They told me right off the bat, “We’ll give you a week to learn this part.” So I basically struggled for that week and came up with this technique where, instead of playing heels down, I started playing heels up. It’s a basic technique, of course, but that was a very revolutionary thing for me at the time.

MD: Looking back at your earlier recordings, how would you describe your performances?
Daniel: Being that we only rehearsed three or four times for those recordings, I didn’t have time to go into the depth of my playing and analyze every drum fill. So I went into the studio loosely prepared. I had to get the arrangements of the songs in my head quickly and just play.

Nowadays, it’s on another level. We might rehearse for three months before we even consider going into the studio. So I have time to plan all of my parts.

MD: Why was there such spontaneity back then?
Daniel: I guess we just wanted to do it really fast! [laughs]

---

### Daniel’s Arch Enemy Kit

**Drums:** Pearl Masterworks carbon fiber kit
- 5½"x14 Ultracast snare (or 5½"x14 Carbon Fiber or 6½"x14 Eric Singer signature)
- 8x8 rack tom
- 8x10 rack tom
- 9x12 rack tom
- 10x13 rack tom
- 14x16 floor tom
- 16x18 floor tom
- 18x24 kick

**Cymbals:** Sabian
- 14" AA Metal-X harts
- 17" AA Chinese
- 18" AA Metal-X crash
- 10" AA Metal-X splash
- 15" AAXreme Chinese
- 18" AAXplosion crash
- 22" AA Metal-X ride
- 18" AAXplosion crash
- 13" AAX Fusion hats
- 18" AA Metal-X Chinese

**Hardware:** All Pearl, including an Icon rack and Eliminator pedals

**Sticks:** Vater XD-5B with wood tip

**Heads:** Remo coated PowerStroke 3 on snare, batter, and whole drum kit with Ebony Ambassadors on toms, Ebony Ambassador front and back on kicks (with Falam Slam impact pad on batter heads)
RONNIEVannucci
The Killers

PROTECTIONracket
Getting you there since 1994

www.bigbangdist.com

Proudly distributed in the USA by Big Bang Distribution (800) 547-6401 www.protectionracket.com
Daniel Erlandsson
member in the band had another job at the time, so we didn’t have
time to rehearse in the daytime.
**MD:** What were some of your early difficulties that you had
worked to correct?
**Daniel:** My time wasn’t the best. I realize now, since working a lot
with a click, that back then I’d rush the tempo a bit sometimes.
The other difficulty I had was with double bass. I struggled with
that for a little while. But as soon as I understood the technique of
playing with my heels up, I got better and better.
**MD:** How long did it take for you to get comfortable with double
bass?
**Daniel:** I was so fascinated with double bass that I played it con-
stantly for four months, several hours a day. It took that kind of
effort to give me a solid foundation with double bass and to
improve my speed. I worked on it very slowly and built up my
technique.
**MD:** Did you initially work with a double pedal or two bass
drums?
**Daniel:** The first setup I had back at our house involved two single
pedals mounted on one bass drum! I had my legs, like, together, if
you know what I mean. And then, one sunny day, we got a double
pedal, and that was amazing. I played with a double pedal until I
got serious about touring with Arch Enemy. We’ve got the whole
visual thing going as a metal band—you need to have two kick
drums, at least. So ever since then, I’ve played two bass drums.
The feel of two bass drums is definitely different from a double
pedal. But I like the approach of having
two bass drums. It creates symmetry with
the setup of the kit. I also find it a lot easier
to play.
**MD:** Let’s talk about *Doomsday Machine*.
Which songs would you say best highlight
your drumming on this album?
**Daniel:** I’d say “Machtkampf” represents
my drumming in a good way. It’s got a
good groove to it and some nice fills. It
kind of follows the guitars the way I want
to as well. The same goes for “Skeleton
Dance,” a song that I like very much.
**MD:** Finally, can you offer any bits of
advice for the beginning metal drummer?
**Daniel:** First off, work on playing double
bass with your heels up. And I also think
it’s quite important to not lock yourself
into studying a specific genre. Some metal
drummers coming up today focus only on
speed. That’s a pretty one-dimensional
approach. It’s important to listen to other
styles of music so you can have a full spec-
trum of musical ideas to draw from.
I am proud to present our new Taye Wood Hoop Snare Drums – stunningly beautiful with a very special sound. We make our extra-heavy 14-ply Wood Hoops using only Genuine North American Sugar Maple for strength, beauty, and unparalleled performance. Our new articulated claw hook design not only completes the classic look but allows very quick head changes. Taye Wood Hoops – difficult to ignore.

Ray Ayotte — President, Taye Music Inc.
Rogers Celebrity Drumset

by Harry Cangany

This month’s featured drumkit is a Rogers Celebrity set, circa 1970 (although it looks like it was made last week). The series was created a few years earlier with the full moniker of “Buddy Rich Celebrity Set.” However, the name had to be changed (and the entire catalog reprinted!) in 1967, when Buddy dropped his Rogers endorsement and briefly went with Vox (Trixon) before settling on Slingerland for the next nine years.

The configuration of a 13” rack tomtom, 16” floor tomtom, 22” bass drum, and matching Dyna-Sonic snare was renamed simply “The Celebrity.” But everybody knew it was still “the Buddy set.” Our featured kit in particular includes a 24” bass drum, which was the size that Buddy really used.

Notice the single Swiv-O-Matic tom arm, the telescopic knobby cymbal arm, and a Swiv-O-Matic disappearing cymbal holder for a splash cymbal. One unusual feature about this set is that the splash cymbal holder is in the middle of the bass drum, instead of directly behind the rack tomtom.

The hardware package we put together for this set includes a vintage Rogers Swiv-O-Matic solid-footboard bass drum pedal and matching hi-hat stand, a Sta-Tite snare stand, and two 4403 Pro cymbal stands. We weren’t able to locate a matching canister throne, but we did find a Rogers Sampson throne.

The snare drum is the much sought-after wood-shell Dyna-Sonic, the flagship drum of Rogers all those years ago. It has a 5-ply shell of maple and birch with 5-ply reinforcing rings, a fruitwood stain, and almost no snare bed. Rogers pioneered the modern bearing edge when their competitors were still using 35° roundovers.

The set is fitted with Rogers’ beautiful beavertail lugs and their version of a silver sparkle covered finish. Ludwig, Slingerland, and Camco used small-particle sparkle; Rogers...
Wood Dyna-Sonic snares are rare and valuable.

The Swiv-O-Matic hi-hat has a distinctive footboard design.

Beavertail lugs and a “script” logo distinguish the Celebrity kit.

By the mid-1970s, Rogers had dropped the wood-shell Dyna-Sonic, although they continued to make the metal-shell version. One of the reasons that the wood snare is so valuable is that no one really knows how many—or how few—were made.

The collectibility of these drums gives us a crash course in economics. There’s a lot of demand for Swiv-O-Matic-era drumsets and single drums, while the supply is dwindling—especially of drums in the sort of condition that our featured kit enjoys. Wood Dyna-Sonic snare drums are selling in the $2,000–$4,000 range, depending on condition and color. White Marine and Mardi Gras are the two most sought-after finishes, although I’m personally partial to the Silver Sparkle. Stage lights on the glitter makes the drums come alive as the irregular particles grab and magnify that light.

I’d value this month’s Celebrity Set (with snare, minus the throne) at $4,500–$6,000…and rising. So if you can find a Rogers Swiv-O-Matic-era set, play it, and take good care of it. It’s like investing in real estate.
More Tin...More Sound
Zildjian ZHT Sheet Bronze Cymbals

ZHT (Zildjian High Tin) cymbals are created from an 88% copper/12% tin sheet bronze alloy, as compared to the standard blend of 92% copper and 8% tin used on Zildjian’s existing ZBT and ZXT lines. The higher tin content is said to provide additional mid and low-end frequency output for enhanced musicality and exceptional appearance.

Every ZHT cymbal is fully lathed on the top and bottom for increased sensitivity and projection. Precision hammering like that used on many of Zildjian’s higher-end cast bronze cymbals helps to further refine the sonic attributes. Twenty-three models provide a wide range of choices for the beginning to advanced player. Models offered for the first time in a Zildjian sheet bronze series include Mastersound hi-hats, two sizes of mini hi-hats, a 20” flat ride, and two EFX models that feature a combination of elongated and circular holes to control the build-up of overtones and limit projection and decay.

Due to its balanced blend of frequencies and its wide range of models, the ZHT series is considered suitable for all types of music. Rock models that are heavier than standard cymbals are available for highly amplified situations. ZHT cymbals are available as individual models and in four pre-pack box sets. List prices range from $92 for an 8” splash to $241 for a 20” ride and $270 for a pair of 14” Mastersound hi-hats. Box sets are available at $399 and $619.


Bag ‘Em And Go
Taye Drums GoKit Bag Set

Taye has created a set of bags for its compact GoKit drum set. The padded drum bags are fitted with carrying handles and shoulder straps. The DB1875 bass drum bag (estimated street price: $58) also features a side pocket. It’s designed to accommodate the 7½x18 GoKick bass drum, plus a motorcycle-style throne top or a full set of cymbals. The 16x30 GoKit rack-tom bag (estimated street price: $58) is designed to contain the 13” GoSnare, 8”, 10”, and 12” GoRack toms, and a StainlessSteel Timbale or round throne top. The HB3060 GoKit hardware bag (estimated street price: $64) includes a rigid bottom support. It is designed to fit GoKit hardware, but can also accommodate other hardware packages. A complete set of GoKit bags has an estimated street price of $180.

Go ahead. Rip, grind, shred, show your skills and unleash a little road rage. With a killer price and many of the same features as our top-of-the-line kits—plus our all-new, sweet-sounding XS “Street-Style” shells—RMV’s Sonically-Optimized™ Special Edition drums are built for the street without being middle-of-the-road.

RMV Special Edition "XS" Drumsets
New "XS" (5mm) Street-Style Brazilian Maple Drumshells
Black Steel Counterhoops • Black Composite Brackets and Mini-Mass Lugs
RMV Drumheads • Eclipse Series Heavy-Duty Pedals & Hardware
Wild Cherry and Deep Blue Satin Finishes
Incandescent Fade and Black Sparkle WrapArt Finishes

www.rmvdrams.com
A New Twist In Sound
Puresound Percussion Twisted Snare Wires

Puresound’s Twisted snare wires are designed to produce unprecedented clarity, crispness, and sensitivity. Twenty double strands of Puresound’s premium-grade steel-alloy wire are braided together, resulting in increased levels of dryness, articulation, and response. This gives snare drums a contemporary “tight” snare sound without requiring tight snare tension, while providing a significantly higher degree of sensitivity from the drum at any tension. This combination of benefits makes the snares appropriate for drumset, concert, and marching applications.

Twisted snare wires also feature Puresound’s exclusive copper end clips. They’re available to fit most 13” and 14” snare drums. List price for both sizes is $59.95.

In addition, audio samples of Puresound’s Custom, Equalizer, and Blasters snare wires can now be accessed from the Puresound Web site. The sampled sounds were digitally recorded and optimized especially for the Web, on a variety of different snare drum types and sizes.


New Young Turks
TRX Turkish Cymbals

While drummers have long been aware of the exceptional tone and musicality of genuine Turkish cymbals, in the past the instruments have primarily been intended for traditional players and conventional styles. Now, according to the TRX (“turks”) cymbal company, they have redefined, modernized, and expanded the relevance of Turkish cymbals by offering their quality, consistency, and variety to younger drummers and drumming styles—from jazz, R&B, and world music to country, punk, pop, and rock.

All TRX cymbals are hand-crafted from an exclusive, B-20 Plus bronze formula by master Turkish cymbalsmiths.

TRX has developed four distinct lines that are classified on the basis of their tone quality. DRK cymbals feature a dark, earthy, raw finish and are light in weight to produce a deep, dark tone. MDM cymbals are medium-weight, general-purpose cymbals with traditional hammering, lathing, and buffing. ALT cymbals are noticeably heavier in weight, and they incorporate a raw bell plus a unique combination of multi-level hammering and micro-lathing for increased volume and projection without sacrificing their full-bodied sound. Cymbals in the BRT line are extra-heavy, unlathed, and highly polished to create an extremely bright, powerful sound.

Www.trxcymbals.com.
Mapex 950 Series Hardware

functional | responsive | reliable

WWW.MAPEXDRUMS.COM

© 2004 Mapex USA Incorporated.
From Father To Son
Longo Snare Drums

Neil Longo makes custom steam-bent solid-shell snare drums based on traditions passed down from two generations of carpenters. Neil's expertise with various types of wood, combined with his many years as a drummer, give him a keen understanding of pitch and sound that can be discerned in the look and the resonance of his drums.

They're said to produce a clean sound, with each one set to pitch by hand. Drummers can "build" their own drums on the Longo Web site, choosing the wood, hoops, hardware, and finish. The drums are made to meet the standards of discriminating professionals, but are said to be priced so that any serious hobbyist or amateur drummer can afford them.

In response to a drum given to Vinnie Colaiuta by Neil when Vinnie was playing with Sting, Vinnie says, "When I tried it, people immediately asked me, 'What is that drum?' It has since appeared on many records, to great unanimous response. Now the word is out!"


Rocky Mountain
High-End
Drumwerx Drums

Joe Bifano was in the exotic wood business for twenty-seven years, manufacturing grandfather clocks, furniture, and kitchen and bath cabinets. But he has more of a passion for drums, so he's turned his woodworking skills to the creation of exotic, top-of-the-line drumkits. According to Joe, the main goal of his Colorado-based Drumwerx is "to provide premium-quality drums in exotic and burl veneers at an affordable price. Drumwerx is small enough to be customer-friendly, and anyone with one of our kits can reach the 'big dog' at any time."

Drumwerx drums feature 6- and 8-ply 100% maple shells. Each bearing edge is precision-cut, hand-sanded, and polished to ensure consistent head alignment. All toms are factory equipped with suspension mounts. Top-of-the-line hardware, low-mass lugs, and Remo and Aquarian heads round out the kits.


Class Is In Session
Pro-Mark Scholastic Mallets and Performer Series Chimes

Pro-Mark has created a completely new line of Scholastic keyboard mallets for the high school and college market. Designed by award-winning band director Dan Frye, this new line consists of seventeen wrapped and unwrapped mallets for bells, xylophone, vibraphone, and marimba. The mallets are designed to be versatile enough to produce the wide range of sounds that are generally required in high school and college music programs. A range of colors differentiates the sound each mallet produces.

Pro-Mark also now offers Performer Series chimes, hand-crafted in Nashville, Tennessee by TreeWorks Chimes. They feature solid aluminum alloy bars that are polished and tempered for superb tone and projection. Each tonal bar is individually handled with braided cord capable of holding up to 50 lbs. The mantle is Tennessee white oak, hand-finished in natural oil and fire-branded with the Pro-Mark logo.

The 20-bar single-row (stock number PMCH20, $99.95) is designed to be an ideal choice when space is tight. The 30-bar single-row model (stock number PMCH30, $145.95) offers a wider tonal range for longer sweeps.

NO QUESTIONS ASKED!!

Unconditional 1 year replacement guaranty!
(See your local dealer for Wuhan Cymbals & Gongs along with the complete warranty)

Universal percussion
Est. 1976 Inc.

We are the exclusive distributor of BEATO Bags, ATTACK Drumheads, Wuhan Cymbals and Gongs, Istanbul Cymbals and Darbukas.
Fit For Royalty
Sovereign Percussion Drums

New Zealand’s native beech and matai hardwoods are used to build Sovereign Percussion solid-shell snare drums and drumkits. Drum designer Greg Lang believes that these timbers, sourced from sustainable rainforests, possess desirable sonic qualities for drums.

Sovereign shells are hand-formed, using techniques born from years of experience to create a round, stable, and strong shell while preserving the timber’s intrinsic organic structural qualities. Although steam/heat techniques are used in conjunction with other processes, shells are not subjected to pressure cooking or any other lengthy softening procedures that might compromise their structural integrity, resilience, and brightness. Drums are finished in clear lacquer and fitted with reinforcing hoops and hand-crafted brass fittings. Greg Lang describes his snare drum sound as “crisp and clean,” while bass drums and toms are “open, round, and full-bodied, with clear projection.”

A five-piece shell pack (18x22 bass drum, 8x10, 10x12, and 12x14 toms, 6x14 snare with die-cast hoops) lists for $6,979 plus shipping. A 6x14 snare drum with 10-mm die-cast hoops and a high-end snare strainer lists for $1,325. (Prices subject to fluctuations in the exchange rate.)

Www.sovereignpercussion.orcon.net.nz.

The Reference Shelf

Gene Krupa: The Pictorial Life Of A Jazz Legend by Bruce Klauer (Alfred Publishing)

This 176-page book is a photographic presentation of the life, times, and music of “that ace drummer man,” Gene Krupa. Over two hundred photos spanning six decades of jazz history bring the story of this most visual of performers to life like never before. Insights about Gene are offered by many of today’s top drummers, including Phil Collins, Tommy Aldridge, John Blackwell, Peter Erskine, Ed Shaughnessy, Peter Criss, Kenny Aronoff, Alphonse Mouzon, Carl Palmer, David Garibaldi, Carmine Appice, Alex Acuna, Neil Peart, and Steve Smith. A companion CD includes previously unreleased tracks covering five decades of Krupa’s drumming. List price is $26.95.


Symphonic Repertoire Guide For Timpani And Percussion by Raynor Carroll (Batterie Music/Carl Fischer Music)

This collection, compiled by Los Angeles Philharmonic principal percussionist Raynor Carroll, offers specialized guidance and solutions for selecting, rehearsing, and performing the timpani and percussion parts for symphonic compositions. Entries on more than 3,000 individual works by 350 different composers include all the standards of the symphonic repertoire (Beethoven, Brahms, Tchaikovsky) as well as works by some of today’s contemporary masters (Bernstein, Britten, Shostakovich). List price is $54.95.


Anatomy Of A Drum Solo DVD by Neil Peart (Hudson Music)

This double DVD presents newly recorded, in-studio footage of legendary drum artist Neil Peart analyzing, discussing, and dissecting his unique approach to the art of soloing. “Der Trommler,” a live drum solo performed and recorded during Rush’s 2004 European tour, is used as a framework. Neil talks candidly and in great detail about each section of the nine-minute tour-de-force, describing the inspiration and the conceptual thinking behind each part of the solo and then explaining and demonstrating the techniques required to play that segment. In addition, Neil’s entire performance has been transcribed note-for-note and is included on the disc as a printable PDF file.

Additional chapters and material in Anatomy Of A Drum Solo include “Exploration #1” and “Exploration #2” (completely improvised thirty-minute workouts at the drums), “Ich Bin Ein Hamburger” (a never-before-released solo recorded in Hamburg, Germany in September, 2004), “O Baterista” (Neil’s Grammy award-nominated solo previously released on the Rush In Rio DVD), live Rush performances of “Tom Sawyer” and “Subdivisions” from the 2004 European tour (shot from the perspective of the drum cameras), and a previously unreleased solo from Rush’s 1994 Counterparts tour. Extensive bonus materials include interviews with Lorne Wheaton (Neil’s drum tech) and Paul Northfield (Rush co-producer and engineer), video of Lorne setting up and talking about Neil’s drumkit, a full-color booklet, and a photo gallery. List price is $49.95.


Groove Essentials/The Play-Along Book/CD by Tommy Igoe (Vic Firth/Hudson Music)

This book and audio CD package has been created to be a quantum leap over previously available play-along drum methods. It includes over six hours of music and eighty-eight play-along tracks with fully notated drum charts for every song.

In addition to being an open-ended course of study for drummers of every age and ability, Groove Essentials/The Play-Along expands the impact and relevance of forty-seven essential grooves. It systematically combines today’s fundamental drumset patterns and detailed lessons with multiple “play-along” versions, featuring real-time performances of original musical compositions recorded by Igoe and some of New York’s top studio musicians.

The special audio CD features all of the tracks in MP3 format so that they can be played on all MP3-compatible CD and DVD players or downloaded to Mac and PC computers as well as iPods and other portable MP3 players. List price is $29.95.

One range, a thousand possibilities.

The Premier Series offers today's ultimate custom drum kit. With unrivalled flexibility, you can specify each shell separately...all handmade at our famous factory in England. Choose from premium North American Maple, Finnish Birch or our famous Gen-X, the very first Maple/Birch hybrid, with "Classic" un-supported or "Traditional" supported shell construction. You want Birch "Classic" Toms, Maple "Traditional" Floor Toms, Maple "Classic" Bass drum and Gen-X Snare drum? No problem! They're all united in the Premier Series range. With endless combinations of woods, shell types, sizes and finishes, why not enter a world of a thousand possibilities?

Premier
premier-percussion.com

Visit our website for details of your nearest dealer
In Tribute To The Big Easy
Wells Custom New Orleans Special Drumkit

Wells Custom Drums offers the New Orleans Special drumkit in maple or mahogany configurations. The four-piece kits (14x22 bass drum, 8x12 rack tom, 16x16 floor tom, and 5x14 snare) are finished in a walnut semi-gloss stain with maple hoops, hoop claws, and single, centered lugs. Maple kits have 6-ply toms and 8-ply snare and bass drums. Mahogany kits are 6-ply with 10-ply maple reinforcing rings. Kits are fitted with Aquarian Modern Vintage drumheads on the toms and snare, with a Super-Kick 1 batter head and a hand-painted Earthtone calfskin logo head on the bass drum. A Wells Custom steam-bent solid-maple snare is available as an option.

Wells is also offering a line of brass snares called the BlackBarry. The drums are available in 3½x13, 5x14, and 6x14 sizes, and come fitted with brass tube lugs and triple-flanged hoops.


Travel In Style
Kaces HD Series Drum Bags

Kaces HD series High Density drum bags from Ace Products Group are designed to offer the maximum amount of protection possible in a lightweight gig bag. The bags are constructed of a water- and tear-resistant 600D luggage-grade shell molded to a thick layer of ultra-dense rigid foam padding, and a fleece-lined interior. They feature comfort-grip rubber handles, removable padded shoulder straps, and double rubber handles on the bass drum bag to provide multiple transport options. All models include self-correcting luggage-grade zippers and an interior mesh pocket for storing extra drumheads.

The HD series also showcases an artist-rendered design that offers a unique and eye-catching look. Fusion (10x10, 10x12, 12x14, 18x22, 6½x14) and Standard (10x12, 11x13, 16x16, 18x22, 6½x14) configurations are available, at a list price of $299.95.


Dutch Treat
Vancore CCM-4010 Marimba

The Vancore CCM-4010 is said to be the first truly affordable 5-octave marimba, at a list price of $7,995. It features hand-selected padauk bars, height-adjustable "wave style" front resonators, a solid ash frame, cast-aluminum support brackets and legs, locking casters, infinite manual height adjustment, and other features usually found in instruments costing much more. Vancore instruments are hand-made by European craftsmen in Joure, The Netherlands. They are distributed exclusively in North America by Grover Pro Percussion.

Introducing the Custom Deluxe Fiberglass Congas and Bongos in a dazzling Champagne Sparkle Finish as played by Taku Hirano (Fleetwood Mac, Bette Midler, Stevie Nicks).

www.takuhirano.com
And What’s More

**AQUARIAN**'s Texture Coated Power-Thin snare drum heads (13” and 14” only) feature a coated top side, with a large, extremely thin Power-Dot on the underneath side. The heads are said to be versatile enough to be played with brushes as well as sticks, from soft to loud, and to produce a sound that’s full and bright, with excellent projection. List price for both sizes is $30.78.

**BIG BANG DISTRIBUTION** has teamed with **CRAVIOTTO DRUM COMPANY** to expand and promote the current line of Craviotto solid shell snare drums. The snares are known for their quality and craftsmanship.

**GROOVE STICKS** are balance- and weight-matched drumsticks intended to enhance the visual aspect of playing music. They’re fitted with metal finger rings that allow any drummer to spin and twirl the sticks in minutes. They’re also said to be a great tool for developing physical dexterity and mind/ hand coordination. The sticks are available in 16”-long SB models. They ship from San Diego, California, with a three-week delivery, at a cost of $7.50 plus $3.50 shipping.

**RHYTHM PHARM**’s RhythmTonic is a seven-CD box set of “audio-supplements” created to expand musical consciousness while creating a harmonious sonic environment. Organized by color, the Focus (yellow), Nourishment (orange), Energy (red), Growth (green), Calm (blue), Balance (violet), and Inner Voyage (black and white) are all real-time recordings of non-traditional improvised organic percussion. Rhythm Pharm co-founder Greg Ellis is also a composer and session musician for film and television.

The Resotune from **CIRCULAR SCIENCE** is designed to provide drummers with quartz-crystal precision for drum tuning that their guitar-playing bandmates have enjoyed for years. Beyond just identifying what musical notes your drumkit is tuned to, the Resotune is said to isolate and precisely read each lug one at a time to ensure optimal lug tension in order to deliver the cleanest possible tone. List price is $399.99.

**SENSAPHONICS HEARING CONSERVATION** offers the 3D Active Ambient ear monitor system, said to be the first monitor system to add full-range, natural ambient sound to the mix. Performers often take one or both of their earpieces off to better hear the full performance environment. The 3D Active Ambient solves that problem by embedding a precision-sualized microphone in the company’s ProPhonic 2X-S soft custom earpiece. This adds a unity-gain reproduction of the actual ambient soundfield, complete with directional cues, into the monitor mix. The music mix and ambient sound are combined in a compact bodypack, with the ambient sound level controlled by the user.

Green Day drummer **Tré Cool** has worked with **ZILDJIAN** to design his own Artist Collection stick bag. Reflecting the style and personality of its designer, the bag features a black & white skull & crossbones repeating graphic on the outside of the bag, with a “Stolen From Tré Cool” graphic on the large outside front pocket. With one large inside stick pocket, Tré’s bag is designed to be lighter in weight than its Artist Collection companions. The bag is finished with a carrying handle, tom ties, and black hardware. List price is $24.95.
SEE DRUM FINISHES AS UNIQUE AS YOU. THE NEW SONOR SQ² DRUM SYSTEM.

Experience the revolutionary new Sonor SQ² Drum System offering unique natural wood finishes and more than 4,000 solid lacquer finishes. Available soon at a Sonor dealer near you.

YOUR SIGNATURE IN SOUND
The entire KoSA family is deeply grateful for the support of our TENTH ANNIVERSARY workshop. Thanks to Sabian, Pearl, Ludwig Musser, Drummer's Collective, Pro Mark, Modern Drummer, DW, LP, Cooperman, Zildjian, Sibelius, Bosphorus, KAT, Shure, Audix, Evans, Innovative Percussion, Yamaha, Remo, Paiste, Mike Balter, HQ, Berklee, Mapex, Regal Tip, Tama, Mountain Rythym, and the D'Addario Foundation for making the dream a reality.

KoSA International Percussion Workshops
August 7-18, 2006 JSC, Johnson Vermont
www.kosamusic.com
WIN

A Modern Drummer 30th Anniversary iPod Shuffle

To help commemorate MD’s 30th anniversary, we’re giving away twelve custom-made Apple iPod Shuffles, one per month for the next year.

That’s right, only twelve of these little beauties exist, and you could be the proud owner of one of them.

The tiny iPod Shuffle can hold up to 120 songs, offering totally skip-free playback. It fits neatly in the palm of your hand, and looks very cool around your neck. The stylish MD 30th Anniversary logo complements it perfectly.

For the entry form and official rules, visit www.moderndrummer.com and click on the image of the iPod. Complete the required information, and you could be the next winner of this unique prize. It’s as simple as that!
**The Mars Volta**

*Scabdates* (Columbia Legacy)

The bad news first: This live set from prog-punk alchemists The Mars Volta doesn’t feature anything from recent studio disc *Frances The Mute*. So to feel drummer JON THEODORE’s jaw-dropping Latin-to-Zepplin transitions on “LVia LViaquez,” catch them next time they’re in town. *Scabdates* still shows the Mars Volta live experience to be a scorched-earth happening. Their dexterous chops never undermine the sixth-gear intensity of the “Take The Veil Cepin Taxt” suite, which highlights Theodore’s adeptness at firing whiplash accents and keeping the odd-meter tangents tight. And the structural depth beneath the sax skronk and vocal pyrotechnics on “Concertina” proves that live, The Mars Volta won’t sacrifice melody for absurdity.

*Ken Micalef*

---

**The New Pornographers**

*Twin Cinema* (Mute)

The New Pornographers’ mighty pop songs are juggernauts of ‘70s power rock and sugary ‘80s melodies combined for maximum impact. *Twin Cinema* is theatrical and powerful, and drummer KURT DAHLE is the band’s overheated rhythm furnace. As chaotic as Keith Moon and as resourceful as Ringo, but with the contemporary groove-slam of Chad Smith, Dahle creates magical parts that are as thumpingly frenetic as they are artistic.

*Ken Micalef*

---

**The Black Dahlia Murder**

*Miasma* (Metal Blade)

Ozfest second-stage madmen The Black Dahlia Murder have taken their nefarious attack to new extremes on this, their second full-length. With the addition of ZACH GIBSON (who replaced founding drummer Cory Grady), the Detroit foursome’s blistering Scandinavian-flavored thrash/death metal has gotten more complex and extra melodic. As Brian Eschbach and John Kempainen carve out vicious axe work on “I’m Charming” and “Flies,” Gibson goes berserk with inventive patterns and schizophrenic signatures.

*Jeff Peliah*

---

**Cool Music Out Now!**

- **Live Metal**
  - Slipknot: 9.0 Live (Roadrunner)
  - Testament: Live in London (Spitfire)
  - Sepultura: Live in Sao Paulo (SPV)
- **Classic Reissues**
  - T.Rex: The Slider, Dandy In The Underworld (Rhino)
  - The Residents: Commercial Album (Cryptic)
- **Esoteric**
  - Head Like A Kite: Random Portraits Of The Home Movie (Pattern 25)
  - Various Artists: I Am The Resurrection: A Tribute To John Fahey (Vanguard)
- **Pop/Rock**
  - The Subways: Young For Eternity (Indie/Atlantic)
  - The Warlocks: Surgery (Mute)
  - Catfish & The Bottlemen: Please Come Back (Soberly Canadian)
- **World**
  - Ravi Shankar: The Essential (Legacy)
  - Various Artists: Bollywood: An Anthology Of Songs From Popular Indian Cinema (Varalaxmi)
- **Journeyman Drummer**
  - Danny Gottlieb (Pat Metheny, Al Di Meola): Lends his years of experience and developed voice to Awakening, a no-nonsense cooker from guitarist Corey Christiansen. Gottlieb abets the introspective proceedings of “Roads” with a slinky 8th-note ride pulse, and chugs out a tasty bossa brush groove on the standard “Darn That Dream.” Modern jazz played with maturity and skill.

*Ilya Stemkovsky*

---

**Swingin’**

*The Crimson Jazz Trio, Alexander McCabe, The Corey Christiansen Quartet*

King Crimson tunes in a traditional jazz piano trio setting? The idea actually does work—interestingly, in the capable hands of 1972-era Crim skinsman IAN WALLACE, who demonstrates a refreshing lack of “jazz norms” reverence by diving head first into the material he’s so familiar with. Whether trading fours with double bass abandon on “21st Century Schizoid Man” or lightly Waltzing with a great feel on “Red,” Wallace still makes sure *The King Crimson Songbook Volume One* has the same adventurous spirit the namesake original band always did.

- Alto saxophonist Alexander McCabe’s *The Round* is a formidable if relatively tame outing of straight-ahead acoustic originals.
- STEVE JOHNS’ nuanced touch and beautiful cymbal sound work well on his Elvin-esque jaunt through “Floating” and during his inventive solo over the Latin rhythms of “Jugo.”

(www.crimsonjazz.com)

*Journeyman Drummer* DANNY GOTTLEB (Pat Metheny, Al Di Meola) lends his years of experience and developed voice to Awakening, a no-nonsense cooker from guitarist Corey Christiansen. Gottlieb abets the introspective proceedings of “Roads” with a slinky 8th-note ride pulse, and chugs out a tasty bossa brush groove on the standard “Darn That Dream.” Modern jazz played with maturity and skill.

(www.myspace.com)
Everything for the Musician...

Just A Click Away!

Whether you're a beginner, a pro, or anywhere in-between, we're your ultimate source for music gear. Visit our website today and find out for yourself!

Free Shipping!
On most orders over $99, see website for details.

The Lowest Price Guaranteed!
We'll meet or beat any verified competitive offer for 45 days after purchase.

Total Satisfaction Guaranteed!
Take 45 days to be sure you're totally pleased or your money back.

PLUS!
- Over 40,000 Products!
- Totally Secure & Easy To Browse!
- Huge Savings In Our Clearance Center!
- Weekly Newsletter!
- VIP Concert Sweepstakes & Weekly Gear Giveaways!
- Thousands Of Sound Bites!
- Customer Product Reviews!
- Exclusive Hands-On Reviews & Tech Tips!

Musician's Friend
The Best For Less Shipped To Your Door

Get Your FREE Catalog at www.musiciansfriend.com/free or 1-800-391-8751

Source Code: MDFC
**John Coltrane**

Live At The Half Note
One Down, One Up

Tour Program

This long rumored to exist 1965 recording features one of John Coltrane’s most heralded solos in the title track. At one point in the tune, Coltrane and drummer Elvin Jones dive into a duet for a full fifteen minutes—until Elvin’s pedal breaks, leaving him keeping time purely on cymbal and snare. Remarkably, this doesn’t deprive the music, only alters its colors. At 27:40, “One Down, One Up” has a flow that recalls Live At Birdland, yet with more control, less bombast, and vastly better sonics. A must-have recording.

Ken Micallef

**Sir Millard Mulch**

How to Sell the Whole F***ing Universe to Everybody... Once and For All!

This extraordinarily creative three-CD set is insanely entertaining. Parodying modern motivational sales techniques, composer/multi-instrumentalist Mulch reflects Zappa-esque qualities, namely complex musical passages combined with esoteric lyrical dialog. Musically, it’s all over the map, from drumming highlights go right to disc two, where the prog rock epic “Hemisphere III: Hermes” features Virgil Donati shredding in 13/16, a blazing Nick D’Virgilio, and Euro-prog drumming whiz Morgan Agren, all thrown into a blender of extreme composition.

Ingenious, indignant, cerebral cacophony. (www.simillarmulch.com)

Mike Had

**Check Point Charlie**

Songs One Through Twelve

Checkpoint Charlie’s Songs One Through Twelve delivers everything pop/rock fans crave—great tunes, beautiful harmonies, and hooks for days. Drummer Kevin Packard (who co-wrote all the songs with Jesse Anderegg) does an excellent job not only on drums but also on lead vocals and guitar. Packard’s drumming is rock-solid and right in the pocket, and he never overplays the song. If you’re a fan of the band Jellyfish, get your hands on this CD. (www.checkpointcharlie.net)

Billy Amendola

---

**MUTI-MEDIA: STUDY**

**Take It To The Streets:**

A Study Guide In New Orleans Street Beats And Second-Line Rhythms As Applied To Funk

by Stanton Moore (CallFischer)

level: intermediate to advanced, $19.95

This book/CD package works perfectly as a companion for New Orleans funkster Stanton Moore’s highly acclaimed DVD set, or as a stand-alone text. Many of the topics discussed in the DVDs are reiterated and expanded here, with plenty of additional variations to keep your creative juices flowing. Moore covers everything from the history of street beats and second-line, to Mardis Gras Indian patterns, to New Orleans-infused Latin rhythms, to linear beats and fills. There’s even a chapter dedicated to some super-hip handheld tambourine grooves. And the accompanying CD is invaluable for copying that greasy ‘Nawlins swing.

Michael Dawson

**Time Zone: Duets For Darabuka And Frame Drum**

by Ken Shorley & Marla Leigh (Independent)

level: beginner to intermediate, $29.95

Douv. Tek. Ka. These are the three basic tones produced on the darabuka, which percussionist Ken Shorley demonstrates, along with some intermediate techniques. In like fashion, percussionist Marla Leigh demonstrates the basic striking techniques for frame drum, held in both the lap and tar styles. Once these foundations are established, the two commence with a set of eight duets for both drums. These duets demonstrate the techniques shown in a variety of musical arrangements. The DVD also shows the duet parts for each drum separately, allowing close study and the possibility to play along with either part. In addition, written scores of the parts are available through their Web site with purchase. Throughout the DVD, clear footage, close-ups, and a friendly, patient delivery make learning the basic Middle Eastern techniques for these drums easy. The option to use the duet parts either as lessons or as video drumming partners is a useful feature. Leigh and Shorley’s visual learning approach encourages students to jump right in and start playing.

Martin Patmos

---

**Buddy Rich’s Modern Interpretation Of Snare Drum Rudiments**

by Henry Adler, revised by Ted MacKenzie (Music Sales)

level: intermediate to advanced, $19.95

This informed collection of rudiment studies was important in 1942, when Rich was a star from his work with the Tommy Dorsey Band and Frank Sinatra, and when Adler was one of the most revered drumming minds. To serious snare drummers it is every bit as important today, and with revision by Ted MacKenzie providing further context and insight into the Adler Method, this is a very welcome reissue. MacKenzie studied with Adler in the 1960s, and here he provides more in-depth descriptions of the stick grip, stroke, and stick control so important to Adler, but not detailed in the book’s previous editions. MacKenzie also contributes helpful photos and line drawings. Divided into non-bounce exercises and bounce exercises, the book aims to create what Buddy called a “finished drummer,” one who could play at any speed, volume, or feeling. The ruff, rolls, paradiddles, and flams are explained for traditional and matched grip, and there are inside tips on small things that make a big difference—one not putting too much accent in the flam patterns at first. Even if you never plan to play a four-stroke ruff triple paradiddle, there’s much to learn here.

---

**Taking The Reins**

New drummer-led releases


Gregg Bendian’s Trio Piannisimo, Change, www.greggbendian.com

Otis Hayes, Otis Hayes III, www.otishayes.com

---
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WIN
A DW COLLECTOR’S SERIES EXOTIC DRUMSET WITH SIX SABIAN CYMBALS FROM TERRY BOZZIO & FAVORED NATIONS!

FOR YOUR CHANGE TO WIN, PICK UP TERRY'S NEW CD
Chamber Works  Terry Bozzio + Metropol Orkest
AVAILABLE NOW!

CHAMBER WORKS features the scene-stealing drummer performing with Holland’s highly acclaimed classical Metropole Orkest... an essential release in Bozzio’s total body of work.

1 Grand Prize Winner:  Retail Value Over $20,000!!!
- A 12-piece DW Drum Set in Terry Bozzio’s signature Candy Black Fade over Kurillian Birch, 3 piccolo toms, PDP Rack System hardware, and DW9000 pedals.
- A set-up of 6 SABIAN Signature Terry Bozzio RADIA cymbals.

2 Runners Up Win:
- The entire Favored Nations catalog of releases including a signed copy of Terry Bozzio’s Chamber Works.

Visit www.favorednations.com/bozziocontest for entry details.

---

**Chick Corea**

**Rendezvous In New York**

The significance of this unprecedented ten-disc collection (totaling 7 hours, 39 minutes) might not be completely realized for years to come. The sheer accomplishment of gathering this group of monumental, multi-generational jazz giants, in celebration of the 60th birthday of one of America’s most important and prolific composers and jazz keyboardists, is a testament to Chick Corea’s enduring legacy in modern jazz, and his exhaustive, award-winning catalog of music. Throughout his career, Corea’s complex arrangements helped transform his drummers into legends. Three of them are featured on this superbly produced high-definition video set: Roy Haynes, Steve Gadd, and Dave Weckl, each of whom recreates classic Corea charts that brought significant notoriety to their respective careers. Also featured is the organic, eclectic drumming of Jeff Ballard, from Chick’s more recent projects. All four drummers produced emotionally charged performances during the star-studded, three-week engagement at New York’s renowned Blue Note jazz club, from which these performances were pulled. Inspiring, historic moments in jazz drumming that should not be missed.

Mike Haid

**Green Day**

**Bullet In A Bible**

When a live DVD shows a drummer’s swamp-ass, you truly are dealing with a warts-and-all affair. Such is the case with this DVD/CD combo from Green Day, recorded over two nights last June at London’s Milton Keynes Bowl. The image of Tré Cool’s sweaty bum when he steps out front during the band introductions is a freeze-frame-worthy highlight, though the road-wearied interviews and backstage clowning tend toward the cliché. The tunes are the draw, played with precision and mixed to kill. “Longview,” “Good Riddance (Time Of Your Life),” and “American Idiot” chronicle the arc of Green Day’s progression from spastic loons to sentimentalists to political firebrands. And Cool proves he’s the man for any task, be it lending Ringo-like simplicity to “Are We The Waiting,” delivering tasty fills in “Jesus Of Suburbia,” or the stadium-rock drummer’s toughest challenge: keeping 65,000 screaming fans in time with the click of a hi-hat on “Basketcase.”

Patrick Berkery

**Roadrunner United**

**The All-Star Sessions**

To help celebrate its 25th anniversary, Roadrunner Records assembled several “all-star” bands and had each one record a few numbers. The results are surprisingly diverse, from the destructive balladry produced and drummed by Slipknot’s Joey Jordison (“Enemy Of The State”) to the blistering tempo attacks from drummers like Roy Mayorga (Soulfly), Mike Smith ( Suffocation), and Dave McClain (Machine Head). But the real beauty of this package is the DVD, which features interesting studio footage from a variety of the label’s (and genre’s) finest drummers. For fans of solid metal drumming (who don’t mind four-letter words), the DVD makes for a worthy and educational viewing.

Waelid Rashidi

**Billy Cobham’s Culturemix**

**The Paris Concert**

One of fusion’s founding fathers, Billy Cobham, struts his formidable stuff on this live date from 2001, still showing the uncommon speed and drive that he employed with artists like Mahavishnu Orchestra, Miles Davis, and George Duke dating back to the 1970s. Culturemix cleverly reworks staples from the drummer’s early albums, like “Stratus,” “Crosswinds,” and “Spectrum.” And his bandmates—guitarist Per Gade, keyboardist Marcos Ubeda, bassist Stefand Rademacher, and percussionist Junior Gill—contribute material as well. The drummer seems to be having a ball throughout, exploring the old and the new, and he’s right on top of his game. Cobham was sometimes assailed for being an overpowering drummer, and if you ever had the fortune of sitting close to his kit, you know he could play loud. But this video also shows Cobham’s less heralded control of a wide breadth of dynamics—which includes playing as quietly as any drummer you could imagine.

Robin Tolleson

---

**George Harrison And Friends**

The Concert For Bangladesh

George Harrison’s enormous 1971 assembly, perhaps the first rock-for-charity event of its kind, includes Bob Dylan, Leon Russell, Billy Preston, and a not-all-there Eric Clapton, and is anchored by the inspired pairing of Ringo Starr and Jim Keltner. The drummers, who’d just met, settled into the instantly sympathetic groove, and you’ll find yourself frequently wondering, “Who played that fill?” The rock-band opener, “Wah-Wah,” suggests we’ll be seeing plenty of footwork of the duo, but sadly they’re largely invisible the rest of the way. We do, however, see Ringo featured on “It Don’t Come Easy.” It’s a bit off-key, but it has its heart (and hands) in the right place. Perhaps the most exciting percussion of all, though, comes via tabla player Alla Rakha in the Ravi Shankar–led Indian music segment that kicks off the concert. Rakha follows the string players’ every move and doubles their phrasing in brisk flurries of rhythm.

Michael Patillo

---

**Of Further Interest**

The classiest prog band of all, Caravan, have a lovely live DVD out, The 35th Anniversary Concert, featuring the highly apropos drumming of Richard Coughlan. Another live DVD celebrating another legendary British band: Killing Joke’s XXV Gathering! features the blissfully heavy thump of Ben Calvert.

Wait, there’s more, this time from the streets of New York City: Thunders, Kane & Nolan represents a classic club gig by these New York Dolls vets. The sorely missed Jerry Nolan was no lightweight, punk fans, even at this late juncture.

The Doors: Live In Philadelphia is a double CD representing a full concert recorded in 1970. John Densmore is great throughout. Drummer John Albert (Christian Death, Bad Religion) has released a memoir, Wrecking Crew. The book, described as “frank and darkly humorous,” has reportedly been optioned by Paramount to be made into a film.
HART PROFESSIONAL 6.4
(Hand Hammered Chrome)

HART PROFESSIONAL 5.3
(Black Lacquer)

T223
The Most Advanced Trigger System Available

VIRTUOSO

STUDIO MASTER 6.4

Innovative Design, Quality, Accuracy and Durability.
All HART PROFESSIONAL and ACUPAD drumsets feature
Patented TE3.2 Trigger Systems with new KS MAGNUM "silent" mesh heads
Patented ECYMBAL "silent" Electronic Cymbals and new EPEDAL II Hi-Hat.
Wide selection of stock 5 and 6 piece kits to choose from or
custom configured to your specification from $799 (Retail).
Please visit your nearest stocking Dealer or our website
to see why those who know choose
Hart Dynamics Electraoustic Percussion Products.

800 769 5335
www.hartdynamics.com

Electraoustic Percussion Products since 1980
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African drums, affordable high-quality drums.  
Www.wwdrums.com.

Study Materials
Hard-cover drum books by Joel Rothman. Complete Rock Drummer, Complete Jazz Drummer, $39.95 each. Send for free catalog. J.R. Publications, Charles Dumont & Son, #1085 Dumont Dr., Voorhees, Nj 08043. Tel: (800) 257-8283.

"Fast Hands For Drummers." To order, send $12 to: John Bock, 9 Hillview Place, Enfield, N.Y. 10523.

Drummers—Howie Reider writes again, Sam Ulano recommends my latest book, Learning Drum Reading. You’ll love it. Send check or money order, $14.95 plus $3.85 for priority mail, total of $18.80. Howie Reider, PO Box 203, Greenfield Park, N.Y. 12435.

20 popular rudiments cassette package with booklets and music. Send $20 to Scott L. Walker, 10137 Avenue Tranquilla, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275 fast.

Www.bryanwest.com: Techniques in Interdependence available now! Wertico and Collins endorsed!

Instruction
NYC—Westchester. Learn the art of playing the drums. Students include platinum artists. All welcome. “It’s about time.”  
Www.edbettenelli.com. Tel: (212) 759-2631, (914) 674-4549.

DrumLAB: Clinics, concerts, and lessons in Toronto.  
Drumlab.blogspot.com.

Boston—Tabla. Norman Farkas, disciple of Pandit Shashi Nayak, offers instruction in the art of tabla playing. (617) 776-2390.

Simon Kirke, drummer with Free and Bad Company, is offering tuition to students at his NYC studio. Lessons in feel, technique, and solos. Call (516) 448-0211. Also available: Simon’s CD 7 Rays Of Hope. $12.98, PO Box 4011, East Hampton, NY 11937.

NYC—Tabla. Learn Indian classical drumming with Misha Masud. All levels. Study in Indian rhythm theory also offered for composers, jazz/fusion musicians. Tel: (212) 724-7223.

Baltimore-Washington: Grant Memefee’s studio of drumming. B.M. Berklee College of Music. All styles and levels. Tel: (410) 747-STIX.

Silver Spring, MD—Mike Reeves. Beginner to advanced. (202) 423-8644.

Frustrated with your feet? In LA, get sick scary double pedal chops! Rick, (310) 392-7499.

NYC Drummers: Study with John Sarracco, one of the most knowledgeable pros in the NY area. Accepting only the serious-minded for drum instruction the professional way. Manhattan and Staten Island studio locations. (718) 351-4031.

LA, Pasadena—Learn to drum at The Lesson Shack! First lesson’s free! Phil (826) 429-4865, TheLessonShack@yahoo.com.
Vintage Corner

For Sale


A Drummer’s Tradition features an incredible collection of vintage drums for sale. Visit our shop in San Rafael, California, or check our Web site at www.adrummerstradition.com for weekly updates. We are always buying! Call 10-6 PST, Mon-Sat: (415) 458-1888, fax: (415) 458-1869.


Wanted

Immediate cash—Gretsch, K Zildjian, Rogers, Slingerland, Leedy, Vintage Drum Center. Tel: (800) 729-3111, or (841) 693-3611, vintage-drum@lisco.com.

Unusual-finish drums: swirls, stars, top hats, engraved, etc. Also Camco, George Way, Gladstone, and Ringo drums. (800) 839-6634.

Miscellaneous


Wanted

LA, Pasadena—Learn to drum at The Lesson Shack! First lesson’s free! Phil (626) 429-4585, TheLessonShack@yahoo.com.

Miscellaneous

New! Video clips, free drum lessons, drum videos, monthly giveaways at Dave Bedrock’s americandrum-school.com.

Www.chrisawthray.com—roots/jazz/rock, featured in 12/05 MD Critique.

Www.buildyourownrdums.com.

Musician’s Lair. Find musicians and bands. Create a Web page! Showcase your songs. Find or advertise gigs! Wwww.musicianslair.net.


Www.drumtipsoftips.com. Over 400 drum tips!

411drums.com—#1 drum portal with free lessons, tips, articles, photos, links, tabs, glossary, and more!

The Art Of Soloing

NEIL PEART

On how he comes up with his incredible solos, along with an in-depth style & analysis of his signature licks.

THE GREAT SOLOISTS

Tips and insight from Louie Bellson, Joe Morello, Billy Cobham, Carl Palmer, Dave Weckl, Carmine Appice, Virgil Donati, and many more!

THE TOP-25 SOLOS!

MD picks the all-time best!

PLUS articles on the subject by

Steve Smith, John Riley, Rod Morgenstein, Stanton Moore, Billy Ward, and many others!

Don’t miss it!

Check Out MD ONLINE

View Past “Caught On The Web” Features

Hal Blaine
Kevin Franks
Joey Kramer
Lil’ John Roberts
Tony Thompson
and many more!

www.moderndrummer.com
This past November 2–5, thousands of drummers and percussionists from around the globe came together in Columbus, Ohio to celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Percussive Arts Society International Convention. Attendees were treated to four days of clinics and concerts from some of the finest performers and educators in the business.

The drumset portion of PASIC 2005 featured the most diverse and accomplished lineup of recent years. Drumming legend Steve Gadd was the main attraction. Not only did he present the weekend’s most anticipated clinic, he also participated in a concert tribute to Buddy Rich and was inducted into the Percussive Arts Society Hall Of Fame. The super-versatile Steve Smith was also a major draw, performing with Buddy’s Buddies at the Buddy Rich tribute concert and presenting a detailed clinic (with the help of South Indian percussionist Ganesh Kumar) that focused on applying Indian vocal rhythms to drumset.

The most surprising drumset clinic of the weekend came from Glenn Kotche of the Grammy award–winning rock band Wilco. Kotche played an incredible drumset arrangement of a Balinese performance artwork, the Monkey Chant. Woven into this piece was an interesting collection of non-traditional drumset sounds, including cricket boxes, Glenn’s pitch-bending Mani-Tom and hi-hat shaker, tuned bells, and a prepared snare drum with springs, strings, and coils attached.

Other drumset performers included The Producers’ Larry Lelli, funk/jazz artist Billy Kilson, MD’s 2001 Undiscovered Drummer winner Gustavo Meli, technical...
ROCK N' ROLL FANTASY CAMP
LIVE THE FANTASY! — JAM WITH THE STARS!

ROGER DALTREY
OF THE WHO

Mickey Hart
OF THE
GRAATEFUL DEAD

Mickey Thomas
OF
JEFFERSON STARSHIP

ROOTER DALTREY
OF THE WHO

CHEAP TRICK
NEAL SCHON
OF JOURNEY

DICKEY BETTS
OF THE
ALLMAN BROTHERS

NEXT CAMP:
February 16-20,
2006, President's weekend
Hollywood, CA

CAMP HIGHLIGHTS:
- Small group instruction from celebrity rock 'n roll musicians
- Daily jam sessions with your band and rock star counselor
- Daily meals with celebrity musicians and campers
- Professional recording studio and rehearsal space
- 10+ hours of jamming daily
- Photograph and autograph opportunities
- A professional DVD of you jamming with the stars at House of Blues
- No experience necessary - All musical levels are welcome

COUNSELORS INCLUDE:
- Jack Blades, Night Ranger, Camp Director
- Gary Burr, Carol King Band/American Idol (Songwriter)
- Kelly Keagy, Night Ranger (Drums)
- Vince Melamed, Jimmy Buffett/Eagles, (Keyboards)
- Michael Lardie, Great White, (Keyboards, Guitar)
- Simon Kirke, Bad Company, (Drums)
- Jerry Rensin, The Mankees, (Bass)
- Bruce Kulick, Kiss (Guitar)

REGISTER NOW! For Further Information:
Visit: www.RockandRollFantasyCamp.com
or Call: (888) ROC-BAND (888)-762-2263

Sponsored by
Guitar Player
Keyboard
Bass Player
Modular Guitar
Modern Drummer
The Wall Street Journal
Produced by DFP
Backbeats

Virgil Donati, Prince’s John Blackwell, big band drummer John Von Ohlen, R&B great Bernard Purdie, avant-garde artist Susie Ibarra, brush master Clayton Cameron, world/fusion drummer Jamey Haddad, jazz educator Ed Soph, session ace Terry Silverlight, Latin-jazz artist Robbie Ameen, Berklee faculty member Sergio Belloti, electronic wizard Akiro Jimbo (with Taiko drummer Shuichi Hidano), Shadows Fall’s Jason Bittner, LA rocker Ray Luzier, heavy metal drummer Jimmy DeGrasso, The Lion King’s Tommy Igoe, Galactic’s Stanton Moore, funk drummer Rick Latham, and modern jazz powerhouse Terreon Gully.

Non-drumset highlights included a marching clinic on ensemble listening by Thom Hannum and Jeff Queen, a folkloric drumming clinic from world percussionist Michael Spiro, and a keyboard showcase concert by marimbaist She-E Wu. PASIC 2006 will take place November 8–11 in Austin, Texas. For registration information, visit www.pasic.org. For additional PASIC 2005 photos, go to www.moderndrummer.com.

Story by Michael Dawson
Photos by Heinz Kronberger

Yamaha’s Groove Night Returns

After a layoff in 2005, Yamaha’s popular Groove Night event (staged in conjunction with the annual NAMM trade show) is back for its sixth edition. The event will be held on Saturday, January 21 at the Cerritos Center For Performing Arts in Cerritos, California. All-time favorite emcee Rick Marotta is back to host.

This year’s theme of “Groove All Stars” will be embodied by a lineup that includes Tommy Aldridge, Zachary Alford, Eddie Bayers, Michael Bland, Bobby Blotzer, Tom Brechtlein, Garry Brown, Matt Cameron, Keith Carlock, Ndugu Chandler, Peter Erskine, Steve Gadd, Russ Kunkel, Marvin McQuitty, Russ Miller, Jerry Marotta, Rick Marotta, Andy Newmark, Chris Parker, John Robinson, Oscar Seaton, Ian Wallace and Dave Weckl. The evening will also celebrate Steve Gadd’s thirtieth anniversary as a Yamaha artist.

Zildjian In The East

Zildjian held its fourth annual East Coast Artist Session at Studio Instrument Rentals in New York City this past fall. Artists in attendance included Anton Fig, Aaron Spears, Bruce Cox, Charley Drayton, Michael Cartellone, Graham Hawthorne, Keith Carlock, Mino Cinelu, Greg Hutchinson, Gerald Heyward, Otis Brown III, Sterling Campbell, Gregg Gerson, Jay Dittamo, Ray Marchica, Joel Rosenblatt, Obed Calvaire, Chris Parker, John Riley, Luther Rix, Vince Cherico, Dafnis Prieto, Thommy Price, Marko Marcinko, Marko Djorjevic, Matt Wilson, Robbie Gonzalez, Ralph Irizarry, Jonny Cragg, Carter McLean, Victor Lewis, Richie Morales, Sergio Bellotti, Clarence Penn, George Hooks, Steven Wolf, Rocky Bryant, Brian Kelley, Joe Franco, and Joe Corsello.
Nobody Knows Drummers Like We Know Drummers

When he was young, MD associate editor Billy Amendola didn’t get much respect. John Bonham once threw a ride cymbal at Billy when he caught him sneaking into his dressing room at the Fillmore.

But eventually Billy earned a serious spot in the New York studios himself, and now he counts many drumming legends among his personal friends. That’s the level of inside access Modern Drummer magazine is famous for.

(Incidentally, Billy caught that cymbal, eventually using it on eleven top-10 disco hits in 1979 alone. True story.)

MODERN DRUMMER

Get close to the legends of drumming. Subscribe to Modern Drummer TODAY.

1-800-551-3786, www.moderndrummer.com
The 2005 Montreal Drum Fest, held this past November 12-13, reiterated its status as one of the world’s top gatherings of percussionists and drummers. Held in downtown Montreal, Quebec, Canada, this year’s festival was integrated with the Montreal Music Show, held a couple of subway stops away. There, on Friday, November 11, clinics were hosted by Rick Latham, Robby Ameen, Bruno Roy and Mario Roy, Dafnis Prieto, Memo Acevedo, Paul Brochu, and John Blackwell.

The Drum Fest itself got underway on Saturday with the now-traditional Yamaha Rising Star Showcase, presenting top student drummers culled from regional competitions in the Montreal area. They were followed by Franklin Vanderbilt (Stevie Wonder’s drummer), who had the audience’s attention from the downbeat. His visuals were as compelling as his relentless groove. Nathaniel Townsley then demonstrated exquisite dynamics with his trio, after which Robby Ameen flexed his considerable AfroCuban drumset chops.

Canada’s own Magella Cormier reaffirmed his status as a fusion icon. Next up, John Blackwell nailed the groove with acrobatic flare. The day ended with a nimble performance by Latin drummer/composer Dafnis Prieto and his band.

Sunday’s show awoke to Quebec legend Michel Bernard’s musical brand of drumming. He was followed by Germany’s slick Benny Greb, who was all surprises, and Canadian rocker Shane Gaalaas, who was all power. Next, Akira Jimbo and Hiroyuki Noritake (performing together as Synchronized DNA) gave a stunning example of acoustic/electronic drumming symmetry. Keith Carlock was funky and swinging, while managing to breathe John Bonham with every stroke.


Story by T. Bruce Wittet
Photos by Heinz Kronberger
Study at home with all these masters!

www.virtualdrummerschool.com

Study guide containing 1,400 online video lessons for drummers and percussionists.
Levels: Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced. Covering styles like:
Rock, Pop, Jazz, Funk, Fusion, Afro-Cuban, R&B, Hip Hop, Brazilian, Flamenco, etc.
In Memoriam

Mark Craney

Mark Craney died this past November 28, after years of battling complications of diabetes. He was fifty-three years old. Mark was highly regarded for his drumming on Gino Vannelli’s Brother To Brother and Jean-Luc Ponty’s Imaginary Voyage albums. In the early 1980s he also toured with Jethro Tull, Tower Of Power, and other important acts. Modern Drummer will feature a full In Memoriam piece on Mark in the May ’06 issue.

Roy Brooks

Jazz drummer Roy Brooks died this past November 15, at the age of sixty-seven. He had suffered from heart, lung, and circulation illnesses.

Brooks was a key figure in the hard bop scene of the mid-1960s. He was known for a powerful approach coupled with an unshakable sense of swing. He earned his reputation on gos and recordings with pianist Horace Silver’s Quintet between 1959 and 1964. He also worked with Dexter Gordon, Yusef Lateef, Charles Mingus, James Moody, and Sonny Stitt.

John “Beatz” Holohan

John “Beatz” Holohan, drummer for Long Island–based emo rockers Bayside, was killed this past October 31 when the band’s tour van flipped after hitting a patch of ice outside Cheyenne, Wyoming. The group was driving to their next stop on the Never Sleep Again tour.

Hollywood Custom & Vintage Drum Show

The ninth annual Hollywood Custom & Vintage Drum show was held at the Remo Percussion Center in North Hollywood this past October 1 and 2. Attendees were treated to an array of rare vintage items plus a myriad of offerings from custom builders.

Clinicians appearing at the show included Jeff Hamilton, Danny Seraphine, Clayton Cameron, Joe Porcaro, and Randy Caputo and Jimmy Ford in their roles as Gene Krupa and Buddy Rich performing their famous drum battle.

Raffle prizes included twenty custom and vintage snare drums. Visit www.vintagedrumshow.com for more photos and video clips of the show plus information on the 2006 event.

Photos by Ronn Dunnett

The San Francisco Drum Company had one of the most attractive displays at the show.

A rare clinic appearance by original Chicago drummer Danny Seraphine was a major attraction.

The indomitable Joe Porcaro also conducted a well-received clinic.

New York Vintage & Custom Drum Show

The First Annual New York Vintage & Custom Drum Show was held this past November 13 in Lake Grove, New York.

Among the exhibitors were Frondeeli USA Drums (who launched their new classic-ERA models), MRP Custom Drums, Vaughncraft Percussion (whose solid snare drum shells drew a lot of attention), Bill Jarres (whose vintage display included a Gretsch Cadillac Green Birdland kit), Paul Librizzi and Bill Ferrato (with rare vintage parts and memorabilia), and John Sheridan (who presented a Carpathian elm Gretsch Centennial kit).

Evans, Britt Stuff, Classic Drummer, and Modern Drummer supported the show with door prizes and promotional items. The 2006 show is scheduled for November 12. For more information, go to nyvintagedrumshow.com.
1. GREY & BLACK RINGER TEE
   available in sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL, $19.95

2. BLACK TEE with logo
   available in sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL $17.95

3. RED & BLACK RINGER TEE
   available in sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL, $19.95

4. BLACK & WHITE BASEBALL TEE
   available in sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL, $19.95

5. BLACK CAP with embroidered logo
   back embroidered with white type: Since 1977,
   adjustable strap to fit all sizes $15.95

6. MESSENGER BAG
   adjustable padded shoulder strap for comfort. Use this bag
   to hold drumsticks, sheet music, books, and more! $29.95

7. WRISTBANDS with embroidered logo
   available in black, stretch to fit all sizes. Wristbands are sold
   in sets of two. $8.95

To order: Call (973) 239-4140 or go to www.moderndrummer.com.
Peter Matragrano plays this ’80s-era North drumkit with a band called Mother Of Grain (taken from the translation of Peter’s Italian last name). The set consists of 6”, 8”, 10”, 12”, and 14” toms, a 22” bass drum, and a Yamaha copper snare drum. All of the hardware, including the tom rack, is original North equipment. The vintage Zildjian cymbals include an 8” splash, 16” and 18” crashes, 14” hi-hats, a 20” China, and a 20” ride.

The distinctive flame graphic was created by applying a custom paint job and pinstriping to the original white fiberglass shells. The job took over fifty hours.
A Sound Like No Other...

In 1883 in a small shop in Brooklyn, New York, Friederich Gretsch began creating the sound that today’s drummers call “That Great Gretsch Sound.” Now 123 years later the same care and commitment to quality for which the Gretsch family is famous for continues to produce drums with superior craftsmanship, innovation, and of course...

That Great Gretsch Sound
The latest installment of our Artist Series. Taylor's stick is designed to provide maximum impact and dynamics. Taylor's stick utilizes a round bead for full tones and features his hawk tattoo artwork. See more about Taylor and his new stick at Zildjian.com.